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Abstract 

Platelets play an essential role in hemostasis and thrombosis in the bloodstream. Their 

critical physiological behavior is intimately related to their cellular function as secretory 

cells. Platelets contain populous secretory granules and release a large array of chemical 

messengers ranging from ions to small molecules to large protein-based macromolecules. 

Until now, the dynamic secretion behavior of platelet secretory granules has been poorly 

understood, due largely to the lack of tools to probe the small-sized platelets. To address 

this important biological problem and bridge the current knowledge gap, this thesis work 

develops and employs state-of-the-art electrochemical techniques to study single platelet 

exocytosis with a focus on platelet dense-body granules, the prominent secretory granules 

responsible for releasing clot-promoting small molecule chemical messengers. As a 

result, the work reveals important insights into the inner-workings of platelet secretory 

behavior and expands the knowledge basis on platelets for therapeutic purposes. 

 

Chapter One reviews state-of-the-art methodologies for single-cell studies of exocytosis. 

Based on the small-sized platelets, electrochemical methods are uniquely suited to study 

exocytosis on a platelet-by-platelet basis. Chapters Two and Three develop and employ 

carbon-fiber microelectrode fast-scan cyclic voltammetry and amperometry methods to 

measure real-time dense-body granule exocytosis in platelet suspensions and single 

platelets. The experimental results represent the first dynamic evidence of platelet quantal 

secretion behavior, i.e. granule content secretion via exocytosis. Chapters Four to Seven 

systematically examine the fundamental quantal secretion behavior of platelet dense-

body granules by combining real-time electrochemical measurement tools and a wide 

range of chemical and pharmacological manipulation strategies. Chapter Four examines 

the effects of variations in temperature, extracellular pH and osmolarity on platelet dense-

body granule secretion, and reveals common and distinct quantal secretion behavior of 

platelets among secretory cell types studied to date. Chapter Five investigates the impact 

of variations in granule size following pharmacological manipulation of granule content 

on platelet dense-body granule secretion, and reveals the dynamic interplay between 
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granule content and the granule membrane in modulating platelet quantal secretion. 

Chapter Six examines the variations in natural membrane cholesterol and substituted 

unnatural epicholesterol content on platelet dense-body granule quantal secretion, and 

reveals a critical biophysical role for membrane cholesterol in regulating exocytosis. 

Chapter Seven studies the effects of pharmacologically manipulated cytoskeletal F-actin 

and microtubule integrity on platelet dense-body granule secretion, and reveals that F-

actin, but not microtubule, regulates platelet dense-body granule secretion. 
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1.1 General Overview 

 

Single cells are the basic units of a complex cell network comprising various biological 

systems; such basic elements do not stand alone and, indeed, are constantly 

communicating with their surroundings. There are a variety of delicate ways cells have 

evolved to communicate with one another; among others, the chemical-based 

communication, exocytosis, is widely used and evolutionarily conserved. Neurons in the 

human brain are perhaps the most well-known cell type that predominantly uses 

chemical-based communications.
1, 2

 When an electrical pulse propagates along the axon 

of a neuron, chemical messenger-loaded vesicles are mobilized, transported, and finally 

fuse with the neuronal terminal to release chemical messengers into a synapse. Upon 

diffusion, these chemicals are specifically recognized by the receptors present on the 

receiving neurons for subsequent signal transduction. Beyond central nervous system 

neurons, a variety of cells types in peripheral systems also employ exocytosis for 

communication and realization of their roles in a given task. One important example is 

blood platelets in the circulatory system.
3-5

 Platelets secrete both small molecule chemical 

messengers and large proteins from specialized pools of secretory granules to achieve 

their pivotal role in safeguarding the integrity of the vascular system. Neurons and 

platelets are only two examples from a wide range of secretory cells present in various 

biological systems. Table 1.1, summarized by Morgan and Burgoyne, highlights the 

diversity of secretory granules among various cell types.
6
 While constitutive exocytosis 

occurs ubiquitously in cells for purposes such as incorporating additional membrane and 

membrane-bound proteins, this review focuses on regulated exocytosis in secretory cells 

where exocytosis is tightly regulated and only occurs when an appropriate stimulus is 

delivered. Despite the apparent diversity of secretory granules, the underlying protein 

machinery propelling the exocytosis of secretory vesicles/granules are quite similar 

across this wide range. Indeed, the core machinery in mediating exocytosis, so-called 

SNARE (soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptors) 

machinery, is evolutionarily conserved, and includes three membrane-associated 
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Table 1.1 A partial list of secretory granule types (Reproduced from Ref 6) 
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 Proteins.
7
 In the neuronal system, they are syntaxin-1 and SNAP-25 (synaptosome-

associated protein of 25 kDa) residing on the plasma membrane and VAMP (vesicle-

associated membrane protein) present on the vesicular membrane.
2
 In systems other than 

neurons, homologs of these SNARE proteins may be present.
8-10

 The assembly of a 

protein complex from these three SNARE proteins is widely believed to facilitate the 

fusion of two apposed membranes.
2, 7

 Based on this common foundation underlying 

exocytosis, various other complementary factors are also involved to ensure that 

exocytosis proceeds in a well-coordinated fashion to deliver chemical cargo. 

 

To understand the important roles of secretory cells in various normal and compromised 

biological processes, it is imperative to characterize the fundamentals of the fusion 

machinery, the chemical profile of the chemical messengers stored, and the 

spatiotemporal dynamics of release. The past several decades have witnessed a 

tremendous amount of effort put forward to investigate exocytosis on the single cell level, 

which has resulted in a greatly expanded understanding of this critical process. This has 

largely been made possible by a collection of innovative tools which will be highlighted 

within this chapter. Four major classes of techniques are reviewed herein. First, optical 

imaging, with a focus on total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM), will 

be discussed as it is capable of revealing the spatial distribution and dynamics of 

secretory vesicles/granules in the early stages of exocytosis, including vesicle/granule 

transport and docking in particular. While optical imaging techniques are versatile in 

examining many biophysical aspects of secretory vesicles/granules, they are limited by 

the number of target molecules which can be investigated at a time. Separation methods, 

capillary electrophoresis (CE) in particular, and single cell mass spectrometry are 

highlighted next as they provide the capability to chemically profile the chemical 

messengers stored in and secreted from secretory cells. Lastly, electrochemical methods 

for single cell study of exocytosis are reviewed as these techniques take advantage of the 

fact that some of the secreted molecules are electroactive. Elecrochemical techniques, in 

some cases combined with patch clamp, are applied to directly interrogate the late stage 
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of exocytosis, content secretion, and have contributed tremendously to the current 

knowledge of biochemical and biophysical mechanisms governing content secretion. 

 

1.2 Optical Imaging 

 

A myriad of optical imaging techniques have been employed to study single cell 

exocytosis, including differential interference contrast microscopy, confocal fluorescence 

microscopy, and TIRFM, to name a few. The underlying detection principle for a 

particular optical method may be different from the others, but in general, they all share 

the common ability to peek into an intact live secretory cell and reveal the real-time 

dynamics of secretory vesicles/granules prior to their final fusion with the plasma 

membrane. In addition to this capability, optical imaging can also be employed to 

monitor membrane-associated dynamics such as lipid intermixing and content release 

during fusion. In comparison, imaging techniques outperform non-optical imaging 

techniques in several categories, including throughput and versatility to monitor several 

molecules of interest at a time. For example, TIRFM can be used with a dual-staining 

strategy to simultaneously monitor lipid mixing dynamics and kinetics of content release. 

It is also evident that optical imaging, especially fluorescence-based techniques, is more 

suited to reveal the spatial distribution of the release active zones than patch clamp or 

carbon-fiber microelectrode amperometry (CFMA). In this regard, whole cell patch 

clamp is completely incapable of giving any spatial distribution information, other than to 

show the net area balance of plasma membrane during exocytosis. CFMA is slightly 

better at discriminating "release zones" by tediously monitoring multiple membrane 

patches simultaneously, each with their own potentiostat and with much poorer spatial 

resolution than is possible using diffraction-limited imaging. Optical imaging, especially 

fluorescence-based techniques, however, has several common shortcomings, including 

the relatively slow collection rate and the inability to accurately quantify the chemical 

messengers stored or secreted. These shortcomings often limit one's ability to follow real-

time exocytotic processes and measure the quantity of chemical messengers delivered; 
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however, the inherent shortcomings of a particular technique can usually be resolved by 

adopting a combination approach. For instance, the patch clamp technique and TIRFM 

can be simultaneously used to record the real-time fusion processes while the same 

secretion events are imaged. Similarly, CFMA can be paired with imaging techniques to 

provide quantitative information about the amount of molecules secreted. From the rich 

literature of the past decades, it is clear that the optical imaging has provided invaluable 

information about nearly every step of the exocytotic process as well as the dynamics of 

fusion and content release. While a comprehensive review of the optical imaging 

techniques is beyond the scope of this review, this section will highlight one of the most 

versatile imaging techniques, TIRFM, which allows study of aspects of exocytosis in 

intact cells that are often inaccessible to non-optical techniques. 

 

Since the first application of TIRFM described by Axelrod in 1981,
11

 this powerful 

imaging technique has found numerous applications in studying biological processes 

occurring at the cell membrane. In particular, TIRFM is uniquely suited to study 

exocytosis owing to its ability to selectively excite the fluorescently labeled secretory 

vesicles/granules within a highly confined region, an approximately 100 nm thick zone, 

immediately above the cytoplasmic membrane adhering to the glass substrate. The 

application of TIRFM to study exocytosis was achieved by two sets of elegant 

experiments reported in the late 1990s, shortly after the time that mammalian single cell 

exocytosis was first studied using conventional fluorescence imaging techniques.
12

 In 

1997, Almers and coworkers used a "through-the-lens" TIRFM (described below) and 

imaged exocytosis of single secretory vesicles from chromaffin cells when these vesicles 

had been loaded with fluorescent dye.
13

 In the following year, Chow and coworkers 

similarly observed the exocytotic behavior of chromaffin secretory vesicles loaded with 

fluorescent dye, but used a "prism-type" TIRFM.
14

 These seminal studies marked the 

beginning of the wave of TIRFM studies on exocytosis in the past decade, and the 

number of papers using TIRFM to probe exocytosis in single secretory cells has rapidly 

increased. Herein, the basic principle and experimental setups for TIRFM will be first 
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described, followed by the general strategies used to label secretory vesicles/granules. 

Lastly, some recent applications will be highlighted. 

 

1.2.1 TIRFM Principle and Setups 

TIRFM exploits the physical phenomenon of total internal reflection at the interface of 

two different refractive indices (Fig. 1.1a). When a beam of light traveling in the high 

refractive index medium approaches the interface at an incident angle exceeding the 

critical angle θc, it will be reflected back in the same medium with minimal loss. This 

critical angle θc can be calculated based on the Snell's law when the two refractive indices 

are known. For example, the critical angle is 64.3 degree for the interface between a glass 

coverlip (n=1.52) and adhering cells (typically n=1.37 for the cytoplasm). When the light 

wave is total reflected back at the interface, an evanescent wave is also created at the 

interface in the low refractive index medium, and its intensity exponentially decays away 

from the interface (Fig. 1.1a). The penetration depth "d" is often used to characterize this 

evanescent field, which is defined as the distance where the evanescent field intensity has 

decayed to 1/e (~37%) of that at the interface. Typically, this distance is approximately 

100 nm and has a dimension comparable to the thickness of thin cut section made in 

resin-embedded electron microscopy preparations. Based on this decay intensity of the 

evanescent wave, it is possible, in principle, to profile the z or axial position of 

fluorescently labeled vesicles as they approach or move away from the interface, 

enabling 3D mapping of secretory vesicles/granules movement. Compared to the 

commonly used epifluorescent methods, it is clear that TIRFM selectively excites only 

fluorophores within the ~100 nm zone immediately above the interface, while leaving the 

fluorophores beyond this range "untouched", offering a low background fluorescence 

technique to study exocytosis (Fig. 1.3a and 1.3b). 

 

Two types of TIRFM have been employed to study exocytosis (Fig. 1.1b and 1.1c). In 

"through-the-lens" TIRFM, the same objective is used to focus the exciting light, 

typically a laser source, and collect the emitted fluorescence. To achieve total internal  
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Figure 1.1 Total internal reflection phenomenon and two types of TIRFM setups (a) illustrates the 

phenomenon of total internal reflection. The "through-the-lens" type TIRFM setup (b) uses the same 

objective to guide the exciting light beam (blue rays) and collect the emitting fluorescent light (green band). 

The "prism" type TIRFM setup (c) uses a semi-cylindrical prism to direct the exciting beam and a separate 

objective on the opposite side to collect the emitting fluorescent light. Image b and c are reproduced from 

Ref 15.  
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reflection, objectives of high numerical aperture have to be used.
16, 17

 Laser light is 

guided through the objective at the periphery of the objective lens and exits it in parallel 

by fine tuning the laser focus on to the back focal plane of the objective lens. The off-axis 

collimated beam has a large enough incident angle on the coverslip (e.g. mounted on an 

inverted microscope) such that total internal reflection occurs. The evanescent wave 

generated this way was used in the first TIRFM study on exocytosis.
13

 In "prism" type 

TIRFM, the laser light and the emitted fluorescent light are completely separated. 

Typically the objective of an upright microscope is used to collect the fluorescent light 

while a separate lens is placed underneath the sample to guide the incident laser. Using 

this setup, various incident angles can easily be achieved by adjusting the angle of the 

incoming laser to fine tune the penetration depth. Using a separate objective on the 

opposite side to collect fluorescence is favorable, because the interference of the exciting 

light is completely eliminated, yielding a better signal/noise (S/N) ratio; however, this 

comes with the price of compromised image quality because the emitted fluorescent light 

has to penetrate through the cell and aqueous medium to reach the collection objective, 

rather than being directly collected by the objective placed immediately below sample in 

the "through-the-lens" setup. One of the biggest advantages of the "through-the-lens" 

type TIRFM is the accessibility of the sample from the top for additional techniques used 

at the same time which cannot be easily achieved using the "prism-type" TIRFM setup.  

 

1.2.2 Fluorescent Labeling Strategies 

Three major strategies are currently used to label the secretory vesicles/granules in 

general (Fig. 1.2). Perhaps the simplest way to label a secretory vesicle/granule is to load 

them with fluorescent molecules. Acridine orange and quinacrine are often used for this 

purpose. These weak bases, as the deprotonated form at pH 7, can readily penetrate the 

lipid membrane and accumulate within the acidic vesicular/granular lumen in their 

protonated form, which are then trapped within the lipid membrane. These molecules 

have been used to label secretory vesicles/granules in a variety of cell types, including 

platelets,
18, 19

 mast cells,
20

 chromaffin cells,
13

 synaptosomes,
21

 and astrocytes.
22

 While  
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Figure 1.2 Three general strategies to fluorescently label secretory vesicles/granules 
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this labeling strategy is widely applicable to a number of systems, one should be cautious 

when employing this approach. First, these molecules lack specificity, so that any acidic 

compartments, such as lysosomes, can be labeled. Second, photolysis of the 

vesicle/granule may occur prior to fusion, which yields a false positive indicator of 

vesicular/granular secretion. Thus, a set of rigorous criteria should be used to 

discriminate these two phenomena.
22, 23

 More recently, fluorescent neurotransmitter 

analogs and quantum dots have been also used similarly to label the secretory 

vesicular/granular lumen for exocytosis study.
24, 25

 The second class of molecules are 

membrane-based fluorescent tracers, including FM 1-43.
26, 27

 These amphipathic 

molecules have several structural features that make them suitable for exocytosis 

imaging. They have a hydrophobic tail, facilitating lipid membrane partitioning, while the 

doubly charged head group prevents them from flipping across the lipid membrane. The 

conjugated structure, two aromatic rings bridged by double bonds, in the middle renders 

them a class of highly fluorescent molecules. The fluorescent intensity is greatly 

enhanced once these molecules are partitioned into the lipophilic environment, such as 

cell membrane, from the polar aqueous phase. Thus, the observed fluorescence originates 

almost entirely from molecules within the membrane. FM 1-43 is the most widely used 

membrane tracer molecule and is typically introduced into the secretory vesicles via the 

endocytosis route. Once the secretory vesicles/granules are labeled, their dynamics in the 

subsequent round of exocytosis can be studied. Based on this fact, one drawback of these 

membrane tracer molecules is that secretory cells without rapid recycling behavior cannot 

be conveniently studied. Lately, these molecules have also been found to enter cells via 

membrane channels and interfere with cytoplasmic Ca
2+

 hemostasis in some types of 

secretory cells, thus requiring careful evaluation of the fluorescent results obtained in 

these systems.
28

 Nevertheless, FM 1-43 has proven an extremely versatile tool to study 

the fast cycling nature of synaptic vesicle pools and the dynamics of single vesicles in 

many cell types.
29-31

 The last group of fluorophores often used for exocytosis studies are 

engineered green fluorescent proteins (GFPs) fused into selected vesicle/granule resident 

proteins. Early work using engineered GFP for exocytosis study involved tagging 

vesicular content of secretory granules in PC12 cells.
32, 33

 Likewise, engineered GFP can 
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also be tagged to the vesicular/granular membranes. Indeed, one of the breakthroughs in 

exploiting GFP to image exocytosis, made by Rothman and coworkers in 1998, used this 

tagging strategy.
34

 These authors first designed pH-sensitive GFP mutants, so called 

"pHluorins", and then fused them to the luminal portion of a vesicular membrane protein. 

One of the "pHluorins" developed in this study, so called "ecliptic pHluorin", had been 

optimally tuned in such way that it is fully quenched when the pH of the surrounding 

environment is less than 6.0, while it fluoresces at pH > 6.5. With this tag, the authors 

were able to observe the appearance of fluorescence for exocytosed granules, when the 

luminal pH shifted from the original pH~5 to pH~7 following fusion. Despite the fact that 

the introduction of GFP into a secretory system may interfere with native behavior, the 

versatility of this labeling strategy to tag targets of interest clearly promises to address 

many previously unanswerable questions in exocytosis.  

 

1.2.3 Insights from Single Cell Imaging by TIRFM 

Single cell exocytosis studies using TIRFM has generated a vast amount of mechanistic 

information about exocytosis, in particular the dynamics of secretory vesicles/granules 

prior to the final fusion step during transport and docking. Because exocytotic machinery 

is highly conserved across cell types, mechanistic insight about exocytosis is gleaned 

from various secretory cell models, ranging from endocrine/neuroendocrine cells to 

astrocytes to neurons, and can be assembled for an improved overall understanding. 

Within this review, the chromaffin cell and its closely related cancerous cell line, PC12 

cells, are used as the secretory cell models to highlight the great potential of TIRFM to 

study exocytosis. In the pioneering study by Almers and coworkers, bovine chromaffin 

cells were first loaded with acridine orange and then examined by TIRFM, revealing a 

large number of individually addressable fluorescent granules within the evanescent field 

13
. Cell stimulation caused a loss of the fluorescent spots as bright "clouds". The spots 

first brightened as more acridine orange molecules were released into the zone 

immediately above the coverslip where the evanescent field was strongest and then 

dimmed as the molecules diffused away. What is most intriguing about this study was the 
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observation of granule behavior prior to fusion by tracking the fluorescent intensity and 

position. Granules were observed to travel toward the plasma membrane from within the 

cytosol in a "directed" manner and became highly restricted once close to the membrane, 

appearing to be docked at the membrane; however, this process was not unidirectional 

but could be reversed, where granules returned to cytosolic population. Armed with this 

powerful ability to visualize and characterize the behavior of single granules before 

fusion, there had never been a better opportunity to investigate the mechanism of 

exocytosis. The ensuing research on chromaffin cells and PC12 cells, as is the case for 

many other secretory cell types, fall naturally into two categories: studies investigating 

the role of various protein members of exocytotic machinery and additional cellular 

factors, such as Ca
2+

, on the cytosolic side of the membrane and studies of the 

mechanism of membrane intermixing and content release. Herein, some recent studies are 

highlighted in each of these categories. 

While it has been well accepted that the core fusion machinery has three evolutionarily 

conserved SNARE proteins and that their assembly into a protein bundle drives 

membrane fusion,
7
 many aspects of the SNARE machinery, including their spatial 

organization, dynamics, and functions, are not well understood. In one recent study by 

Lopez and coworkers, TIRFM was used to investigate the effects of altered SNARE 

cluster dynamics in the plasma membrane on secretory granule motion and fusion in 

bovine chromaffin cells.
35

 These authors focused on the behavior of the plasma 

membrane-bound SNARE protein SNAP-25 and the subsequent influence on granule 

fusion of a SNAP-25 mutant compared to the wild-type SNAP-25. The mutant was a 

truncated version of the wild-type SNAP-25 and was chosen because it is the product of 

the wild-type SNAP-25 when cleaved by botulinum neurotoxin A, the most toxic 

substance known to man. When fused with GFP and then viewed by TIRFM, both forms 

of SNAP-25 were able to form similar size microdomains in the plasma membrane; 

however, the in-membrane mobility of the microdomains containing the mutant protein 

was higher than that of the wild-type domains. The mobility of the granules associated 

with these microdomains were also compromised, as evidenced by TIRFM studies of 
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labeled granules. To examine whether the altered granule mobility would cause 

downstream effects on granule fusion and content release, acridine orange was loaded 

into the granules and stimulated release was monitored by TIRFM. The recorded 

fluorescence intensity change upon fusion was used to quantify the kinetics of content 

release. Analysis revealed reduced fusion frequency and slowed content release in the 

mutant-containing cells compared to the wild-type cells. Taken together, the authors 

concluded that SNARE cluster dynamics may impact the mobility of the granules and the 

fusion probability when they are in the vicinity of the plasma membrane. Camacho and 

coworkers adopted a similar strategy and studied the effect of intragranular Ca
2+

 release 

on granule motion and fusion in chromaffin cells.
36

 The acidic granules in chromaffin 

cells contain a high concentration of Ca
2+

, and its quantity significantly exceeds that in 

the cytosol; however, it remains elusive whether this source of Ca
2+ 

participates in the 

Ca
2+

-triggered exocytosis as it is commonly accepted that extracellular Ca
2+

 enters the 

cell to trigger exocytosis. The authors examined this possibility by using TIRFM to study 

the downstream effects of leaked intragranular Ca
2+

 on granule motion and fusion. To 

achieve this, the chromaffin cells were first transfected to fuse GFP to the luminal portion 

of VAMP, the granule-resident SNARE component. TIRFM imaging of these labeled 

granules allowed granular pH and the granule trajectory prior to fusion to be tracked 

using only one fluorescent tag. Indeed, the pH-dependent fluorescence emission shift was 

observed when the granular pH gradient was purposefully compromised to release 

intragranular Ca
2+

 to the cytosol. An independent fluorimetric assay confirmed the 

leakage of Ca
2+

 from granules. TIRFM imaging showed that the leaked intragranular Ca
2+

 

caused a significant increase in the granule mobility when compared to the control 

granules. These findings support granular Ca
2+

 as an often-neglected source of Ca
2+

 that 

may participate in regulating a cell’s own exocytosis behavior. 

 

TIRFM imaging has been also instrumental in revealing many delicate aspects of 

membrane coalescence and content release (Fig. 1.3c). In one study by Taraska and 

coworkers, the behavior of membrane intermixing following granule fusion in PC12 cells 

was studied, and results showed that the behavior of secretory granules in PC12 cells  
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Figure 1.3 Application of TIRFM to exocytosis study In (a) and (b), the same 

fluorescently labeled secretory lysosomes were viewed by epifluorescent microscopy and 

TIRFM. In (c), a series of images show a single fluorescently labeled secretory granule 

from a chromaffin cell undergoing exocytosis. The granule was fluorescently labeled by 

an engineered GFP fused to the vesicular SNARE protein, VAMP, at its luminal portion. 

Image a and b are adapted from Ref 
37, 38

 and c is from Ref 39, respectively.  
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differs from that of synaptic vesicles in neurons.
40

 It has been shown that synaptic 

vesicles in several types of neuronal preparations use "kiss-and-run" exocytosis for fast 

neurotransmitter release and membrane retrieval. During the "kiss" stage, the vesicle 

lumen is connected via a nanometer-sized pore to the extracellular space, allowing 

neurotransmitter to escape; however, the membrane components during this stage cannot 

freely escape to the bulk plamsa membrane. This was concluded because the fluorescent 

lipid marker FM 1-43 was largely retained over a time period that would have otherwise 

been sufficient for complete diffusion into the plasma membrane. The author examined 

this retaining mechanism in PC12 cells using TIRFM. To accomplish this, the granular 

membrane was labeled with FM 4-64, a homologue of FM 1-43, and the luminal portion 

of the granular membrane-residing protein phogrin was tagged with GFP. TIRFM 

imaging revealed that FM 4-64 diffuses rapidly into the plamsma membrane while the 

GFP-tagged phogrin protein does not for granules that resealed from the "kiss" stage. 

Thus, the obtained results evidently support that the lipid bilayer of the secretory granule 

and the plasma membrane intermix even during transient fusion for neuroendocrine cells. 

While the formation of a fusion pore following initial membrane fusion is well accepted, 

the factors governing the rate of content delivery via these dilating pores remain 

unknown. Possible determinants include the size of the fusion pore and the molecules 

destined for release as well as the dissociation rate from the luminal matrix commonly 

found within granules. Felmy recently used TIRFM and molecular biology tools to 

examine this fundamental release process in PC12 cells.
41

 To do this, three molecules 

with increasing size were first generated within the granular lumen, with the yellow 

fluorescent protein-tagged tissue plasminogen activator being the largest and the 

neuropeptide Y tagged with one or two green fluorescent proteins being the smallest and 

the intermediate. Following stimulated fusion, the release of these fluorescent contents 

were observed as they first brightened and then dimmed. The fluorescence first 

brightened because the luminal pH shifted from acidic to neutral following fusion, 

causing a dequenching effect on the fluorescent proteins and also because more 

fluorescent proteins are released to the zone where they are most efficiently excited. The 

subsequently dimmed fluorescence is simply caused by diffusion. The author used the 
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decay time of the fluorescence as an index for content release and found that the rate of 

content release and the size of the molecules released correlated well for the smallest and 

largest molecules, but not for the intermediate-sized molecule. In fact, the rate of this 

intermediate-sized molecule was the slowest among the three. These observations imply 

that the size of the molecule is not the only determinant in content release and that other 

factors, such as the interaction between stored molecule and granular matrix, may also 

come into play. 

 

1.3 Capillary Electrophoresis 

 

Separation-based techniques have historically played a critical role in advancing the 

understanding of exocytosis on the single cell level. Separation techniques, especially 

when used in conjunction with various online and/or offline information-rich 

characterization methods, have allowed the successful chemical profiling of a wide range 

of chemical messengers, from classical small molecule neurotransmitters, such as 

dopamine and serotonin, to more complex molecules such as neuropeptides and proteins. 

Once the identities of the chemical messengers are known, separation techniques can be 

implemented to explore the heterogeneous nature of cellular distribution and highly 

dynamic nature of synthesis, storage, and secretion within or from single secretory cells. 

Investigation of the exocytotic behavior on the single cell level has been a challenging 

task for separation-based techniques principally due to the small volume of the system 

under investigation. For a typical 10 m-diameter mammalian cell, the total volume is 

only on the order of a picoliter. To quantitatively extract spatial, temporal, and chemical 

information from such a small entity demands rigorous sample handling techniques as 

well as high sensitivity detection methods to measure the chemical messengers contained 

within or secreted from these small entities. Separation methods, particularly CE, hold 

great potential for this analytical challenge and have revealed a tremendous amount of 

chemical information from single cells. Several reviews focusing either fully or partially 

on the applications of CE to single cell analysis in general are available.
42-46

 The section 
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herein highlights only how CE has advanced the understanding of exocytosis in single 

secretory cells. 

 

CE is currently the separation method of choice for single cell studies and has been 

practiced widely. CE separation is based on the differential electrophoretic mobilities of 

charged molecules in an electrical field, typically within a narrow-bore capillary (Fig. 

1.4b). A number of inherent features have made this approach well-suited for single cell, 

and thus, single cell exocytosis, studies. Perhaps the most important feature of CE for 

single cell work is its superior ability to handle small sample volumes over other more 

conventional separation methods, such as liquid chromatography and gas 

chromatography. The picoliter sample sizes create a formidable challenge in sample 

handling and injection for subsequent separation while avoiding significant dilution. In 

CE, single cells can be directly loaded into the capillary as a routine practice. In fact, 

entities as small as a single synaptic vesicles can be injected onto a capillary when 

assisted by laser tweezers.
47

 Second, CE has good separation efficiency; without much 

performance optimization, 10
6
 theoretical plates is readily achievable for a typical CE 

separation. The efficient separation power is highly desirable given the apparent 

complexities involved in whole cell and subcellular analyses. In addition to these features 

inherent to the CE technique, it is also versatile in terms of the sensitive detection 

methods with which it can be interfaced to perform single cell analysis. The minuscule 

amount of content sampled from single cells or even smaller single vesicles demands 

ultrasensitive detection schemes. Often, mass- rather than concentration-based detection 

schemes are employed because even if a molecule of interest is highly abundant in terms 

of concentration, its absolute quantity within the picoliter or femtoliter volume is still 

vanishingly small. By far, the two most widely used detection methods are carbon-fiber 

microelectrode (CFM) -based electrochemical and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) 

methods. Both detection methods are capable of measuring quantities down to the 

zeptomole level, with yoctomole capability in some LIF scheme.
48

 While electrochemical 

and LIF methods are currently the detectors of choice for CE, much  
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Figure 1.4 Single cell study of exocytosis using CE (a) CE is capable of selective 

sampling from localized regions within a single secretory cell. (b) Two of the most 

popular online detection schemes are highlighted, which are LIF detection (on-column 

interfacing shown) and CFM-based electrochemical detection.  
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effort has also been made to interface with other versatile detectors, such as the mass 

spectrometer.
49

 The use of mass spectrometric detection greatly enhances one's 

confidence in the identity of known signaling molecules while also revealing unknown 

species. Herein, the two most popular detection schemes are highlighted. 

 

1.3.1 Detection Schemes 

1.3.1.1 Carbon-Fiber Microelectrochemistry Detection 

Electrochemical detection following CE separation has been a popular choice owing 

largely to the high sensitivity achieved for electroactive molecules of neurochemical 

importance and facile compatibility. The majority of CE capillary bore sizes fall in the 

range from several to tens of microns, although the use of nanometer-scale capillary has 

been reported.
50

 CFMs are typically 5-10 m in diameter and 0.1-1 mm in length, making 

them well-suited for this detection purpose, typically as an end column detector. The 

most popular and powerful mode of electrochemical detection on the CFMs is 

amperometric detection, termed CFMA, where a constant voltage is applied to the 

electrode while current is measured. The applied voltage is high or low enough to induce 

either oxidation or reduction as the separated molecules are eluted from the column. For 

the majority of the single cell studies, the amperometric detection is operated at a positive 

potential, and the oxidative current is collected over time. The sensitivity of this detection 

scheme is exceedingly high with a detection capability demonstrated down to zeptomole 

range.
51

 Target molecules of interest include catecholamines, indolamines, and signaling 

molecules bearing electroactive residues. To efficiently detect these signaling chemicals, 

an appropriate interface between the separation column and the working electrode must 

be achieved. Early studies on interfacing a CMF to CE involved effort to isolate the high 

electrical field used to perform separation from the end-column electrochemical 

detection. The interference of this high electrical field on amperometric detection 

becomes significant when the capillary inner diameter is larger than 25 m.
52

 The first 

successful isolation was achieved by incorporating a porous glass joint design slightly 

before the end of the column, so that the CE voltage dropped completely before the end 
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of the column within which the electrode was positioned.
53

 Since the majority of CE 

studies of single cells use small bore capillaries, with diameters less than 20 m, the 

decoupling effort is no longer necessary because virtually all of the voltage drops across 

the highly resistive solution within the capillary; a CFM can be directly positioned at the 

end of the column for detection without interference from the separation voltage. 

Practical issues also arise as to properly positioning the electrode at the capillary end 

when the bore size is close to or smaller than the size of the CFM, approximately 5-10 

m in diameter. Etching of the capillary end to form a cone-structured outlet geometry 

and flame-etching the electrode to form a needle-like structure both favorably assist the 

proper alignment of the electrode for detection.
51

 

 

1.3.1.2 Laser-Induced Fluorescence Detection 

Since its first introduction as an on-column detector for CE in 1985, LIF was quickly 

established as the most sensitive detection method available for CE.
54

 This detection 

scheme has an exquisitely low limit of detection, as small as yoctomole detection has 

been reported for some of the best fluorophores.
48

 In a typical CE-LIF experiment, a laser 

of a carefully selected wavelength is focused directly onto the capillary or the sample 

stream exiting the capillary focused by a sheath flow. The fluorescent molecules present 

in the sample stream are excited by incident photons to an excited state that relaxes via 

fluorescent emission. Generally, there are two classes of molecules which can be detected 

by LIF. The first group are chemical messenger species with native fluorescence, 

typically bearing aromatic ring residues. Catecholamine, indolamine and aromatic amino 

acids are representative examples. The other group of target molecules are those which 

are not natively fluorescent but can be tagged with a fluorophore via proper derivatization 

chemistry. For example, non-aromatic amino acids can be derivatized using 4-fluoro-7-

nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazole (NBD-F) to yield a fluorescent product which can be 

subsequently detected via LIF.  This versatility is widely exploited in CE applications and 

is certainly facilitated through appropriate interfacing between CE and LIF. The most 

obvious and straightforward way is to use an on-column design, where a laser beam is 
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focused directly onto the capillary as was the case in its original introduction.
54

 However, 

the majority of recent studies use a post-column sheath flow design to achieve superior 

performance. For a typical sheath flow design, the sample stream exiting the capillary is 

focused by a concentric sheath flow before it passes through the focused laser spot for 

detection. Because the capillary wall is no longer in the laser path, this design eliminates 

the interference caused by the capillary, such as reflection and scattering. Both detection 

designs have been used for single cell studies; however, the preferred end-column sheath-

flow design yields much better limits of detection.  

 

1.3.2 Single Cell Exocytosis by Capillary Electrophoresis 

In the late 1980s, the pioneering work from the Ewing and Jorgenson research groups 

marked the beginning of the modern era of single cell study using CE.
55, 56

 Some of the 

early CE work used small bore capillary to analyze amines and amino acids sampled 

from either cell cytoplasm or single cell homogenate from relatively large (hundreds of 

microns diameter) invertebrate single neurons; since then, numerous improvements have 

been made in nearly every aspect of this approach, allowing chemical content from a 

whole or subcellular region of a single mammalian cell to be sampled, separated and 

measured. These continuous technical refinements can be grouped in multiple ways to 

yield a clear picture of how they have deepened our understanding of signaling chemicals 

within single cells. In the context of single cell exocytosis, the CE applications can be 

loosely categorized into several groups with each examining one or several distinct steps 

of the natural life cycle of a given exocytosed chemical species, including the synthesis, 

storage, and the eventual secretion. Indeed, this intuitive categorization correlates well 

with the ability of CE to sample from various localized regions, ranging from whole 

single secretory cells to extracellular space and cytoplasm to single vesicles/granules (Fig 

1.4a).  
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1.3.2.1 Whole Cell Analysis 

One of the major reasons that CE has advanced in single cell analysis lies in its ability to 

reveal cell-to-cell heterogeneity. One illuminating example is individual neurons in the 

neural network, which differ from their neighboring neurons in terms of chemical 

composition and function and display significant changes as they proceed through stages 

of maturation. For secretory cells in particular, single cell studies allow chemical 

profiling of the stored signaling chemicals as well as the quantification of their 

abundance. In the pioneering work by the Jorgenson group, a number of naphthalene-2,3-

dicarboxaldehyde-derivatized cellular constituents from the homogenate of a large 

invertebrate neuron from Helix aspersa were detected by CE-LIF (Fig. 1.5a).
55

 Since 

then, the CE approach has been quickly adapted to study several cell models, ranging 

from the primitive invertebrate neurons to more complex mammalian cells. Some of the 

early studies from the Ewing group used CE-CFMA to detect the neurotransmitter 

dopamine from a single dopaminergic neuron in the snail Planorbis corneus following 

whole cell injection and on-column lysis.
57

 It was found that dopamine is stored in two 

separate compartments and that the dopamine content within each compartment could be 

quantified. Building on this ability, they further designed an experiment to examine the 

mechanism of amphetamine action on monoamine release because, at this time there was 

controversy about whether amphetamine acted on the plasma membrane or the synaptic 

vesicles.
58

 Following injection of amphetamine into the cytoplasm, single neuron analysis 

results showed that dopamine was consistently redistributed from a "hard-to-release" 

compartment to another compartment which includes the cytosol, suggesting that 

amphetamine caused intracellular vesicular dopamine release. Combined with other 

control experiments, this study provided strong evidence to support amphetamine action 

at the vesicular level. It is clear from this study that single cell CE analysis is useful to 

elucidate the pharmacological effect of certain reagents but also holds promise to give 

mechanistic insights into the dynamics of neurotransmitter storage. CE separation 

coupled with electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) has also been recently 

used for single cell metabolomics studies, including the identification of several classical 

neurotransmitters.
59

 Although this study primarily focuses on single cell metabolomics,  
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Figure 1.5  Electropherograms of whole cell and subcellular analyses  (a). Whole cell 

analysis of an invertebrate neuron from snail Helix aspersa. (b). Cytoplasmic analysis of 

a single PC12 cell. Dopamine (DA) was identified. (c). Secresate analysis of an 

invertebrate serotonergic neuron from snail Aplysia californica. Serotonin (5-HT) was 

identified. (d). Single vesicle analysis of a secretory vesicle from Aplysia californica. 

Taurine (TAU) was identified. Electropherogram a, b, c, and d are reproduced from Refs 

55, 60, 61, and 47, respectively. 
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the obtained results are relevant to single cell exocytosis. Cellular extract from large 

(~150 m and ~300 m) and identified individual neurons in the Aplysia californica were 

injected, separated, and detected by ESI-MS in a label-free fashion. The obtained MS 

results showed the presence of the expected neurotransmitters as well as other unknown 

chemical species. Although not extensively demonstrated by this study, the powerful 

structure-resolving ability of MS can be further exploited to identify the molecular 

identities of the unknown secreted species. Not only have large-sized invertebrate 

neurons been studied, but much smaller single mammalian cells have also been explored. 

Following on-column lysis and derivatization, the content of a single PC12 cell, including 

dopamine and five amino acids, was separated, detected and accurately quantified by CE-

LIF.
62

 Using a similar strategy, but without derivatization, Yeung and coworkers 

determined the catecholamine content, including epinephrine and norepinephrine, within 

single chromaffin cells by virtue of catecholamine's laser-induced native fluorescence.
63

  

 

1.3.2.2 Single Cell Secresate Analysis 

CE sampling methods make this approach capable of directly collecting single cell 

secresate for analysis, yielding quantitative information of the secreted signaling species, 

including the dynamics of the secretion events in some cases. Ewing and coworkers first 

applied this strategy to sample dopamine secresate in situ by positioning the inlet end of 

the capillary directly adjacent to the soma of a single K
+
-stimulated dopaminergic neuron 

from the Planorbis corneus.
64

 The collected secresate was separated and detected by CE-

CFMA. The otherwise absent electroactive signaling species dopamine was observed 

when the neuron was depolarized with K
+
. In conjunction with single cell amperometry 

experiments, this study made the seminal discovery that a neuronal system secretes 

neurotransmitter via exocytosis from the cell body, rather than only the processes. 

Similarly, the secretion of serotonin from a single serotonergic neuron in Alypsia 

californica was reported using CE-LIF of serotonin for detection.
61

 In this case, the 

neuron was electrically stimulated by injecting current via a glass microelectrode inserted 

into the soma. The secresate was collected from the extracellular space for subsequent CE 
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separation. This study was the first to detect electrically evoked serotonin release from a 

single metacerebral cell soma (Fig. 1.5c). Further quantification revealed that only a 

fraction (~4%) of the serotonin contained within the soma was released upon 2 min 

electrical stimulation. The same approach is readily suited to study smaller mammalian 

secretory cells. The catecholamine content contained within and secreted from a single 

bovine adrenergic chromaffin cell was sampled, separated, and quantified by CE-

CFMA.
65

 This study expoited micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography to 

separate compounds with similar electrophoretic mobilities, including the chemical 

messengers stored in granules, norepinepherine and epinephrine. Following nicotine 

stimulation of a single chromaffin cell, a stimulus known to cause exocytosis, the 

medium surrounding the cell, i.e. the extracellular space, was directly sampled; 

subsequent separation with CFMA detection confirmed that both epinephrine and 

norepinepherine were indeed exocytosed. In addition to chromaffin cells, several other 

mammalian secretory cells, including mast cells and insulin-secreting beta cells, were 

also studied by Yeung and coworkers, where they developed a slightly different sampling 

method.
66-68

 This sampling method exploited the efficient separation ability of CE to 

follow the temporal evolution of single cell secretion on-column.
66-68

 In a typical 

experiment, a single secretory cell was hydrodynamically loaded onto the beginning 

segment of a capillary and allowed to settle and adhere to the inner capillary wall. Then, a 

plug of a specific stimulant or lysis agent such as sodium dodecyl sulfate was injected 

before and during separation to cause secretion and liberation of the residual signaling 

compounds. By doing so, the secresate and residual signaling compounds can be 

simultaneously quantified. Native LIF detection was preferentially adopted in these 

experiments because no temporal resolution had to be sacrificed due to time-consuming 

derivatization processes. A typical electropherogram from these studies contains a series 

of detected fluorescence peaks over a short period of time, with each likely correlating 

back to the individual secretion events from a single cell. The best time resolution 

achieved using this approach is approximately 100 ms for single mast cell secretion. 

Although this temporal resolution is still approximately three orders of magnitude slower 

than that readily obtained from CFMA (sub-millisecond), the CE approach provides an 
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interesting separation-based alternative to study single cell secretion, extending its typical 

use as a separation method to investigate the temporal dynamics of exocytosis.  

 

1.3.2.3 Cytoplasm Analysis 

Building on the increased ability to sample from ever-decreasing volumes, people have 

long sought to directly sample cytoplasmic content to get a better understanding of the 

chemical dynamics of this highly complex environment. The obtained information is 

highly pertinent to exocytosis, in that such chemical analysis reveals the 

microenvironment where the secretory vesicles or granules are situated. Indeed, the 

pioneering work reported by Ewing and coworkers in the late 1980s analyzing the 

cytoplasmic content of an invertebrate neuron is a representative example of such 

efforts.
56

 In the original work, the feasibility of sampling a small amount of cytoplasmic 

content was based on the large size (hundreds of microns diameter) of the chosen 

dopaminergic neurons from Planorbis corneus and a microinjector fabricated for 

cytoplasmic sampling. The microinjector was simply a pulled glass pipette with an 

opening of 7.5 m, small enough to directly penetrate the large neuron without 

compromising cell integrity. One end of the separation capillary was placed inside the 

pulled glass pipette, and the cytoplasmic content was injected electrophoretically onto the 

capillary following cell penetration. Some putative electroactive compounds were 

observed by CE-CFMA, demonstrating the ability to directly profile cytoplasmic 

contents. Continued efforts pursuing this direction largely involved optimization of the 

sampling methods and working with decreasing bore size capillaries. One obvious 

improvement made immediately following the original study was to etch the front end of 

the capillary to form a sharpened microinjector (8-10 m in size).
69

 Using this design and 

CE-CFMA detection, the free cytoplasmic dopamine concentration within an intact 

neuron was determined for the first time.
69

 The same experimental setup was also used to 

measure the cytoplasmic concentration of serotonin in a serotonergic neuron in the same 

nerve system of Planorbis corneus.
70

 Obviously applying this strategy to smaller single 

mammalian cells is challenging; however, with electrically assisted sampling and a 
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capillary of nano-sized inner diameter, the cytoplasmic analysis of a single mammalian 

was achieved.
60, 71

 In this study, the etched capillary end, approximately 2 m outer 

diameter and 770 nm inner diameter, was first placed against the cell membrane of a 

single PC12 cell and then a high voltage was applied. The ensuing electroporation effect 

on the cell membrane caused the formation of nano-sized pores which facilitated the 

insertion of the capillary into the cytoplasmic space. Subsequently, a fraction of the 

cytoplasmic content was electrophoretically injected for analysis. Dopamine was 

identified within the cytoplasm and its concentration was quantified (Fig. 1.5b). Although 

even smaller 340 nm inner diameter capillary has been reported for CE analysis, it hasn't 

been used for cytoplamsic analysis yet.
50

 Clearly, these novel studies hold great potential 

to extract new and dynamic information of the complex cytoplasmic environment and 

allow potential interrogation of chemical messenger synthesis and storage.  

 

1.3.2.4 Single Vesicle/Granule Analysis 

The ultimate goal of single cell CE analysis, in the context of exocytosis, is the chemical 

analysis of the smallest exocytotic unit, individual vesicles/granules. The insight obtained 

from these analyses will undoubtedly give direct and critical information about signaling 

chemicals stored, such as molecular identity and quantity. Despite the difficulty in this 

measurement, the right choice of secretory model system and a rational design for sample 

handling of single vesicles/granules has enabled CE investigation of these exceedingly 

small entities. In the seminal study by Zare and coworkers, the large single secretory 

vesicles from the Aplysia californica, approximately 1 m in diameter, were chosen to 

demonstrate the ability of CE to probe these minuscule sample volumes.
72

 Submicron-

sized vesicles contain a sample volume on the order of atto- to low femotoliters, creating 

a formidable challenge. With the use of optical tweezers and a tapered capillary, a single 

secretory vesicle was successfully manipulated and injected onto the capillary for 

subsequent lysis, derivatization, separation and LIF detection. This elegant experiment 

revealed some of the distinct variations in the content of single vesicles. For example, 

taurine was identified as the most abundant species in some of the vesicles studied while 
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not in others (Fig. 1.5d). The presence of taurine in the vesicles indicates that this 

signaling molecules is secreted during exocytosis and may regulate a number of 

physiological process in this invertebrate. By adopting the same technique, the next 

single vesicle study identified more signaling chemicals known to be present, including 

several bioactive amino acids and peptides.
72

 While the hurdle to apply this strategy to 

study single mammalian vesicles is obvious, due to the difficulty in manipulating 

nanometer-sized vesicles, a novel combination of CE and electrochemical detection has 

avoided these difficulties and allowed single vesicle/granule studies from a new 

perspective. Recently, Ewing and coworkers have designed a hybrid capillary-

microfluidic system for separation, lysis and detection of single vesicles from mammalian 

secretory PC12 cells.
73

 In this setup, the individual vesicles were separated by CE and the 

catecholamine content within individual vesicles was detected and accurately quantified. 

This hybrid device contained a microfluidic sheath flow design used to focus the liquid 

stream exiting the capillary and also lyse the individual vesicles present in the stream by 

incorporating lysing agent into the flow. The released catecholamine content was 

detected by the CFM placed immediately adjacent to the lysis zone. Using this assembly, 

the authors were able to characterize the variations in quantal size, or the quantity of 

signaling molecules present within individual vesicles. More noteworthy, this study made 

an intriguing observation that only a fraction (~40%) of the total catecholamine 

molecules stored in single vesicles was released during exocytosis, based on the 

comparison of quantal sizes determined by single cell amperometry and this single 

vesicle technique.
73, 74

 

 

1.4 Mass Spectrometry 

MS techniques allow label-free detection of any molecule that can be ionized; in some 

cases, the intact molecular species can be detected while in others, fragments of the 

parent ion are measured.  MS has revolutionized many areas of chemical biology, 

especially the "-omics" fields such as proteomics, metabolomics, and even 

secretomics.  There are a small number of examples where MS has been employed to 
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examine single cell exocytosis (e.g. Fig. 1.6). The most well-established work to date 

makes use of the matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization - time of flight (MALDI-

TOF) MS technique to study species secreted from neuronal cells.  MALDI is a soft 

ionization technique where the molecules to be detected are embedded in a small 

molecule matrix that protects fragile biomolecules as they are ionized.  In neurons, single 

cell analysis is employed to reduce complexity (resulting from heterogeneous cell 

population), making it possible to detect low abundance species.  Neuropeptides have 

been the main focus of the MS studies because they are a diverse and undercharacterized 

set of chemical messenger molecules.  Single cell MALDI-MS allows identification of 

neuropeptides without using massive numbers of animals; accordingly, this technique has 

been employed by multiple research groups studying peptides in a range of species.
75

 In 

some cases, whole cells are embedded in matrix for analysis while, other times, fractions 

from a CE or liquid chromatography separation are spotted onto matrix for analysis.  In 

addition to measuring the molecular weight for peptides, a MS/MS detection method can 

be used to characterize the peptide sequence.  While this approach has been successful 

for whole cell analysis and prohormone characterization, using this method to monitor 

exocytosed neuropeptides has been challenging.
76

  In an early example, following 

stimulation of a cluster of neurons, a combination of desalting and preconcentration steps 

was required to detect exocytosed neuropeptides. In this work, secresate from a single 

neuron or neuron cluster was pulled through a solid phase extraction tip and then injected 

onto a capillary for electrophoretic separation before deposition with matrix and MALDI-

TOF-MS analysis.  More neuropeptides were detected with a larger dynamic range using 

this three part technique than any other combination of the subset procedures.
77

 In fact, 

Sweedler and coworkers were able to push this methodology to examine even smaller 

structures - individual dense-core vesicles from an invertebrate atrial gland.
78

 These 1-2 

m diameter organelles were isolated on a microscope slide and dried, embedded in 

MALDI matrix, and then analyzed using MALDI-TOF MS. The results were the first MS 

detection of peptides from individual granules; while some of the detected peptide 

populations were as expected, others were unexpected and their biological significance is 

still under exploration.  Based on the demonstrated capability to precision-deposit small  
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Figure 1.6 Single cell studies of exocytosis using mass spectrometry methods 
Schematic of the combined video microscopy/ESI-TOF MS analysis approach, including 

(A) nanospray cell sampling, (B) capture of video microscopy images, (C) MS 

measurements, and (D) MS identification of secreted molecules. The flow chart shows 

the data analysis protocol employed following measurements. Figure is reproduced from 

Ref 79. 
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matrix volumes and the capability to achieve very small ionization laser spot sizes, this 

technique holds the promise to sample even 200-nm-diameter neuronal vesicles in the 

near future, a very exciting prospect. While the aforementioned single cell MALDI-TOF 

methods proved successful for qualitative identification of neuropeptides, quantitation 

remained a challenge. Sweedler and coworkers demonstrated that iTRAQ (isobaric tag 

for relative and absolute quantitation) labeling in combination with standard additions 

allows absolute quantitation in single neurons.
80

 To date, this quantitative method has not 

been applied to study exocytosed chemical messengers.  While a large majority of the 

work performing single cell MALDI-TOF-MS analysis has focused on large diameter 

invertebrate neurons, these analyses are also possible in individual mammalian cells as 

was demonstrated using rat pituitary cells.
81

 One critical feature of the single mammalian 

cell analysis was the ability to apply a very small spot of matrix material, facilitating 

extraction of the peptides from the cell into the matrix without massive dilution. Another 

critical step was the addition of glycerol to the cell media to avoid cell damage during 

matrix application.  Using these methods, an average of 10 peptides were detected from 

each cell examined and the most abundant species were sequenced using a combination 

of tandem MS from pituitary blots and neuropeptide modeling software.  While this work 

gives much insight about the neuropeptides contained within individual cells, mammalian 

cell-exocytosed peptides have not yet been characterized using MALDI-TOF-MS.
82

 

While MALDI-TOF MS has revealed previously inaccessible information about 

neuropeptide secretion, Masujima and coworkers have employed an alternate ionization 

technique to investigate not only granular compartments but also other organelles as 

well.  The original goal of this work was to directly observe single cells and characterize 

the molecular species involved in individual cell behavior.
83

 Video microscopy was used 

to visualize granule exocytosis in single neutrophils upon interaction with yeast cells with 

frame time resolution as fast as 1/30 seconds. Because there is no molecular information 

in the video micrographs, ESI TOF/MS analysis was paired with video microscopy with 

initial measurements performed using a pancreatic cell line that secretes insulin.  In this 

case, the researchers detected secreted insulin and found good agreement with the insulin 

detected using a bulk cell radioimmunoassay. The direct ES ionization of molecules in 
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this case overcomes some of the ionization challenges presented by MALDI-TOF/MS, 

however the ionization efficiency was still low and the researchers had to collect from 

many cells to get a detectable signal.  Other limitations in this study include (1) while this 

frame rate is fast, it is still slow compared to the exocytotic process; (2) measured images 

are limited by the diffraction limit, making it difficult to visualize the small vesicles 

present in many mammalian cells; and (3) there is some evidence that the light intensity 

alters cell behavior in some cases.  While it is difficult to improve these video 

miscrocopy disadvantages, Masujima and coworkers have further developed the MS 

portion of this work.
79, 83

 In this case, while watching rat basophilic leukemia cells with 

video microscopy, a metal-coated nanospray tip was inserted into single cells without 

rupturing the membrane.  It was possible to extract material from cytoplasm or specific 

organelle (i.e., granules in this case) and perform ESI TOF/MS to identify small 

molecules in different compartments. Use of the the nanospray ESI tip, rather than 

standard ES ionization, was critical based on the vastly improved ionization 

efficiency.  In this case, they demonstrated that they could distinguish cytoplasm from 

granule from media using chemometric analysis of the captured MS data. Upon 

stimulating these cells to degranulate, the ESI tip could also be used to collect media in 

the immediate cell area to detect secreted mediators.  Unlike electrochemical and 

fluorescence detection schemes, the MS approaches presented herein have the advantage 

that it is possible to detect and identify "unknown" molecules from single cells; however, 

identification of the detected molecules can be a time-intensive process, so these methods 

are best suited to exploring less well-characterized exocytotic cells. 

 

1.5 Electrochemistry   

 

The development of microelectrochemistry techniques in the mid-1970s
84

 facilitated 

detection of chemical messenger molecules released during exocytosis with micron-

diameter electrodes based on their oxidation potential, bringing new insight to single-cell 
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analysis. The traditional carbon-fiber based electrodes provide excellent selectivity for 

several types of electroactive chemical messengers such as catecholamines and 

indolamines. Single-cell microelectrochemistry techniques require having the electrode at 

micron or sub-micron distances from the cell surface to avoid significant dilution. This 

small distance enables sensitive (i.e., high S/N ratio) detection of secreted chemical 

messengers. Moreover, the small surface area of the electrode reduces the capacitive 

current, further enhancing the S/N ratio.
85

 Microelectrochemistry enables the detection of 

the released minute amount of substances with sub-millisecond time resolution. Thus, 

further understanding of the cellular communication within complex cellular 

environments is facilitated with quantitative and kinetic analysis. Major techniques that 

use microelectrodes to probe exocytotic events at  the single cell level include fast-scan 

cyclic voltammetry (FSCV), amperometry (i.e. CFMA), patch clamp-amperometry, and 

scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM). Since several in-depth reviews focusing 

on each technique are available,
86-89

 in this chapter we will briefly recapitulate the basic 

principles of these techniques and emphasize the obtained mechanistic insight for 

exocytosis on the single cell level. 

Although the original study using carbon-fiber-based microelectrochemical methods for 

brain neurotransmitter measurements was reported in the late 1970s,
90, 91

 the application 

of  carbon-fiber-based electrochemical methods for single cell exocytosis studies was not 

reported until the early 1990s by Wightman and coworkers.
92, 93

 Since then, both CFMA 

and FSCV have been routinely used to monitor exocytosis at the single cell level, 

exploring many different cell types. Amperometry experiments are performed at a 

constant potential sufficient to oxidize or reduce the secreted species of interest. In these 

experiments, the microelectrode is placed close to or directly in contact with the cell 

surface, and a capillary filled with a stimulant solution is also placed near the cell. 

Following stimulation, the exocytosed molecules are monitored as redox current versus 

time. A typical amperometric trace obtained from single cell amperometry measurement 

is shown in Fig. 1.7b. Each amperometric spike corresponds to the release of the  
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Figure 1.7 A representative example of single cell amperometry study A bovine 

chromaffin cell (a) secretes a large number of vesicles in two bursts upon repeated high-

K
+
 stimulations (b). (c) and (d) show the two main types of spikes measured and the two 

commonly explored spike characteristic parameters, T1/2 and Q. Scale bars: 5 m in (a) 

Image is reproduced from Ref 94. 
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contents of a single vesicle/granule. By simply using Faraday’s Law (Q= nFm, where Q 

is the charge, n is the number of electrons involved in redox reaction, F is Faraday's 

constant, and m is the moles of molecule released from vesicle), the number of molecules 

released from each vesicle/granule can be calculated based on the area under the spike 

(Fig. 1.7c). Moreover, the kinetics of the exocytotic process can be obtained from 

amperometric data. For example, the half-width of each spike (Fig. 1.7c) reveals the 

duration of the secretion event, and the rise time from 10% to 90% of the spike maximum 

indicates the time required for the initial fusion pore to fully dilate. Furthermore, some of 

the spikes have a pre-spike feature, commonly called a “foot”, due to the diffusion of 

chemical messenger from the vesicle through a semi-stable fusion pore prior to full 

fusion (Fig. 1.7d).
95

 The duration of release during the foot is related to the lifetime or 

stability of fusion pore structure.
96

 In fact, not all fusion pores proceed to full fusion - 

these smaller magnitude secretion events are known as  kiss-and-run exocytosis and can 

also be detected with CFMA. Even though CFMA provides excellent kinetic information 

about exocytotic processes, it lacks the ability to reveal the chemical identity of secreted 

molecules. FSCV is a complementary microelectrochemisry method that enables 

chemical identification based on the redox potential of secreted molecules. The 

experimental setup for FSCV is similar to that used in amperometric measurements with 

the main difference being that the current is recorded as a function of voltage as a 

triangular waveform is applied.  

Another method that is complementary to CFMA is the patch-clamp technique. The patch 

clamp technique was developed by Bert Sakmann and Erwin Neher to monitor ion 

channels in the cellular membrane. Later, this technique was widely used in many 

research areas in cellular and molecular biology, and the developers of the technique 

were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1991.
97-99

 Patch clamp itself is a well-established 

method to monitor single-cell exocytotic events based on a change in capacitance as the 

cell membrane surface area changes during vesicular fusion. Patch clamp-amperometry 

combines capacitance measurements and amperometric detection of secreted molecules 

in the cell-attached configuration by introducing a carbon-fiber electrode inside the patch 
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pipette. Generally, the whole-cell configuration is preferred to measure the exocytotic 

activity because, unlike the other methods, key cytosolic factors are maintained during 

analysis.
100-102

 In the whole-cell method, a macroscopic patch is made and then the cell is 

ruptured by an additional pulse of suction or applied voltage. With standard whole cell 

patch analysis, one achieves an average recording of all secretory vesicles fusing within a 

single cell. Use of inside-out patch for exocytotic analysis was reported by Lindau and 

coworkers.
103

 Inside-out patch is a cell-free recording method where a microscopic 

membrane patch is pulled from the cell and exposed to air for a short period of time. 

Since the inner side of the patch is exposed to extracellular medium, this configuration is 

named as inside-out patch. Lindau and coworkers reported that capacitance step sizes 

obtained upon stimulation of chromaffin cells were indistinguishable for both inside-out 

patches and whole cell patches. Moreover similar quantal release values were obtained in 

both patch configurations. However, slower fusion pore expansion kinetics were 

observed with excised inside-out patches, indicating some perturbation to the granule 

membrane/plasma membrane interaction in this extreme condition.  

SECM is a scanning probe technique introduced by Allen Bard in 1989.
104

 SECM 

instrumentation includes a microelectrode probe with a diameter of 1-25 microns 

manipulated precisely by piezoelectric drivers to enable high-resolution imaging and 

morphological studies of a surface. SECM measurements can be done in buffered 

solutions, making it a good candidate technique for the analysis of biological samples. 

SECM analysis of single cell exocytosis provides simultaneous detection of 

morphological change and release of electroactive chemical messengers. Since SECM is 

a contact-free technique, possible mechanical stimulation is prevented and morphology 

and viability of the cells are maintained. Imaging with SECM is accomplished with either 

constant-height or constant-distance mode (Fig. 1.8), though constant-distance mode is 

preferred because better spatial resolution can be obtained.
89, 105-107

 The first 

demonstration of SECM analysis of single cell exocytosis was performed using PC-12 

cells where shear-force based constant-distance SECM enabled topographical analysis of 

PC12 cells and electrochemical detection of exocytosis. SECM, however, is a relatively  
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Figure 1.8. SECM imaging modes (A) and (B) are constant-height mode, and (C) is constant-distance 

mode. Figure is reproduced from Ref 107. 
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slow method compared to amperometric and voltammetric techniques due to the scanning 

nature of the technique; accordingly, FSCV and CFMA are generally the preferred 

electrochemical technique employed for single cell exocytosis measurements. 

 

1.5.1 Electrode Materials and Configurations  

Carbon fiber is the preferred material for single cell exocytosis studies based on ease of 

fabrication and biocompatibility. In addition, the carbon-fiber working electrode has good 

sensitivity for several commonly released electroactive chemical messengers. Preparation 

of CFMs entails (1) aspirating a single carbon fiber into a glass capillary; (2) tapering the 

glass insulating layer around the fiber through resistive heating with a micropipette 

puller; (3) sealing the insulation with epoxy; and (4) beveling the microelectrode at a 45
o
 

angle to form a smooth surface that facilitates maximal electrode-cell contact. This 

preparation method has been modified in multiple ways to improve electrode 

performance. For example, poly(oxyphenylene), polyethylene, and Nafion (a 

perfluorinated cation exchange material) have all been used as alternate insulation 

materials.
93

 Among these, Nafion has been used most extensively. While the Nafion 

coating protects the electrode surface from protein adsorption and increases the 

selectivity of the electrode, slow diffusion of chemical messengers through the Nafion 

film compromises temporal resolution.
93

 CFMs have also been modified with 4-

sulfobenzene for an increased selectivity to dopamine though this treatment still does not 

eliminate ascorbate and other anionic interferences.
108

 For studies of insulin release from 

pancreatic β-cells, CFMs have been modified with polynuclear ruthenium 

oxide/cyanoruthenate films to achieve selectivity for insulin.
109, 110

 Besides carbon 

surface modification, carbon-fibers with varied diameters have been employed to control 

the percentage of cell surface area sampled by an individual working electrode. A recent 

study by Amatore and coworkers showed that,  although the number of overlapping 

spikes and frequency of detected exocytotic events decreases with decreasing electrode 

diameter, other kinetic parameters stay constant, including foot percentage.
111

  This study 

indicates the great utility of efforts to minimize the size of the carbon-fiber working 
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electrodes, including the production of both electrochemical- and flame-etched 

electrodes. Etching processes enable the fabrication of microelectrodes with diameters as 

small as a couple microns and even into the sub-micron range. It was observed that, 

compared to electrochemical etching, flame etching provides more sensitive surfaces and 

faster measurement kinetics.
93, 112

 In addition to the traditional CFMs, other materials 

such as platinum, gold, and indium tin oxide have been also employed in a variety of 

electrode designs for single-cell exocytosis studies.
113-117

 In addition to the single 

electrode/single cell experiment described to this point, microelectrode arrays have also 

been exploited to monitor exocytosis at different sites on the cell with spatial resolution. 

Microelectrode arrays containing  three to seven individually addressable microdisk 

electrodes were used to monitor exocytosis from PC12 cells at different parts of the cells 

simultaneously. These measurements revealed that some portions of in the cell membrane 

may be hot (active) spots for exocytosis for a period and then later become inactive.
118

 In 

other work, a circular arrangement of silica-encased platinum microelectrodes has 

been used for amperometric detection of chromaffin and mast cell exocytosis. This kind 

of arrangement not only allows analysis with spatial resolution but has also enabled 

simultaneous detection of exocytosis with amperometry and fluorescence 

spectroscopy.
115

 In recent years, indium tin oxide electrodes have gained popularity as 

working electrodes for single cell analysis, especially in microfluidic devices where its 

transparency allows simultaneous electrochemical and spectroscopic measurements.
113, 

114, 116, 117
  

 

1.5.2 Recent Achievements with Different Cell Models  

Single cell electrochemical measurements are limited to systems that secrete electroactive 

species; herein, we will briefly detail the most commonly studied cell types that meet this 

criterion. The first electrochemical experiment measuring exocytosis at the single cell 

level was an amperometric and voltammetric study of catecholamine release from 

individual chromaffin cells.
92

 Chromaffin cells are neuroendocrine cells found in adrenal 

glands and often used as a model system for neuronal secretion (Fig. 1.7a). The low 
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vesicular pH in chromaffin cells enables storage of catecholamine in the cationic form 

with an average concentration of ~0.6 M. Electrochemical analysis showed that an 

average of 10 amol
119

 of epinephrine/norepinephrine molecules are released from 

individual vesicles during exocytosis. PC12 cells are another often-used model cell for 

fundamental studies of neuronal secretion since they are easy to maintain in culture and 

trigger to differentiate. Similar to chromaffin cells, PC12 cells also store and release 

catecholamines; however, their smaller vesicle and quantal size make them more similar 

than chromaffin cells to dopaminergic neurons. Although, catecholamine release varies 

slightly with different culture conditions, the average release from a single PC12 cell is 

~190 zmol.
120

  

Since exocytosis is the key step in neurotransmission, considerable work has been done 

to understand fundamental characteristics of exocytosis in single neurons. Single cell 

electrochemical measurements have been employed using many different types of 

neurons isolated from mammals, invertebrate, and simple organisms; a wide distribution 

of quantal exocytotic behavior has been observed.
121-124

 For example, dopamine secretion 

from retinal dopaminergic neurons was also studied using CFMA. Real-time secretion 

kinetics was monitored and an average of 32,000 dopamine molecules was released per 

fusion event.
121

 Ewing and coworkers similarly measured the catecholamine release from 

snail neurons, reporting an average of 818,000 molecules per vesicle.
64

 Somatic serotonin 

secretion from Leech Retzius neurons was also examined and as few as approximately 

4,700 serotonin molecules per single exocytotic event were released.
125

  

In addition to neuroendocrine and nerve cells, mast cell exocytosis is of great interest 

owing to their critical role in immune response. Mast cells are primary cells in allergic 

and inflammatory response, and they are found in variety of different tissues including 

skin, connective tissues, and mucosal epithelial tissue of the respiratory and 

gastrointestinal tract. Mast cell granules contain pro-inflammatory mediators, including 

histamine and serotonin, lipid mediators, cytokines, chemokines and growth factors, and 

they release their vesicular content upon activation.
126-129

  Electrochemical detection of 

both histamine and serotonin release from mast cells has been reported for many years; 
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however, the cells are not viable in culture for longer than 48 hours, limiting cell utility. 

Recently, co-cultured mouse peritoneal mast cells with Swiss-albino 3t3 fibroblasts was 

shown to prolong mast cell viability.
129

 Co-cultured cells release more chemical 

messenger molecules (increase from 1.24 fmol to 10.65 fmol serotonin release from 

single granule) with faster kinetics than mast cells cultured alone. Moreover, co-cutured 

cells maintained their secretion characteristics for up to 28 days suggesting that mast 

cell/fibroblast co-culture is an appropriate model system for chronic exposure and disease 

model studies. As an alternative to primary culture mast cells, the immortal cell line 

RBL-2H3 mucosal mast cells can also quantally secrete serotonin and histamine.
130

 

Pancreatic β-cells synthesize and release insulin when blood glucose concentrations are 

elevated or in response to hormonal or neural stimuli. Insulin is stored in pancreatic -

cells in vesicles of approximately 500 nm diameter as Zn-insulin complexes. 

Understanding the mechanism of insulin release is crucial for characterization of the 

pathology of diabetes because, in most forms of the diabetes, insulin is synthesized and 

stored but not secreted properly. The insulin molecules released from glucose-activated 

single pancreatic β-cells is not electroactive on CFMs but it can be oxidized by using Ru-

O/CN-Ru-modified CFMs.
109, 110

 Single cell measurements reveal that an average of 600 

zmole insulin molecules is released per vesicle.  

Although electrochemical detection of exocytosis has become a well-established 

technique enabling single cell exocytosis studies on a variety of cell types as discussed 

above, exocytosis in general has been far from completely understood and much remains 

to be explored about the mechanism of exocytosis at the molecular level as well as the 

roles of extracellular environment, membrane components and intragranular matrix in 

regulating exocytosis.   

Temperature plays a critical role in facilitating efficient functioning of exocytotic 

machinery. As the temperature of cellular environment increases from room temperature 

to physiological temperature, the frequency of vesicular/granular release events increases 
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in mast cells 
127

 and chromaffin cells,
127, 131

 due to the increased working efficiency of 

exocytotic machinery.   

pH is also a critical factor in regulating exocytosis. Vesicular/Granular compartments that 

store signaling molecules are usually more acidic than the extragranular environment. 

This pH gradient between vesicles/granules and the extracellular space plays an 

important role in driving extrusion of vesicular/granular contents during secretion. 

Kennedy and coworkers performed CFMA measurements with varied extracellular pH 

conditions to explore the role of extragranular pH in insulin secretion from pancreatic β-

cells. Insulin is stored as a hexamer unit of zinc-insulin complexes and its release requires 

the dissociation of the Zn-insulin complexes following granule fusion.
109, 110

 Since 

alkaline conditions are required for the dissociation, insulin release was completely 

inhibited at pH 6.4; these results are similar to the effects observed in chromaffin 

cells.
132

   

Physical and chemical properties of the membrane are highly regulated and have a 

significant impact on how exocytotic events proceed. For example, in 

hyperosmotic conditions, cells decrease their cell volume leading to folding of the cell 

membrane, and thus, a decrease in cell membrane tension. Chromaffin cell exocytosis 

under hyperosmotic stress shows low frequency of release but no change in the number 

of molecules released per event. Conversely, hypoosmotic stress increases secretion 

frequency without altering the number of molecules delivered, revealing that osmotic 

stress has a greater influence on granule transport/docking/priming/fusion than matrix 

expansion.
96, 133

 Moreover, phospholipids have an asymmetric distribution between inner 

and outer leaflets of the membrane, and phospholipids are reorganized in the membrane 

during exocytosis. It has been reported that asymmetric distribution is crucial for 

exocytosis and that the extent of lipid redistribution controls the amount of secretion. 

Ewing and coworkers showed that supplemental phosphotidylserine increases both 

frequency and number of molecules released. Although phoshotidylethanolamine, 

sphingomyelin and phosphotidylcholine did not change the frequency of the secretion, 
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they all had an effect on vesicle fusion kinetics in PC12 cells.
134

 Amatore and coworkers 

similarly reported that added exogenous lipid species also significantly influence the 

quantity and rate of chemical messengers secreted from chromaffin cells, despite a much 

milder exposure condition (~3 min) compared to that (3 days) in the study described 

above on PC12 cells.
134, 135

 Cholesterol is the major lipid ubiquitously found in the 

cellular and vesicular membrane, and it is both functionally and structurally important for 

vesicular exocytosis. Several groups demonstrated that the SNARE protein syntaxin, 

which mediates vesicular fusion, forms localized cholesterol-associated clusters in the 

membrane.
136-138

 Removal of membrane cholesterol disrupts these clusters and reduces 

exocytosis events. Several groups have explored the effect of cholesterol on chromaffin 

and PC12 cell release by controlling membrane cholesterol content using methyl-β-

cyclodextrin (MBCD), a compound which can selectively form an inclusion complex 

with cholesterol, allowing controlled addition or extraction of cholesterol to or from the 

cell membrane. CFMA results show that depleted cholesterol not only reduces 

exocytosed molecules but also slows secretion kinetics. There is also a decrease in the 

foot percentage and foot size, indicating alterations in fusion behavior.
136-138

 

Replenishment of the cholesterol, however, did not promote cell recovery from 

the suppressed cholesterol state; this brought on concern about the selectivity of MBCD 

for cholesterol. As an alternative to MBCD, cells with metabolically depleted cholesterol 

were examined, and similar amperometric results were obtained as MBCD-treated cells. 

However, when these cells were reloaded with cholesterol, the normal behavior was 

restored. Elevated cholesterol levels boost the secretion kinetics of chromaffin cells and 

increase the foot percentage and foot duration although the spike frequency is 

unchanged.
133

  

Exocytosis is also highly regulated by the autoreceptors found on the cell membrane. 

CFMA is the leading technique to test the role of receptors by measuring the release in 

the presence of receptor agonists or antagonists. Wightman and coworkers showed that 

D1 receptors on bovine chromaffin cells facilitate catecholamine release based on the 

comparisons between the release activities of the active D1 receptor carrier cells and that 
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of the D1 receptor-blocked cells.
139

 In another study, amperometric measurements were 

performed at single cells with a varying time intervals between a first and second 

stimulation to monitor the role of the receptor in vesicle recycling behavior. It was 

observed that a second stimulated release event had higher spike number and spike area 

than the first release event. However, this effect was highly signicantly reduced with 

increasing concentrations of a D1 antagonist. A similar trend was observed when the cells 

were exposed to epinephrine. Thus, it was concluded that the epinephrine released from 

the cells regulates exocytosis with a receptor-mediated positive feedback mechanism.
139

 

Besides this D1 receptor-based positive feedback mechanism, chromaffin cells also 

contain an 2-autoreceptor. Amperometry experiments in the presence of either an 2-

autoreceptor antagonist or agonist revealed that the 2-autoreceptor get activated upon 

binding of released extracellular catecholamine and inhibits futher catecholamine 

release.
140

 Similar receptor-mediated autocrine action was also observed in pancreatic β-

cells where amperometric measurements using ruthenium oxide/cyanoruthenate modified 

CFMs showed that released insulin from β-cells evokes exocytosis.
141

   

The role of cytoskeletal components on exocytosis has also been explored using carbon-

fiber microelectrochemistry techniques. F-Actin and Myosin II within chromaffin cells 

have been selectively inhibited with cytochalasin D and blebbistatin, respectively. 

Confocal fluorescence microscopy, amperometry, and capacitance measurements 

revealed that neither cytochalasin nor blebbistatin changed the intracellular Ca
2+

 level; 

however, they slowed down the exocytosis events by decreasing the mobility of the 

granules with myosin II function inhibition and actin polymerization inhibition. Mean 

spike half-width of the untreated cells increased by 50% as a consequence of blebbistatin 

treatment and by 100% with cytochalasin D treatment. Longer fusion pore expansion 

observed with cytochalasin treatment, but not blebbistatin, indicates that actin mediates 

fusion pore expansion by its interaction with other proteins. However, myosin II has no 

effect on early fusion pore expansion.
102
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In addition to these fundamental studies of single cell exocytosis behavior, the single cell 

electrochemical methods also facilitate a quantitative understanding of the biophysical 

ramifications of cell perturbations such as genetic manipulations and pharmacological or 

nanoparticle exposure. The influence of exogenous species such as L-DOPA, reserpine, 

phorbol esters, and staurosporine on exocytotic behavior has been explored using carbon-

fiber microelectrochemistry. L-DOPA is the dopamine precursor, and it increases the 

cathecholamine concentration in the vesicular halo (the region between the dense body 

matrix and the granular membrane). CFMA results showed that L-DOPA treatment 

increased cathecholamine release from both PC12 and chromaffin cells, but slowed the 

release kinetics. On the contrary, reserpine, a monamine transporter inhibitor, decreased 

the quantal size and frequency of release.
96, 142

 In a neuronal model, phorbol esters, 

activators of the Munc13-1 receptors on the membrane, lead to an increased number of 

release events, while staurosporine, a protein kinase C inhibitor, leads to an overall 

decrease in secretion.
122

 Amphetamines (AMPHs) and methamphetamines (METHs) are 

two other groups of pharmacological agents and evaluation of their effects on exocytosis 

has been enabled by microelectrochemical methods. These agents are relevant based on 

their common use for treatment of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and their role as 

drugs of abuse. Both the acute and long term effects of AMPHs and METHs were 

explored using carbon-fiber microelectrochemistry. Capacitance and amperometry 

measurements showed that AMPHs and METHs reduced exocytotic events by 

modulating the vesicle pH gradient and relocating stored neurotransmitters from vesicle 

to cytosol; upon long term exposure, however, they enhanced vesicular release via a 

compensatory response, resulting in vesicle acidification. Quantal size of the release was 

determined to be 59 pC after 1 h METH exposure to chromaffin cells; whereas 146 pC 

was obtained  after 48 h exposure.
143

 In a final example, cells were exposed to carbonyl 

cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP), a proton ionophore that acts as a 

proton/calcium shuttle between the cytosol and mitochondrial inner membrane calcium 

stores, to explore the roles of intracellular and extracellular Ca
2+

 in exocytosis. CFMA 

measurements from control chromaffin cells and CCCP-treated cells indicate that 

vesicular Ca
2+

 likely catalyzes and promotes self-sustained exocytosis.
144
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1.6 Goals and Scope of Thesis 

 

Platelets play an essential role in hemostasis and thrombosis in the bloodstream. Their 

critical physiological behavior is intimately related to their cellular function as secretory 

cells. Platelets contain populous secretory granules and release a large array of chemical 

messengers ranging from ions to small molecules to large protein-based macromolecules. 

Until now, the dynamic secretion behavior of platelet secretory granules has been poorly 

understood, due largely to the lack of tools to probe the small sized platelets. To address 

this important biological problem and bridge the current knowledge gap, this thesis work 

develops and employs state-of-the-art electrochemical techniques to study single platelet 

exocytosis with a focus on platelet dense-body granules, the prominent secretory granules 

responsible for releasing clot-promoting small molecule chemical messengers. Based on 

the critical assessment of the state-of-the-art technologies for single-cell exocytosis 

studies presented in chapter one, electrochemical techniques are uniquely suited to study 

the dynamic secretion behavior of secretory granules in small platelets, and to give 

critical insights into the fundamental platelet secretory processes. The overall goal of the 

thesis work is to advance the current knowledge of platelet secretory biology and identify 

potential cellular targets and pathways to control platelet activity for therapeutic 

purposes. The remainder of the thesis follows the structure outlined below. 

Chapter two reports the development of a functional assay to assess platelet dense-body 

exocytosis in platelet suspensions using carbon-fiber microelectrode fast-scan cyclic 

voltammetry. While this assay is useful for functional assessments of platelet release 

reaction in both research and clinical settings as demonstrated, it is primarily used herein 

as a screening tool with high throughput to guide single platelet exocytosis studies. 

Chapter Three demonstrates the experimental feasibility of using the carbon-fiber 

microelectrode amperometry method for single platelet exocytosis studies. In addition, 

computational simulation was carried out to critically evaluate the electrode detection 
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efficiency and gain mechanistic insights into quantal storage and secretion behavior of 

platelet dense-body granules. 

Chapter Four examines the effects of variations in temperature as well as extracellular pH 

and osmolarity on quantal secretion behavior of platelet dense-body granules with an aim 

to understand platelet dense-body granule storage and secretion mechanisms. 

Chapter Five investigates the impact of variations in granular size following granular 

content loading or depletion on quantal secretion.  

Chapter Six studies the critical role of membrane cholesterol in exocytosis using platelets 

as a preferred secretory cell model.  

Chapter Seven studies the critical role of platelet cytoskeletal F-actin and microtubule in 

regulating platelet dense-body granule secretion. 
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Chapter Two 
 

Real-Time Electrochemical Measurements of Dense-Body Granule Exocytosis in 

Platelet Suspensions  
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2.1 Introduction  

 

Platelets in the circulatory system are charged with the critical task of maintaining the 

integrity of the vascular system. Upon vascular injury, these tiny anuclear cells sense 

vessel breakage and rapidly change shape and aggregate at the injury site to form a plug, 

and thus, assist in arrest of bleeding. To facilitate aggregation, platelets store and release 

a spectrum of chemical messengers ranging from ions and small molecules to adhesive 

proteins.
3
 These small and large chemical species are stored within two distinct secretory 

granule populations, dense-body granules (also called -granules) and -granules, 

respectively. Following activation, platelets rapidly release the stored granule contents to 

the cell exterior within seconds to recruit additional platelets and facilitate the timely 

reseal of the injured blood vessel. Accordingly, characterization of the fundamental 

platelet secretion behavior and its critical function in platelet aggregation requires a 

technique capable of sub-second, quantitative measurement of platelet granule content 

release.  

 

Traditionally employed methods for studies of platelet dense-body granule secretion 

include transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for microstructural analysis and a 

number of functional assays for content release monitoring and/or quantitation in platelet 

suspensions. While powerful in revealing occurrence and morphology of dense-body 

granules,
145

 TEM is limited to providing static images of the secretion process. In fact, 

due to the labile chemical nature of the dense-body granule content, capturing TEM 

images of dense bodies in the act of release has proven highly challenging. Conventional 

analytical tools including high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),
146, 147

 

radiolabeling assays
148

 and ATP-luminescence assays
149, 150

 clearly provide a more 

dynamic picture of platelet dense-body granule release; however, some of these tools, 

such as the widely used separation-based HPLC technique and the current gold-standard 

release assay based on [
14

C]-serotonin radiolabeling, involve tedious periodic sampling 

from a platelet suspension, and thus, are clearly incapable of measuring real-time platelet 
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release. To date, the most suitable analytical tools to measure this rapid release process 

are ATP luminescence assays and dye-based fluorescence assays. The ATP luminescence 

assay is a popular choice to measure real-time endogenous ATP release from platelet 

dense-body granules; however, this method is a multi-component assay that requires 

significant optimization to achieve satisfactory results.
151

 Fluorescence assays based on 

the release of the selectively accumulated exogenous dyes in the dense-body granules are 

useful to accurately monitor the time course of dense-body granule release; however 

these assays are incapable of providing quantitative information about endogenous 

chemical messenger storage and release, and, in fact, the loaded exogenous dye 

molecules may alter the native behavior of platelet dense-body granule release.
152

  

 

Electrochemical methods provide an appealing alternative for quantitative and real-time 

measurement of content release from platelet dense-body granules based on the 

electroactive nature of the endogenous serotonin molecules. Since the pioneering 

electroanalytical work in brain chemistry by Adams and coworkers,
153

 electrochemical 

methods have been established as the tools of choice to investigate real-time release 

dynamics of several classes of important biological molecules. For example, 

electrochemical methods including fast-scan cyclic voltammetry, chronoamperometry, 

and constant-potential amperometry have been routinely used to measure dynamics of 

indolamine and catecholamine release and uptake in various preparations. Representative 

examples of such applications include measurements of dopamine dynamics in the 

brain,
154

 serotonin uptake kinetics in synaptosomes
155

 and cell suspensions,
156

 and 

catecholamine secretion from single adrenal chromaffin
92

 and PC12 cells.
157

 Previously, 

our group successfully implemented constant-potential amperometry at carbon-fiber 

microelectrodes to study the quantal secretion behavior of serotonin release from single 

rabbit platelets.
4, 5, 158

 While powerful in gaining insight into platelet quantal secretion 

behavior, single platelet measurement suffers from low throughput and difficulty in 

measuring secretion from single platelets with low serotonin content, such as human 

platelets. In this report, we further exploit serotonin electrochemistry at carbon-fiber 

microelectrodes, and demonstrate a fast-scan cyclic voltammetric method to reliably 
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measure serotonin release from suspensions of human platelets with higher throughput. In 

addition, this electrochemical method has a sub-second (0.2 s) time resolution, two orders 

of magnitude improvement over a previously reported method based on differential pulse 

voltammetry.
159

 Compared to the aforementioned non-electrochemical based techniques, 

this electrochemical tool is superior in that it is a label-free method, introducing minimal 

platelet perturbation.  More importantly, it is a simple and robust method capable of 

measuring real-time release of dense-body granule content based on endogenous 

chemical species, useful for examining pharmacologically or genetically induced 

alterations in chemical messenger storage and release. 

 

2.2 Experimental Section 

 

2.2.1 Preparation of Washed Human Platelets 

ACD-anticoagulated whole blood samples (~9 ml per vial) from random donors and in-

dated platelet-rich plasma (PRP) used for transfusion (~1.5 × 10
9 

platelets/mL, 60 mL) 

were obtained from the Memorial Blood Centers (St. Paul, MN). Hermansky Pudlak 

Syndrome (HPS) blood samples were obtained from known HPS patients under approved 

IRB protocol #0309M51992.  The whole blood sample was centrifuged at 250 g for 14 

min to obtain PRP. Two thirds of the upper PRP was transferred, mixed with half volume 

of ACD, and centrifuged at 2200 g for 16 min to pellet the platelets. The resulting pellet 

was resuspended in PGI2-containing (Prostaglandin I2, 0.5 M, stock 1.0 mM prepared in 

50 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.8) and Ca
2+

-free Tyrode’s buffer (NaCl 137 mM, KCl, 2.6 mM, 

MgCl2, 1.0 mM, D-glucose, 5.6 mM, HEPES 5.0, and NaHCO3, 12.1 mM with pH 

adjusted to 7.4), and washed twice at 1900g for 8 min. Finally, the platelets were 

resuspended in Ca
2+

-free Tyrode’s buffer (2-4 × 10
8
 platelets/mL) and stored at room 

temperature with occasional agitation to prevent platelet sedimentation. Platelets were 

counted manually using a standard hemocytometer on a microscope equipped with phase-

contrast optics.  
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2.2.2 Pharmacological Manipulations 

Washed platelets were resuspended at 2.0 × 10
8
 platelets/mL in Tyrode’s buffer 

containing 20 M reserpine (stock 10 mM prepared in DMSO) or 0.5 M serotonin 

(stock 10 mM prepared in deoxygenated H2O on the day of experiment), and then 

incubated for 1 h at room temperature before resuspension in regular Tyrode’s buffer for 

serotonin release measurements. Incubation with DMSO alone had no effect on serotonin 

release. 

 

2.2.3 Fabrication of Carbon-Fiber Microelectrodes 

The fabrication procedures for disk-shaped and cylindrical carbon-fiber microelectrodes 

followed the previously published protocols.
5, 121

 Briefly, a 5-m-diameter carbon-fiber 

was aspirated into a glass capillary which was then heated and pulled to generate two 

conical-shaped electrodes. For the disk-shaped microelectrodes used in single platelet 

measurements, the exposed carbon-fiber at the electrode tips was trimmed as short as 

possible with a scalpel under a microscope, and then insulated by dipping electrodes in 

epoxy solution. After epoxy hardening by baking at 100 
o
C and 150 

o
C for 4 and 12 

hours, respectively, the electrodes were polished to a 45
o
 angle on a beveler to expose the 

carbon-fiber surface. For the cylindrical microelectrodes used in platelet suspension 

measurements, the exposed carbon fibers were trimmed to have ~20 m protruding 

length beyond the glass encasement.  To re-expose the cylindrical carbon-fiber surface 

after epoxy dipping, the electrodes were immediately washed three times in acetone (~1 s 

per wash) to remove excess epoxy. Then, these electrodes were heated to cure the epoxy 

at 100 
o
C and 150 

o
C for 4 and 2 hours, respectively. For both types of microelectrodes, a 

minimum 10 min soaking in isopropanol was used to activate the carbon surface prior to 

serotonin release measurements.  

 

2.2.4 Measurements of Serotonin Release from Human Platelet Suspensions 

Measurements of serotonin release from platelet suspension were performed in 

siliconized glass vials (Chrono-log Inc.) commonly used for platelet aggregation 
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experiments. The schematic for the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.1A. All 

experiments were performed either at 37 ± 1 
o
C or at room temperature. Typically, 0.5 

mL washed platelet suspension (adjusted to 1.0 × 10
7 

platelets/mL if not specified) was 

first added to the vial, to which a siliconized stir bar (Chrono-log Inc.) was also added. 

Then, a cylindrical carbon-fiber microelectrode and a Ag/AgCl wire were inserted into 

the platelet suspension with the aid of a pair of micromanipulators (Burleigh PCS-5000). 

Next, the computer-generated waveform (0.2 V to 1 V then to -0.1 V and back to 0.2 V at 

1000 V/s, controlled in locally written LabView software) for fast-scan cyclic 

voltammetry experiments was applied to the electrode via an Axopatch 200B potentiostat 

(Molecular Devices) at an update frequency of 5 Hz, and the background charging 

current was allowed to stabilize for ~15 min. Once a stable charging current was 

achieved, a small volume (typically 5 L) of a stimulant (0.2~5 U/mL human thrombin, 

stock 400 U/mL prepared in 150 mM NaCl) was quickly injected into the vial bottom via 

a syringe, and immediately mixed by a 3-sec stirring at 1150 rpm. Between individual 

runs, the vials were rinsed thoroughly with copious Tyrode’s buffer and measurements 

were repeated in the same vial. The pre- and post-calibrations of each electrode were 

performed in the same manner described above except that serotonin was injected 

directly into a platelet-free vial. It is noteworthy that serotonin release was often 

measured from a diluted platelet sample (relative to the physiological platelet count, 

1.5~4.5 ×10
8
 platelets/mL) to minimize serotonin fouling of the carbon-fiber 

microelectrodes.
156

 A platelet suspension with 1.0 × 10
7
 platelets/mL generates < 1 M 

maximum released serotonin, resulting in negligible fouling, and therefore, eliminating 

the need to pre-treat or replace electrodes after each measurement. 

 

2.2.5 Measurements of Serotonin Release from Single Human Platelets 

For single platelet experiments, human platelets were loaded with additional serotonin to 

facilitate release measurements due to the low physiological serotonin content. The 

results presented herein were obtained from platelet samples (1.0 × 10
8 

platelets/mL) 

which had been incubated with 10 M serotonin for 2 h at room temperature. The 
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procedure for the measurement of serotonin release from single platelets was performed 

as detailed elsewhere.
5
 All amperometry measurements were done at room temperature, 

and platelets were stimulated by a localized 3-sec bolus of 4 U/mL thrombin solution 

delivered immediately following electrode placement on an individual platelet.  

 

2.2.6 HPLC Analysis 

The HPLC system consisted of an Agilent 1200-series HPLC equipped with an auto-

sampler, a 5 m, 4.6 × 150 mm C-18 column (Eclipse XDB-C18, Agilent Inc.), and a 

glassy carbon-based electrochemical detector (2465 electrochemical detector, Waters 

Inc.). The working potential was set at 0.7 V vs. an in situ Ag/AgCl reference electrode 

and the current range was set at 50 nA. The mobile phase was an aqueous mixture of 2 

mM NaCl, 30 mg/L sodium octylsulphate, 0.17 mL/L dibutylamine, 55.8 mg/L 

Na2EDTA, 0.1 M citric acid, 0.1 M sodium acetate and 10% methanol, and the flow rate 

was set at 1.0 mL/min. Stock solutions of 10 mM serotonin and 10 mM N-

methylserotonin (internal standard, IS) were prepared in 0.1 M perchloric acid (HClO4). 

The standard solutions were prepared by diluting stock solutions in 0.4 M HClO4 and 

then supplemented with 1 M N-methylserotonin. A five-point calibration curve was 

constructed using serotonin concentrations ranging from 100 nM to 1000 nM and the area 

ratio of serotonin to the internal standard was plotted against known serotonin 

concentrations. For platelet release experiments, platelets (1.0 × 10
7
 platelets/mL) were 

first activated by exposure to 4 U/mL thrombin for 90 s at 37 
o
C, and then immediately 

transferred to a pre-cooled Eppendof vial and kept on ice. To quantify the amount of 

released serotonin, 250 L of cooled platelet suspension was centrifuged at 4 °C at 2000 

g for 10 min, and then 184.52 L supernatant was transferred without disturbing the 

platelet pellet, mixed with 4 L 50 M internal standard, and 11.48 L of 70% HClO4. 

The mixture was sonicated for 5 min and then incubated for 25 min before filtration (0.2 

m PTFE filters) and injection onto the HPLC column. To determine the total amount of 

serotonin (rather than only secreted serotonin), 184.52 L cooled platelet suspension was 

processed similarly without thrombin exposure or centrifugation. 25 L of this sample 
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was injected for HPLC analysis, and the amount of serotonin was calculated based on the 

calibration curve. 

 

2.2.7 Transmission Electron Microscopy Studies 

For thin-section images, platelet fixation was accomplished by incubating the cells with 

an equal volume of 0.1% glutaraldehyde in White’s saline (a 10% solution of a 1:1 

mixture of (1) 2.4 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM KCl, 46 mM MgSO4, and 64 mM Ca(NO3)2·4H2O 

and (2) 0.13 M NaHCO3, 8.4 mM NaH2PO4, and 0.1 g/L of phenol red, pH 7.4). After 15 

min, the sample was centrifuged to pellets, and the supernatant fixative was removed and 

replaced with 3% glutaraldehyde in the same buffer. The samples resuspended in the 

second aldehyde fixative were maintained at 4°C for 30 min and then sedimented to 

pellets. The supernatant was removed and replaced with either 1% osmic acid in 

Zetterquist’s buffer or 1% osmic acid in distilled water containing 1.5% potassium 

ferrocyanide for 1 h at 4 °C. All samples were dehydrated in a graded series of alcohols 

and embedded in Epon 812. Thin sections were cut from the plastic blocks on an 

ultramicrotome and were examined unstained or after staining with uranyl acetate and 

lead citrate to enhance contrast. For whole-mount images, small drops of PRP were 

placed on formvar-coated, carbon-stabilized grids, rinsed within 10-15 s with drops of 

distilled water, dried from the edge with pieces of filter paper and manually agitated to 

remove residual moisture. The grids were inserted into the electron microscope without 

fixation or staining. All micrographs were measured on a Phillips 301 electron 

microscope at an accelerating voltage of 80 keV. 

 

2.2.8 Data Analysis 

Parameters used to characterize serotonin release from platelet suspensions include [5-

HT]max, slope, Tdelay, and T50% shown in Figure 2.3B. The [5-HT]max was determined by 

averaging the signal during the last 10 s in the plateau region, and slope was calculated 

from the first 5 s (at 37 
o
C) or 10 s (at room temperature) time period following release 

onset. Tdelay and T50% were determined based on the following events: (1) the time of 

stimulation was approximated to occur at 9 s based on the fact that the stimulant was 
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manually injected at 5-6 s and mixed by 3 s stirring; (2) the time of release onset and 

half-height of maximal release were manually determined by identifying the inflection 

point marking the beginning of the release and the time point corresponding to the half 

[5-HT]max value, respectively; (3) Tdelay , the time between stimulation and release onset, 

and T50%,  the time to reach half-height of maximal release, were then calculated 

accordingly. For the data analysis of single platelet amperometric traces, previously 

described procedures were followed.
5, 158

 Briefly, the spike area was determined by 

integrating the spike current from 0.5% of maximal amplitude on the rising phase to 1.0% 

of maximal amplitude on the decaying phase using commercially available software 

(Minianalysis, Synaptosoft Inc). All data are reported as mean ± standard deviation 

(mean ± SD) and subject to unpaired and two-tailed Student’s t-test to determine 

significant differences (p<0.05). 

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

 

2.3.1 Serotonin Release from Platelet Suspensions 

Platelets sequester highly concentrated serotonin along with other small molecules, 

including Ca
2+

 and ATP, within dense-body granules and rapidly release them following 

activation by physiological stimuli including thrombin.
3
 To measure real-time serotonin 

release, a cylindrical carbon-fiber microelectrode was directly immersed in a suspension 

of washed platelets (Figure 2.1A). Here, washed platelets, a common preparation of blood 

platelets for functional assessments, are preferred to whole blood for electrochemical 

measurements based on their clearly defined solution composition and the absence of 

electroactive interferants found in the whole blood such as uric acid. Following thrombin 

addition to the suspension, serotonin release begins after a brief delay (several seconds), 

and reaches a plateau within ~20 s (Figure 2.1B and D). Occasionally, interesting release  
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Figure 2.1 Serotonin release from washed platelet suspension (A) Schematic for the 

experimental setup where CFE stands for carbon-fiber microelectrode. (B) A false-color 

plot obtained using FSCV shows serotonin release from a suspension of washed platelets 

upon thrombin stimulation (symbol ▼). The dotted lines are illustrated below. (C) Cyclic 

voltammograms obtained from the two time points on the release trace (vertical lines 1 

and 2 in B) and a standard serotonin solution (dotted line). (D) The time course of 

serotonin release replotted at the oxidation peak (current measured at the potential by the 

horizontal line in B) for each consecutive cyclic voltammogram. Granular secretion of 

serotonin was occasionally observed (inset and arrows). (E-F) HPLC measurements of 

serotonin release are compared to FSCV results. [5-HT]max was measured from platelet 

suspensions of 1.0 × 10
7
 platelets/mL at maximal stimulation (4 U/mL thrombin). 

Internal standard (IS) is N-methylserotonin. Data are represented as mean ± SD, N = 3, 

and p > 0.3 using the unpaired Student’s t-test. 
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features (arrows, Figure 2.1D) are observed on top of the gradually rising current for 

newly immersed electrodes. These individual features often exhibit a sharp rise followed 

by a slow delay, characteristic of granular secretion of serotonin; they are likely resultant 

from those platelets adjacent to or adhering onto the microelectrodes surface. These 

individual granule secretion events will be discussed in detail below. To verify the 

selectivity and quantitative ability of FSCV in this experimental setup, the supernatant 

from the platelet suspension following thrombin activation was isolated by centrifugation 

and subject to HPLC analysis (Figure 2.1E). The chromatogram clearly shows only one 

serotonin peak in addition to the spiked internal standard and solvent front (containing 

HClO4 used for deproteinization during sample preparation). Independent quantification 

from both the electrochemical and HPLC measurements yielded consistent results for the 

released serotonin amount (Figure 2.1F) and, based on the HPLC measurements, this 

amount (0.36 ± 0.03 nmole 5-HT/10
7
 platelets) accounts for ~95% of the total serotonin 

(0.38 ± 0.01 nmole 5-HT/10
7
 platelets) stored in platelets. 

 

2.3.2 Comparison to Quantal Secretion from Single Human Platelets 

Platelets store serotonin within individual dense-body granules (Figure 2.2A), and 

therefore, the measured serotonin release in a platelet suspension is the result of 

cumulative granular secretion from activated single platelets. Herein, we adopted the 

experimental protocol of single platelet measurement developed previously
4, 5

 to verify 

this origin and gain insight into human platelet serotonin release at the single cell level. 

As described above, the granular secretion from human platelets was occasionally 

observed in platelet suspension experiments (Figure 2.1D); here, on the basis of single 

platelet measurements, it is clearly demonstrated (Figure 2.2B). In fact, this is the first 

dynamic evidence directly supporting human platelet quantal secretion behavior, a 

phenomenon previously demonstrated for rabbit platelets.
18

 In the single platelet 

experiment, a disk-shaped carbon-fiber microelectrode is placed on a single human 

platelet to measure the released serotonin molecules from individual granules when the 

platelet is activated by thrombin. In Figure 2.2B, the FSCV data clearly show that an 
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Figure 2.2 Quantal secretion of serotonin from human platelets (A) An electron 

micrograph shows the “bull’s eye”-shaped dense-body granules (arrows). (B) A false-

color plot obtained using FSCV shows quantal serotonin release from an individual 

thrombin-stimulated human platelet. Waveform update frequency is 10 Hz. (C) Cyclic 

voltammograms obtained from a secretion event (indicated by the * on the color plot) and 

a standard serotonin solution (dotted line) are overlaid. (D) Cumulative granular 

serotonin secretion (dotted green line) based on single platelet amperometry 

measurements (solid green representative amperometric trace at the bottom) was plotted 

on the left y-axis, while the serotonin release measured from the same serotonin-loaded 

platelet suspension (1.0 × 10
7
 platelets/mL) was plotted on the right y-axis. Thrombin 

stimulation times were represented by the symbol ▼and a 3-sec solid bar for platelet 

suspension and single platelet measurements, respectively. The cumulative release line 

was constructed using the spike time of 221 spikes collected from 42 single platelets. All 

measurements were performed at room temperature.  
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 activated platelet releases discrete granules, and the extracted cyclic voltammogram 

confirms the molecular identity of the released serotonin (Figure 2.2C). To quantify the 

number of molecules released from each granule, amperometry measurements were 

subsequently employed due to its superior time resolution (sub-millisecond). Platelets 

were pre-loaded with additional serotonin to facilitate single-platelet amperometry 

measurements as the physiological serotonin content in human platelets is generally low, 

making amperometric measurements challenging. Individual secretion events from these 

serotonin-loaded platelets were observed as sharp current spikes resulting from the 

oxidation of released serotonin molecules. The average spike area and total spike area per 

platelet are 0.22 ± 0.02 pC and 1.1 ± 0.1 pC (mean ± SEM), respectively, which, based 

on Faraday’s law, translates to 6.9(±0.6) × 10
5
 serotonin molecules released per granule 

and 3.4(±0.3) × 10
6
 serotonin molecules released per platelet. Though this number of 

molecules per platelet only accounts for ~69% of the molecules estimated from bulk 

serotonin release measurement, it is a reasonable percentage based on the fact that single 

platelet measurements only sample the top half of the surface-adherent platelets and 

release events may also occur on the bottom half. Furthermore, the average delivery rate 

of these serotonin-enriched granules to the cell exterior should, in principle, agree with 

the rate of serotonin release measured from the platelet suspension. Indeed, the time 

course of the cumulative granular secretion obtained from single platelet measurements 

matches fairly well with that determined from a platelet suspension (Figure 2.2D). The 

apparent deviation is, at least in part, due to the fact that individual platelets were 

stimulated both chemically and mechanically because the microelectrode was tightly 

placed on platelets during single platelet amperometry measurements. In fact, 

mechanically stimulated release was occasionally observed prior to chemical stimulant 

delivery. Based on the measurements of serotonin release from single platelets and 

platelet suspensions, it is clear that fast-scan cyclic voltammetry at the carbon-fiber 

microelectrodes can quantitatively monitor the real-time serotonin release from human 

platelet suspensions. 
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2.3.3 Quantifying Secretion with Varied Stimulation Strength 

With the ability to measure real-time serotonin release from platelet suspensions, we next 

examined the stimulation-secretion coupling by varying the applied thrombin 

concentration. When the added thrombin concentration was varied from 0.2 to 5 U/ml, 

the serotonin release was clearly enhanced at higher thrombin concentrations and 

approached a saturating concentration at ~5 U/ml (Figure 2.3A). The electrode response 

to addition of a standard serotonin solution is also superimposed on the release traces, 

indicating that the maximum slope of the release traces is a measure of platelet release 

behavior, rather than the electrode response time. Quantitative analysis (Figure 2.3B-E) 

shows a clear dose-dependence of serotonin release on thrombin concentration. The 

maximum serotonin release, [5-HT]max (Figure 2.3C), rises nonlinearly with increasing 

concentrations of thrombin and reaches its maximum at ~4 U/mL. A similar trend was 

observed for the initial slope (Figure 2.3D). Contrarily, Tdelay and T50% show an inverse 

dependence on thrombin concentration (Figure 2.3E), and both time parameters level off 

at a similar thrombin concentration. These kinetic parameters are comparable to those 

determined based on fluorescence measurements of released dyes preloaded in platelet 

dense-body granules.
9
 In this study, only a brief agitation for stimulus mixing (3 s at 1150 

rpm) was used following thrombin addition and platelets were allowed to release 

serotonin in static conditions. Constant stirring and extracellular Ca
2+

 were avoided 

intentionally in this experiment to minimize platelet aggregation on the electrode tip, 

because measurement artifacts could be introduced by local serotonin concentration 

changes within the adherent aggregates. While extracellular Ca
2+

 is essential for a 

number of platelet behaviors including aggregation, the absence of extracellular Ca
2+

 

does not influence the amount and rate of thrombin-stimulated platelet serotonin release 

(supporting info, Figure 2.S1). Overall, the electrochemical method developed herein 

clearly reveals the quantitative stimulation-secretion coupling by measuring the real-time 

release of endogenous serotonin from platelets.  
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Figure 2.3 Thrombin-stimulated serotonin release (A) Washed platelets release more 

serotonin at a faster rate when stimulated with increasing concentrations of thrombin 

(symbol ▼). (B) Release trace analysis includes the determination of [5-HT]max, slope 

(initial rate normalized to the saturating [5-HT]max ), Tdelay, and T50%. (C-E) Quantitative 

analysis of stimulation and secretion coupling. Measurements were performed at 37 ± 1 
o
C in platelet suspensions of 2.0 × 10

8
 platelets/mL. Data are represented as mean ± SD, 

N = 3 for all measurements.   
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2.3.4 Pharmacological Manipulation of Serotonin Storage and Release 

To further demonstrate the ability of this method to reveal fundamental platelet secretory 

behavior, we next investigated the dynamics of serotonin storage and release by platelets 

following pharmacological manipulation. In the blood stream, platelets are the primary 

cell type responsible for regulating blood serotonin levels.
160

 These cells possess a set of 

protein machinery, including serotonin transporters on the cell membrane and 

monoamine transporters on the granule membrane, to efficiently take up serotonin from 

the bloodstream and ultimately package it into the dense-body granules.
161, 162

 Herein, 

washed platelets treated with exogenous serotonin and reserpine, a drug known to act on 

the monoamine transporter and deplete granule-stored monoamine, clearly showed 

(Figure 2.4A and B) increased and decreased maximum releasable serotonin content, 

respectively; however, the time course of the release, characterized by the normalized 

slope, Tdelay and T50%, was not altered (Figure 2.4C and D). These results indicate that the 

ability of platelets to deliver dense-body granules to the cell exterior was not comprised 

upon serotonin content manipulation, and evidently suggest that the observed difference 

in serotonin release was due to changes in granule serotonin storage only. Indeed, the 

current best method of assessing platelet dense-body granule secretion, the [
14

C]-

serotonin assay, takes advantage of this mechanism by loading platelets with radiolabeled 

serotonin and then monitoring the radioactivity of the released radiolabeled serotonin 

from stimulated platelets.
148

 In comparison, the electrochemical method detailed herein 

clearly offers a superior alternative to study serotonin storage and release dynamics in 

platelets because the radioactive isotopes are not necessary and kinetic information is 

readily available. 

 

2.3.5 Serotonin Release from Hermansky-Pudlak Syndrome Platelets 

Finally, we exploited this method to study serotonin release from clinically relevant 

platelets. Chemical messengers stored in and released from dense-body granules play an  
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Figure 2.4 Reserpine and serotonin effects  Reserpine and exogenous serotonin 

treatment of platelets alters (A-B) the amounts of serotonin released, but not (C-D)the 

time courses of platelet release. Slope in C was normalized to its own [5-HT]max. 

Maximum thrombin stimulation (4 U/mL, symbol▼) was used and measurements were 

performed at 37 ± 1 
o
C in platelet suspensions of 2.0 × 10

8
 platelets/mL. Data are 

represented as mean ± SD, N = 3 and *p < 0.002 using unpaired Student’s t-test.  
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important role in promoting blood clotting, and therefore, platelets that do not have 

dense-body granules or do not have the ability to retain critical granule contents may 

cause bleeding disorders. Hermansky-Pudlak Syndrome, an autosomal recessive disorder, 

is such a disease.
163, 164

 One hallmark of clinical diagnosis for HPS is the absence of 

dense-body granules in patients’ platelets. When platelets are air-dried and viewed intact 

by electron microscopy, normal platelets from healthy donors typically exhibit several 

opaque granules (Figure 2.5A) which are the electron-dense cores of dense-body 

granules; however, such features are absent in HPS platelets (Figure 2.5B). Previous 

studies using techniques such as HPLC have reported that HPS platelets do not store 

serotonin, and thus, are incapable of releasing it when needed.
165

 Here, we exploited the 

electrochemical method to confirm the absence of serotonin release from HPS platelets. 

Indeed, HPS platelets do not release serotonin (Figure 2.5C-D). Though, in some cases, 

minimal serotonin release was measured from highly concentrated platelet suspensions 

due to the exquisite sensitivity of this electrochemical method (supporting info, Figure 

2.S2). From the normalized time course obtained from these highly concentrated platelet 

samples, the delivery of granules to the cell exterior appears normal, but its stored 

serotonin content is not. This study clearly confirms the abnormal storage behavior of 

HPS dense-body granules and also demonstrates the potential of this electrochemical 

method in assisting with the diagnosis of diseased platelets. 

 

2.4 Conclusion 

 

With the ability to measure dense-body granule secretion from single human platelets and 

human platelet suspensions, there has never been a better opportunity to unravel the 

inner-workings of platelets as they deliver critical chemical messengers. Based on the 

ubiquitous presence of serotonin in the platelets of various animal species, this 

electrochemical method can be broadly applied to gain mechanistic understanding of 

secretion behavior in both normal and diseased platelets. Not only uniquely positioned to 

give insights into the fundamental platelet secretion process, this electrochemical method  
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Figure 2.5 Serotonin release from normal and Hermansky-Pudlak Syndrome 

platelets When viewed using whole-mount TEM, (A) normal platelets typically exhibit 

several dense-body granules (one is highlighted by an arrow) within the platelet 

cytoplasm, while this feature is absent for (B) HPS platelets. (C-D) No detectable 

serotonin release was measured from HPS platelet samples. Data are represented as mean 

± SD, N = 7 and 5 donors for normal and HPS platelets, respectively. Maximal thrombin 

stimulation (4 U/mL, symbol▼) was used and measurements were performed at 37 ± 1 
o
C in platelet suspensions of 1.0 × 10

7
 platelets/mL.  
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also has the potential to be used as a diagnostic tool in place of the gold-standard [
14

C]-

serotonin assay based on its simplicity, and therefore, should prove to be useful in both 

research and clinical settings.  
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2.5 Supporting Information 

 

 
Figure 2.S1. Ca

2+
-dependence of thrombin-stimulated serotonin release from human 

platelets (A) Serotonin release was measured from platelets stimulated with thrombin (4 

U/mL, symbol ▼) in the presence or absence of 2.0 mM Ca
2+

. Ca
2+

 was added to Ca
2+

-

free platelet suspension ~1 min prior to thrombin stimulation. The post-calibration of the 

electrode is also shown by the open symbols. The electrode response to serotonin was 

slightly suppressed in the presence of di-cations. (B-D) The amount and time course of 

thrombin-stimulated serotonin release were not altered by the extracellular Ca
2+

. 

Experiments were performed at 37 ± 1 
o
C.  N=4 and p>0.05 using unpaired Student’s t-

test. 
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Figure 2.S2. Serotonin release from concentrated HPS platelets Measurements of 

serotonin release from diluted normal and HPS platelets show robust response and no 

detectable signal, respectively; however, detectable serotonin release could be measured 

from highly concentrated HPS platelet suspension in two out of four HPS platelet 

samples that were tested. This experiment was performed at room temperature. 
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Chapter Three 
 

Real-Time Electrochemical Measurements and Computational Simulation of 

Dense-Body Granule Exocytosis from Single Platelets 
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Ge, S., White, J. G., and Haynes, C. L., Quantal Release of Serotonin from Platelets 

Analytical Chemistry 2009, 81(8): p. 2935-2943 
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3.1 Introduction 

 

Platelets in the blood stream are widely known for their pivotal role in primary 

hemostasis, that is the arrest of bleeding after blood vessel breakage.
3, 166, 167

 These 

anuclear cells are discoid in shape, approximately 3 m in diameter and 1 m thick, 

significantly smaller than other types of blood cells. Their primary role in hemostasis is 

based on their function as secretory cells, and they are known to have multiple 

specialized compartments that coexist in the platelet cytoplasm, including -granules and 

dense-body granules.
3, 166, 167

 These intracellular compartments store a myriad of 

chemical species such as adhesive and healing proteins in -granules and small 

molecules and ions in dense-body granules.
3, 168

 Upon exposure to collagen after vessel 

breakage, platelets initiate a cascade of cellular processes which culminate in secretion of 

contents from - and dense-body granules. Released messengers recruit and activate 

additional platelets at the injury site through a positive feedback loop, eventually forming 

a platelet plug to cease blood loss, the essential step in primary hemostasis.
166

 Many 

techniques have been used historically to characterize the release process from platelets. 

For example, high performance liquid chromatography and radiometric assays are 

extensively used to characterize the release of serotonin from platelets;
146, 169

 however, 

chromatographic analysis and radiometric assays provide an assessment of average 

response from a population of cells, masking heterogeneity among individual cells. TEM 

has also been used extensively for decades to study the microstructural changes and 

granular fusion in individual platelets.
145, 170

 Despite its ability to reveal numerous 

cellular features, TEM only provides a static picture of secretion from platelets. Until 

now, there is a paucity of information available to describe the dynamic nature of 

chemical messenger secretion in individual platelets. Measuring the dynamics of granular 

release in individual platelets will give insight into the basic process of hemostasis and 

may also reveal the mode of dysfunction in diseased platelets. Hitherto, due to their 

extremely small size, measuring the dynamic secretion from the single platelets 

represented a highly challenging analytical problem. The work presented in this chapter 
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exploits carbon-fiber microelectrochemistry to monitor the dynamic secretion of 

chemical messengers from dense-body granules in single platelets. In conjunction with 

random walk simulation, amperometric measurements reveals mechanistic information 

regarding dense-body granule storage and release mechanism. 

 

3.2 Experimental Section 

 

3.2.1 Preparation of Washed Rabbit Platelets 

The protocol for preparation of washed rabbit platelets is approved by the University of 

Minnesota IACUC protocol 0802A27063. 10-15 mL of blood was drawn from the mid-

ear-artery after a rabbit (New Zealand Rabbit, Bakkom Rabbitry, Wisconsin) was sedated 

using butorphanol and acepromazine. The collected blood was mixed with the anti-

coagulant ACD at a ratio of 6:1 (v/v). The anti-coagulated blood was then centrifuged at 

500xg for 15min to separate platelet-rich-plasma from the whole blood. Then, the 

platelets were separated from the isolated platelet-rich-plasma and washed once via 

centrifugation at 750xg for 4 min. Finally, the platelets were resuspended in a Ca
2+

-free 

bicarbonate buffered Tyrode’s medium (NaCl 136.9 mM, KCl, 2.6 mM, MgCl2, 1.0 mM, 

D-glucose, 5.6 mM, and NaHCO3, 12.1 mM with pH adjusted to 7.2). This preparation 

always yielded a platelet suspension contaminated by red blood cells; however, platelets 

are readily distinguishable from other cell types based on size and morphology. Thus, no 

further effort was made to prepare pure, washed platelets. The washed platelets prepared 

using this method were stable for several hours and provided ample time for the detailed 

experiments.  

 

3.2.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy Studies 

Fixation was accomplished by combining the sample at the appropriate time with an 

equal volume of 0.1% glutaraldehyde in White’s saline (a 10% solution of a 1:1 mixture 

of (1) 2.4 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM KCl, 46 mM MgSO4, and 64 mM Ca (NO3)2 · 4H2O and (2) 
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0.13 M NaHCO3, 8.4 mM NaH2 PO4, and 0.1 g/L of phenol red, pH 7.4).  After 15 

minutes the samples were centrifuged to pellets and the supernatant fixative removed and 

replaced with 3% glutaraldehyde in the same buffer.
171

 The samples resuspended in the 

second aldehyde fixative were maintained at 4°C for 30 minutes and then sedimented to 

pellets.  The supernatant was removed and replaced with either 1% osmic acid in 

Zetterquist’s buffer or 1% osmic acid in distilled water containing 1.5% potassium 

ferrocyanide for one hour at 4° C. All samples were dehydrated in a graded series of 

alcohols and embedded in Epon 812.  Thin sections cut from the plastic blocks on an 

ultramicrotome were examined unstained or after staining with uranyl acetate and lead 

citrate to enhance contrast.  All examinations were made in a Phillips 301 electron 

microscope. 

 

3.2.3 Electrochemical Measurements of Serotonin Release from Single Platelets 

The fabrication procedure for the microelectrodes followed a previously published 

protocol.
121

 Briefly, a carbon fiber (Thornel T650, Amoco Corp., Greenville, SC) was 

aspirated into a glass capillary (A-M system, Carlsborg, WA) and heated under the force 

of gravity using a micropipette puller (PE-21, Narishige, Tokyo, Japan) to create two 

microelectrodes with tapered tips, where the carbon-fiber was tightly encased in a thin 

glass shell. The carbon-fiber was trimmed as close as to the end of the pulled glass 

capillary as possible using a scalpel. Then, the trimmed carbon-fiber electrodes were 

dipped into a preheated mixture of EPON resin 828 (Miller-Stephenson, Morton Grove, 

IL) and 15% weight % hardener 1,3-pheylenediamine (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) 

and allowed to cure at 25
o
C, 100

o
C, and 150

o
C for overnight, 4h and 4h, respectively. 

One day before the experiment, 5-7 microelectrodes were polished on a diamond-

embedded beveling wheel (BV-10 microelectrode beveler, Sutter Instrument Company, 

Novato, CA) at a 45 degree angle to maximize cell-electrode contact area. Each polished 

electrode had a freshly exposed elliptical carbon-fiber electroactive area surrounded by a 

thin glass insulating perimeter. After the electrodes were backfilled with 4.0 M potassium 

acetate and 150.0 mM potassium chloride solution for electrical contact, the tips were 
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soaked in isopropanol until use. One electrode is typically used for measurements from 

five platelets before repolishing.  

 

All electrochemistry measurements were conducted in a temperature-controlled chamber 

(Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT) on an inverted microscope (Eclipse TE2000U, Nikon, 

Tokyo, Japan) with phase-contrast optics. A 40x phase-contrast objective is typically 

required for viewing platelets. The experiments used an Axopatch 200B potentiostat 

(Molecular Device, Sunnyvale, CA) and were controlled by a locally written LabView 

program (National Instruments, Austin, TX). A two-electrode configuration was 

employed where a Ag/AgCl electrode (MF 2052, BASi, West Lafayette, IN) was used as 

the reference electrode. The working electrode, a carbon-fiber microelectrode, in a 

headstage was mounted on a piezo-controlled micromanipulator (Burleigh PCS-5000, 

EXFO life science and industrial division, Ontario, Canada) allowing fine 3D positioning. 

An additional glass capillary (orifice 10-15 m) containing stimulating solution was 

placed adjacent to the working electrode and was controlled by a picospritzer (Parker 

Hannifin Corp., Cleveland, OH) in order to deliver stimulant to the target cells 

underneath the working electrode when needed. An optical micrograph showing the 

relative positions and sizes of the working electrode and the stimulant-containing glass 

capillary are shown in Figure 3.1A. 

 

For amperometry experiments, a positive potential, +700 mV vs. Ag/AgCl, was first 

applied to the carbon-fiber working electrode. Then it was tightly positioned onto an 

unactivated platelet. The precise spacing between beveled tip and the platelet on the 

coverslip is difficult to measure due to the relatively large size of the carbon-fiber 

microelectrode in comparison to the platelet underneath; however, the tight positioning 

was always ensured by observing a brief electrode sliding on the coverslip or, 

occasionally, a slight swelling of the platelet. The platelet was activated by a 3-second 

bolus of 10 M ionomycin ejected from the aforementioned glass capillary. The 

measured current signal was filtered at 5 kHz by a built-in 4-pole low-pass Bessel filter, 

amplified at a gain of 20 pA/mV and collected at 20 kHz. For fast-scan cyclic 
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voltammetry experiments, all the setup was the same as described above except that a 

voltage ramp from -0.4 V to 1 V vs. Ag/AgCl at 2000 V/s with a frequency of 50Hz was 

applied to the same carbon-fiber working electrode. 

 

3.2.4 Digital Simulation 

A three-dimensional random walk simulation was used to evaluate the diffusional 

broadening from an instantaneous point source release of molecules situated on an inert 

plane with a carbon-fiber microelectrode positioned above.
172

 The geometry for the 

simulation is shown in Figure 3.2A. The differences between the actual experimental 

setup and the simulation are the electrode orientation and tip shape. Instead of the actual 

angle of 45 degree with respect to the plane of coverslip, the simulated electrode is 

perpendicular to the inert plane. Also, the simulated electrode tip is assumed to be 

circular rather than elliptical. To simulate the signal collected during an amperometric 

measurement, the electrode tip acts as a molecular sink where all electroactive molecules 

are instantaneously oxidized and consumed upon collision with the active part of the 

electrode. In a typical simulation, each of 50,000 molecules was allowed to complete a 

random walk process as described below. Initially, one molecule originating from the 

point source was allowed to step over one unit length, x, in all three dimensions 

simultaneously with the time interval determined by 2×Dserotonin×t=x
2
, where Dserotonin is 

the diffusion coefficient for serotonin in free solution, 5.4×10
-6

 cm
2
/s.

173
 The step size is 

always less than one tenth of the separating distance between the electrode and the inert 

plane, h. The specific direction for each step in one dimension was randomly determined. 

In cases where the molecule collided with the inert plane or the insulating layer, that step 

would bounce back to its original position. When the step resulted in a collision between 

the molecule and the carbon-fiber surface or the number of steps exceeded a critical 

number, the random walk for that molecule was stopped. The critical number was 

selected to ensure that the longest time a molecule could wander did not exceed 10*T1/2, 

where T1/2 is the full time width at the half maximum of the response by the electrode 
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under the conditions simulated. The detection efficiency was calculated from the ratio of 

detected molecules to total molecules.  

 

3.2.5 Data Analysis 

The amperometric data were exported, digitally filtered at 1000 Hz, and then analyzed 

using commercially available software (Minianalysis, Snyptosoft Inc., Decatur, CA). The 

threshold for spike detection was set to 5 times the room-mean-square of the background 

current. Spike analysis included the determination of the following parameters: Iamp, 

amplitude of spike; Trise, the time from 10% to 90% of the spike maximum on the rising 

phase of the spike; Tdecay, the time from 100% to 20% of the spike maximum on the 

decaying phase of the spike; T1/2, spike width at the half maximum; and Q, the spike area. 

An automatic analysis function within the software was first used to detect spikes. A 

second visual check was followed to ensure correct evaluation of the detected spikes and 

rule out any possible errors. Mean spike characteristics were calculated for each platelet, 

and then data from platelets exposed to identical experimental conditions were 

subsequently pooled together for statistical comparison to other platelet populations. This 

approach was selected, instead of pooling all spikes from that population of platelets, to 

minimize overrepresentation of spikes with large areas.
174

 Two additional parameters, 

Nspike and largest percentage within 2 s window, were analyzed for each platelets. Nspike 

represents the total number of spikes detected for each individual platelet. The largest 

percentage within 2 s window indicates the percentage of spikes detected within the 2 

second window where spikes frequency is highest within a given amperometry trace. No 

outliers were excluded in the analysis presented herein; however, two additional 

constraints were imposed after the initial data analysis: (1) excluding traces with 

Nspike<10, or (2) excluding non-burst-like release. The reanalyses did not change the 

overall trend for the parameters above (data not shown). All data are reported as mean ± 

standard error of the mean (mean ± SEM) and subject to unpaired and two-tailed 

student’s t-test. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

 

3.3.1 Quantal Secretion of Serotonin 

Small molecule chemical messengers, including serotonin, ATP, ADP, and Ca
2+

 ions that 

are stored in dense-body granules, are among the species secreted after platelets are 

activated.
3, 166, 167

 Serotonin, an electroactive molecule, is known to be stored in the 

dense-body granules of platelets across a variety of species including humans.
175

 In the 

blood stream, serotonin is taken up, stored, and released only by platelets;
3, 166, 167

 

accordingly, understanding the fundamental characteristics and dynamics behavior of 

serotonin in platelets is critical. Single cell carbon-fiber electrochemistry measurements 

can accomplish this task.
4
 Figure 3.1C shows a typical amperometric trace collected from 

a platelet due to oxidation of serotonin after activation by ionomycin, an ionophore that 

transports extracellular Ca
2+

 across the cell membrane to trigger the secretion machinery. 

Using the same electrode, a cyclic voltammogram, Figure 1C inset, from a single release 

event confirms the molecular identity as serotonin. 

 

Electrochemical data provides a unique perspective on dense-body secretion. Analysis of 

individual spikes reveals a wealth of information on this dynamic process. The full width 

at the half height (T1/2) indicates that serotonin stored in the dense-body granules 

complete the release process within 7.2±0.6 ms (Figure 2E, averaged from 24 platelets), 

that is the average time for serotonin to escape from the granule. Measurement of the area 

under each spike facilitates accurate quantification of the serotonin released from 

individual dense-body granules. Clearly, dense-body granules display size heterogeneity 

within both single and populations of platelets. The electrochemical data exhibit a similar 

heterogeneity in the amount of serotonin released from individual granules. The 

quantitative evaluations of the diameter and area distribution are shown in Figure 1 D and 

1E, respectively. Since the measured quantity of serotonin released from individual 

granules is directly correlated with the volume of the granules by means of Faraday's law,  
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Figure 3.1 Electrochemical measurements of serotonin exocytosis from platelets (A). 

Light micrograph depicting a typical experiment setup. The carbon-fiber microelectrode, 

on the right, is shown to be positioned close to a glass capillary, on the left, containing 

stimulant, 10M ionomycin. Platelets appear as dots on the coverslip and as a light ring 

when they are suspended in solution and out of focus. Inactivated platelets are usually 

round and light-refractive while the activated platelets typically change their shape from 

round to spiky and appear dark when viewed using phase-contrast optics. A red blood 

cell is shown as well slightly below the glass capillary. (B). Electron micrograph showing 

the microstructure of the platelet interior.  Dense-body granules, marked by arrows on 

one of the platelets, are scattered throughout the cytoplasm. The less dark and slightly 

bigger granules are -granules where numerous proteins are stored. (C). A typical 

amperometric trace showing multiple spikes detected as serotonin is released from the 

dense-body granules of a single platelet. A magnified view of an individual spike reveals 

a rapid rising phase before the maximum and a relatively slow decay afterward. The inset 

cyclic voltammogram (solid line) obtained from the maximum of a spike (represented by 

the box on the amperometry spike maximum) overlaps that (dotted line) from 10M 

standard serotonin solution and confirms the secreted and detected molecules are 

serotonin. (D). Histogram of dense-body and granular size obtained from TEM study. 

Data measured from 284 identified dense-body granules were used for the construction of 

these plots. The best-fit Gaussian distributions are superimposed on the histograms. The 

mean and standard deviation for both best-fit curves are (expressed in mean ± standard 

deviation): 64.45 ± 17.39 nm for dense bodies and 87.52 ± 20.72 nm for granules. (E). 

Histogram of Q
1/3

 obtained from the amperometry study. 460 spikes from 25 platelets 

were used to construct this plot. The best-fit Gaussian distribution is superimposed on the 

histogram. The mean and standard deviation for the best-fit curve are: 5.47 ± 2.14 fC
1/3

. 
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3)3/4( RCnFQ   , where F, n, C and R represent Faraday's constant, the 

number of electrons lost during oxidation, granular concentration and radius of the 

granule, respectively. If there is an equal concentration of serotonin in each granule, a 

histogram of a cubic root of Q from a group of platelets (Figure 3.1E) should match the 

radius distribution. This distribution is indeed very similar to the radius distribution 

obtained from TEM data as shown in Figures 3.1B and D. Both histograms fit well to 

Gaussian distributions. For the purpose of comparison, the dimensionless ratio of the 

standard deviation to the mean of the best-fit Gaussian distribution is defined as a 

measure of the extent of dispersion. For the electrochemical data, this ratio is 0.39 indeed 

close to 0.23 ratio calculated from the TEM data, especially considering the variation 

induced by the random thin slicing in the TEM study. This observed similarity suggests 

that serotonin is stored at approximately the same concentration in all granules, as is 

common in many other secretory cell types.
119, 176-178

 In fact, carbon-fiber 

microelectrochemistry data is the first to experimentally demonstrate that platelets, as 

with other secretory cell types, exhibit similar “quantal phenomenon”. Using the average 

values for the size of dense-body granules from TEM data and quantity of serotonin per 

granule presented herein, this concentration, or quantal size, is calculated to be 

approximately 0.5 M.  

  

3.3.2 Simulated Secretion of Serotonin 

Digital simulations, such as the random walk simulation, are useful in simulating 

vesicular or granular secretion and have been applied successfully in studies of secretion 

processes in multiple cell types.
95, 172, 176, 179

 First, the simulation provides a feasible 

means to examine different parameters affecting measured electrochemical signals. For 

example, the effects of an altered distance separating the release site from the sensing 

surface can be readily evaluated.
172

 Once the effects of these parameters are determined 

and reasonable values are chosen, the simulation can provide insight into the storage 

mechanism of molecules within vesicles or granules, which are otherwise not easily 

obtained.  
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Herein, a random walk simulation is employed to examine the collection efficiency of the 

carbon-fiber microelectrode used in this experiment. In order to accurately quantify the 

quantal size, the collection efficiency needs to be critically evaluated because, as 

demonstrated earlier, a significant portion of molecules released from a granule or vesicle 

may not be detected due to their distant release from the electrode,
172, 176

 thus resulting in 

an underestimated quantal size. To take this effect into account, the distance-dependent 

detection efficiency is carefully evaluated for the experimental setup used for the present 

study. The collection configuration is modeled as a symmetric cylinder positioned in 

parallel to an infinite plane as depicted in Figure 3.2A. The only electroactive sensing 

area is the bottom of the cylinder with a diameter of 5 m in the center. Experimentally, 

tight positioning between the platelet and the electrode is achieved based on gentle 

sliding of the electrode on the coverslip; accordingly, the separation distance, h, is 

approximated based on geometry to be 0.5 m. The release site, corresponding to a 

dense-body granule fusing with cytoplasmic membrane, is treated as a point source at a 

position defined by the axial position. Using the random walk simulation, the percentage 

of molecules detected out of total molecules released is plotted versus the axial position 

of the release site as shown in Figure 3.2B. The shaded area corresponds to the space 

beneath the active sensing area. Obviously from the simulation, over 80% of the released 

molecules are detected if the releasing site is covered by the sensing area of the electrode. 

Nearly 100% detection efficiency is achieved when the releasing site falls in 

approximately 1.5 m radius from the symmetric center. The size of a typical platelet is 

approximately 2-3 μm in diameter, assuming a discoid morphology.  Even more 

convenient in this particular cell type is that the platelet imitates a centralization, 

mobilizing granules toward the cytoplasmic center during the exocytic process.
180

 Thus, 

it is fairly reasonable to assume that the majority of dense body granules fuse with 

membranes lining channels of the open canalicular system and covering the exposed 

surface early in this process following activation. As a result, the present measurements  
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Figure 3.2 Simulation of serotonin secretion (A). The configuration used for simulation. 

The experimental setup is simulated as a carbon-fiber microelectrode positioned above a 

point source on an infinite plane. The thickness of the insulating layer is assumed to be 1 

m.  (B). Simulated collection efficiency curve for a point source at different axial 

positions. The random walk simulation is used to construct this plot with h=0.5 m. (C). 

Simulated dependence curve for Trise, T1/2, and Tdecay on distance h. The equation (*) is 

used to construct this plot. All three parameters are independent from the number of 

molecules used and depend only on the separation distance h. Dserotonin is 5.4*10
-6

 cm
2
/s. 

(D-F). Actual Histograms for Trise , T1/2, and Tdecay  measured using amperometry. These 

histograms are constructed using 456 spikes from 24 cells, collected at pH 7.4 and room 

temperature. 
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achieve nearly 100% efficiency in measuring serotonin released from dense-body 

granules. This high efficiency ensures the highest possible accuracy in calculating 

granular concentration of serotonin. 

 

While the random walk simulation provides an excellent way to estimate detection 

efficiency, due to the finite number of molecules considered, it usually gives a less 

smooth, though identical, curve when compared to these obtained from methods using 

formula directly derived from Fick's law.
172

 With nearly 100% detection efficiency, the 

previously described configuration is equivalent to a more simplified system where a 

point source is confined to an inert plane which is in parallel with an infinite detection 

plane separated by a distance h. In such a system, Chow et al. has derived an analytical 

equation to describe the flux of molecules into the detection plane after instantaneous 

point source occurrence.
95

 The flux, 


J , is given by:  
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where M is the number of molecules being released instantaneously from a point source, 

h is the distance between the two infinite planes, D is the diffusion coefficient for 

serotonin, t is time, and i is the iteration number. This mathematical sum gives a 

convenient way to accurately calculate the time course of instantaneous point source 

occurrence. Comparison between the predicted and measured time course of secretion, it 

gives some insight into the mechanisms of molecular storage and release. In figure 3.2C, 

the equation (*) is used to model the dependence of Trise, T1/2, and Tdecay on the distance h 

with h varying from h=0.2 m to h=1 m, accounting for the possible distance variations 

between the release site and the detection plane. Although the detection efficiency 

decreases from h=0.5 m to h=1 m, the equation predicts similar time courses for Trise, 

T1/2, and Tdecay as compared to results predicted from the random walk simulation. Based 

on the model of instantaneous point source release, the predicted Trise, T1/2, and Tdecay 

range from 0-1.5 ms for h between 0.2 m to 1 m. Strikingly, the predicted time courses 

only match the measured time course from a very small population of spikes when 
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compared to the experimental results in Figure 3.2D-F. For example, for h=1 m, the 

predicted time courses for Trise, T1/2, and Tdecay are 0.14 ms, 0.78 ms, and 1.29 ms, 

respectively. Compared to the experimental results, 100%, 96%, and 96% of the spikes 

have larger values than those predicted values of Trise, T1/2 and Tdecay, respectively. For 

h=0.5 m, all of the experimental values of Trise, T1/2, and Tdecay are larger than those 

predicted. This disagreement reveals that a continuous and slow, rather than 

instantaneous, release process is responsible for the great majority of serotonin secretion. 

These results clearly imply that serotonin is not freely diffusible within the dense-body 

granules, and this finding is in line with conclusions from previous studies by Berneis et 

al.
181-184

 These authors demonstrated that serotonin and ATP could form large molecular 

aggregates in artificial mixtures of those two constituents at molar ratios similar to those 

occurring in vivo.
181

 The same authors also showed that the existence of divalent cations 

found within the same granule could have a stabilizing effect on the aggregate 

structure.
181, 183

 The combined experimental and simulated data presented herein provides 

the first dynamic biophysical evidence that serotonin is stored in dense-body granules as 

an aggregate structure as proposed previously.
184

 

 

The digital simulation method not only provided interesting insights into the mechanism 

of serotonin storage, but, combined with TEM study, it also offers interesting information 

about release of serotonin from dense-body granules. From the amperometry experiments, 

the measured spikes usually show a rapid rising phase and an exponential decay from the 

peak maxim, (Figure 3.3B), which presumably correspond to the initial rupture of dense-

body granule and the late stage of fusion where granular membrane is fully incorporated 

into plasma membrane, respectively.
101, 185

 In fact, the predicted spike based on 

instantaneous release is much sharper and narrower than most of the measured spikes; 

this observation is consistent with the supposition that serotonin is stored in a highly 

aggregated state. Amperometry traces also include a small population of spikes 

(approximately 11%, 51 out of 452 spikes analyzed from 24 platelets) with a clearly 

discernible foot feature prior to the full fusion spike (Figure 3.3C). The full fusion portion 

of the spike has similar characteristics as other normal spikes without the foot feature,  
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Figure 3.3 Simulation of amperometric spikes (A). A TEM micrograph of a platelet. 

Three dense-body granules are shown with an arrow pointing to the possible site for a 

fusion pore to form when fusion occurs. (B, C). Comparisons between simulated and 

experimental spikes. The solid lines represent the measured spikes while the dotted lines 

are the simulated spikes. The spikes are from a platelet tightly positioned under the 

electrode. The conditions used for simulations are: spike area =107 fC, distance h = 0.5 

m in 3B and spike area without foot area = 235 fC, distance h = 0.5 m in 3C. Dserotonin 

is 5.4*10
-6

 cm
2
/s. (D) A rarely observed phenomenon, termed "Kiss-Run-Kiss". Multiple 

sharp spikes occur prior to the major spikes. A schematic shows the likely source of these 

features when the granular membrane, initially in close juxtaposition to the cytoplasmic 

membrane, fuses briefly and retracts several times before its final full fusion. The 

intermediate state is marked by ‡. The spikes marked by * and # are shown to the right 

with the simulated curve superimposed on them. The simulated spikes have identical 

current maximum. The conditions used for the simulations are: spike area = 80 fC, 

distance h = 0.638 m for the peak marked by the * symbol and spike area = 52 fC, 

distance h = 0.520 m for the spike marked by the # symbol. Spikes between these two 

on the left panel have a similar goodness of superimposition to the spike marked by the # 

symbol. The downward arrow on the right panel points to a transition where a small sharp 

spike merges into the major spike. 
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indicating a similar slow-release process. The foot phenomenon, however, is generally 

believed to arise when, soon after the initial granular rupture, a semi-stable fusion pore is 

maintained with limited the flux of intragranular molecules to the extracellular space.
101, 

185
 The first serotonin molecules likely to escape the granule during the fusion pore 

maintenance are any unassociated, free molecules; thus the foot current reveal the 

number of molecules that are not associated with the aggregate complex. In fact, this 

supposition is support by TEM images which reveals the presence of a halo region 

between the dense-body core and the granular membrane in Figure 3.3A. Serotonin 

molecules exist in this region in the fluid state and are more freely diffusible through the 

fusion pore to reach the extracellular space than these associated with the dense body. 

 

A rarer phenomenon observed, termed "kiss-run-kiss", is shown in Figure 3.2D; several 

small, extremely sharp spikes occurred prior to the presumed full fusion spike, though all 

of the spikes have similar amplitudes. When this type of release events occurs (in less 

than 1% of the recorded traces), it always occurs 10s of seconds after the activation of the 

platelet and appears as a cluster, temporally separated from other release events. This 

unusual secretion behavior could be a result of the changes in the cytoplasmic membrane 

after multiple fusion events with - and/or dense-body granules. Presumably, a dense-

body granule with a halo region fuses during the late stages of secretion, when the 

cytoplasmic membrane has incorporated a significant amount of granular membrane 

character, and a fusion pore can open briefly and then reseal as the granule retracts. In the 

example shown in Figure 3.3D, this particular granule repeated this "kiss and run" 

process 6 times before executing full fusion. Using a predetermined spike area, separation 

distance, h, of approximately 0.5 m, and Dserotonin, 5.4×10
-6

 cm
2
/s, the simulation gives a 

fairly good fit to these fusion-retraction events (dotted line in Figure 3.3D). The deviation 

observed at the end of the spike marked with the # symbol may suggest that the "kiss" 

process lasted a very brief time period. It is interesting to note that the amperometric 

current does not return back to baseline after the presumed membrane resealing, 

suggesting the maintenance of some form of conduit. A particularly interesting 

observation is highlighted with an arrow in Figure 3.3D, where the last small sharp spike 
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is about to merge into the full fusion spike. This is likely attributable to full granular 

fusion before the pore can reseal itself. An alternative explanation based on the behavior 

of other secretory cells, "piecemeal degranulation", would have a similar signature to that 

observed for this rare release behavior;
186

 however, it is not likely in this case because 

piecemeal degranulation is not experimentally observed in platelets. 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

 

In the present study, the carbon-fiber microelectrochemistry method was successfully 

applied to study the secretion of dense-body granules from platelets and provided a 

dynamic picture of the secretion of chemical messengers from platelets. With its 

capability to measure individual release events on the single cell level, the carbon-fiber 

microelectrochemistry method offers the first experimental evidence to support the 

quantal phenomenon in platelets. Combined with TEM and digital simulation studies, this 

novel method enabled the accurate estimation of quantal size in platelets and provided 

unique insight into the storage and release mechanisms of chemical messengers in 

platelet granules. Comparison between the experimental and the digital simulation results 

not only supported that serotonin is not freely diffusible, rather highly associated within 

granular interior, but also revealed dynamic features of the dense-body secretion in 

platelets, such as “kiss-run-kiss” events that have not been measured in other types of 

secretory cells. 
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Chapter Four 
 

Effects of Variations in Temperature, Extracellular pH and Osmolarity on Platelet 

Dense-Body Granule Exocytosis 
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4.1 Introduction 

 

Biochemical studies
8-10, 166

 have revealed that platelet dense-body granules, and in fact, 

coexisting -granules, both use the conserved SNARE-based exocytotic machinery to 

deliver their granule contents. Dense-body granules, however, represent a less-understood 

class of platelet secretory granules, especially regarding the biochemical and biophysical 

behavior of the granule contents and dynamic nature of granule content secretion. Platelet 

dense-body granules store and release primarily ions and small molecules such as the 

clotting stimulant ADP for hemostasis and thrombosis purposes. Historically, electron 

microscopy has been the tool of choice to investigate platelet secretory behaviors due to 

their small size;
145

 however, unlike the availability of a rich literature regarding the 

protein secretion from-granules, such as its unusual secretion pathway through the 

platelet membrane structure known as the open canalicular systems,
187

 sparingly few 

parallel studies exist for dense-body granule secretion. The technical difficulty in fixing 

dense-body granule contents during secretion for electron microscopic studies is largely 

due to the labile nature of the inorganic granular species; therefore, their dynamic 

secretory behavior is poorly understood. As a result, the chemical basis for platelet dense-

body storage remains elusive. Scaffold molecules
188, 189

 are commonly highly charged 

biopolymers found in secretory granules, serving as a matrix to sequester ions and small 

molecules, and thus reduce the effective intraganular osmolarity. Platelet dense-body 

granules do not contain any of the typical scaffold-type species. Accordingly, it has been 

assumed that dense-body granules primarily store ions and small soluble molecules by 

forming a molecular aggregate in the absence of these larger scaffold molecules. The 

recent discovery of an inorganic scaffold material, short-chain inorganic polyphosphate, 

in human platelet dense-body granules
190

 seems a likely possibility for dense-body 

granules scaffold as well, using similar biochemical/biophysical principles to sequester 

concentrated ions and small soluble molecules. The reported platelet polyphosphate is a 

short, linear chain inorganic polymer with 70-75 repeating phosphate units.
190

 Despite the 

acidic conditions within the granule lumen (pH~5.5), polyphosphate is still a highly 
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charged polyanion due to its strongly acidic nature,
191

 and thus likely act as a matrix, 

much like ion exchange resin, to sequester positively charged chemical species via 

charge-charge interactions. Interestingly, based on the ancient history of this inorganic 

polymer reflected by its nickname “molecular fossil”, polyphosphate has been 

hypothesized to provide a template for guided assembly of macromolecules via similar 

charge-charge interaction principles in prebiotic evolution.
192

 

 

The work presented in this chapter uses simple experimental strategies, including varying 

temperature, extracellular pH and osmolarity to probe the fundamental secretion behavior 

of platelet dense-body granules. In addition, by comparing to the behavior of several 

well-characterized secretory cell models, including adrenal chromaffin cells and mast 

cells, common and distinct features of platelet dense-body granule secretion are revealed. 

 

4.2 Experimental Section 

 

4.2.1 Preparation of Washed Rabbit Platelets 

Refer to the Experimental Section in Chapter Three 

. 

4.2.2 Electrochemical Measurements of Serotonin Release from Single Platelets 

Refer to the Experimental Section in Chapter Three for single platelet amperometric 

measurements. The procedures for adjusting the temperature, extracellular pH and 

osmolarity vary slightly for each condition. Briefly, for temperature-controlled 

experiments, the medium (Tyrode's solution, pH 7.2) in the chamber was first heated to 

the desired temperature and then one small droplet of room-temperature platelet 

suspension was added to the warmed medium. The mixture was quickly stirred by a 

plastic pipette to ensure the rapid mixing of platelets suspension with the warmed 

medium. Platelets were allowed to sediment onto the polylysine-coated coverslip briefly 

before electrochemistry measurements. For pH-controlled experiments, the procedure 

was identical except that the washed platelets in storage were resuspended in pH-adjusted 
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medium before they were loaded into the chamber. Meanwhile, the pH for stimulating 

solution was adjusted to match the medium pH. All pH-controlled experiments were 

conducted at room temperature and all temperature-controlled experiments were 

conducted at physiological pH. For osmolarity-controlled experiments, the concentration 

of NaCl in the medium was adjusted to achieve the desired osmolarity. Immediately after 

the resuspension of washed platelets from isotonic (312 mOsm) to hypotonic (200 mOsm) 

or hypertonic (600 mOsm) medium, the cells were loaded onto a poly-L-lysine-coated 

coverslip and allowed to sediment. Under these conditions, it took approximately 10-15 

min for all the platelets to sediment onto the coverslip. If left for a longer than a few 

minutes after sedimentation, the platelets would be activated based only on contact with 

the coverslip. Accordingly, all electrochemical measurements were completed within 

several minutes after chamber loading. Repeated loading could be easily achieved to 

collect enough data from a population of platelets for statistical analysis. 

 

4.2.3 Data Analysis 

Data analysis and statistical comparisons follow the procedures reported in Chapter Three. 

All data are reported as mean ± standard error of the mean (mean ± SEM) and subject to 

unpaired and two-tailed student’s t-test. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

 

4.3.1 Temperature Effect 

Temperature is known to not only alter the efficiency of the exocytotic machinery, but it 

could also directly influence the release of molecules from vesicles and granules. 

Previous work by Pihel et al. showed that both mast and chromaffin cells released more 

molecules per spike and had a higher frequency of spikes at physiological temperature 

than at room temperature.
127

 In the work of Haynes et al., temperature is demonstrated to 

exert different effects on readily releasable and reserve pool vesicles in chromaffin 

cells.
131

 Herein, the effect of temperature on platelet secretion is examined in detail from 
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room temperature to physiological temperature to explore how temperature influences the 

secretion process from dense-body granules. As shown in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1, 

temperature had a similar effect as observed in other secretory cells, with an elevated 

frequency at physiological temperature than at room temperature.
127, 131

 Statistical 

comparisons of the cell populations reveal that higher temperature promotes higher 

frequency of granular fusion which is attributable to temperature influence on granular 

trafficking, docking, and/or fusion machinery. However, extracellular temperature 

variation does not appear to have any significant effect on either the number of molecules 

secreted per granule or the rate at which they are secreted. This is in stark contrast to the 

behavior measured from chromaffin and mast cells,
3, 127, 193

 likely due to the structural 

differences between the granular interior in platelets compared to chromaffin and mast 

cells. Both chromaffin and mast cell have a proteinacious matrix that associates with the 

stored chemical messengers and upon granular fusion, the temperature-dependent 

behavior of the exposed matrix controls the rate and extent of secretion.
127, 131

 As a 

consequence, more molecules are released faster when the extracellular temperature is 

raised. However, this type of temperature dependence is likely not relevant for the 

protein-free aggregate structure inside dense-body granules of platelets. Thus, both the 

rate and extent of secretion for dense-body granules remains unchanged at the altered 

temperatures examined herein. In conclusion, compared to other well-characterized cell 

models such as mast cells and chromaffin, the secretion behavior of platelets share 

similar characteristics, such as elevated release frequency at high temperature; however, 

platelets do exhibit significant differences, such as no temperature effect on the number 

or the rate of secretion as is seen in chromaffin and mast cells. 

 

4.3.2 pH Effect 

Acidic compartments are used to store signaling molecules in a variety of cell types, 

including neurons,
194

, chromaffin cells,
195

 mast cells,
196

 beta-cells
197

 and platelets.
182, 198
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Figure 4.1 Amperometry traces collected at 25
o
C and 37

o
C from two single platelets 

The bars underneath the traces indicate 3-second delivery of stimulant solution, 10 M 

ionomycin. 
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Table 4.1 Spike characteristics for release events collected at different temperatures 
The number of platelets measured at 25

o
C, 31

o
C, and 37

o
C is 24, 25, and 25, respectively. 

All data are reported as mean±SEM. 

 

 Nspike
a
 Q/fC Iamp/pA Trise/ms T1/2/ms Tdecay/ms 

Largest percentage  

within 2s window
b
 

25oC 21±2 262.9±36.2 52.68±9.89 4.11±0.32 6.78±0.56 11.47±0.87 39.62±3.45 

31oC 20±2 343.6±26.4 55.53±7.17 4.27±0.55 6.43±0.42 10.92±0.77 57.98±4.66c 

37oC 17±2 388.7±62.4 47.25±7.81 3.92±0.32 7.92±0.75 13.43±1.17 67.30±4.66d 
 

 

a. Nspike represents the average number of spikes detected from a single platelet. 

b. Largest percentage within 2s window is the average percentage of spikes during the 

highest frequency portion of the amperometric trace. This measure is included because 

the highest frequency of spikes does not always occur immediately following the 

stimulation. 

c. p=0.003, two-tailed Student's t-test. Values at 25
o
C are used as control. 

d. p<0.0001, two-tailed Student's t-test. Values at 25
o
C are used as control. 
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In chromaffin cells, small molecules and ions, such as catecholamine, ATP and Ca
2+

, and 

large molecules, such as chromogranin A, are stored in an acidic, pH 5.5, vesicular 

environment.
199

 Similarly, in pancreatic beta-cells, Zn
2+

 and insulin are stored at a pH at 

or below pH 6, forming insoluble Zn
2+

-insulin hexamers within the secretory vesicles.
197

 

While pH plays an important role in storage of molecules within granules, it also has a 

fundamental role in secretion characteristics, where the pH gradient between the 

intragranular compartment and the extracellular space drives the extrusion of granular 

contents during secretion. As demonstrated in the work by Jankowski et al., higher than 

physiological extracellular pH induces increased secretion of catecholamine molecules 

from chromaffin cell vesicles.
199

 In a similar study on beta-cells by Aspinwall et al., 

elevated pH, either intravesicularly or extravesicularly, was shown to accelerate the 

release of insulin from vesicles upon fusion.
197

 Clearly, pH affects the rate and extent of 

molecules secreted from granules or vesicles. In stark contrast to the aforementioned 

secretory cell types, platelets are the only cell type that store signaling molecules in the 

absence of a protein scaffold;
3, 127, 193

 accordingly, variation of extracellular pH facilitates 

the exploration of chemical messenger storage in dense-body granules. Herein, the effect 

of altered extracellular pH on secretion of serotonin from the protein-free aggregate 

complex is evaluated. An acidic buffer, pH 6.0, was chosen to be close to the 

intragranular pH; however, the pH is not too low to inhibit the activity of secretogogue, 

ionomycin.
200

 The high pH values are chosen from the same pH range studied in the 

previous work.
132, 201, 202

 In Table 4.2, the Nspike values, a measure of the number of 

dense-body granules that fuse successfully, do not change significantly with varied 

extracellular pH. A similar analysis of “largest percentage within 2s window”, as was 

performed for examining the temperature effect, also reveals no statistical difference for 

all pH conditions studied herein (data not shown). Both observations indicate neither the 

low nor the high extracellular pH condition compromises the exocytotic machinery. 

While Nspike remains unchanged, the effects of pH on amplitude, Q, T1/2, and Tdecay are 

significant (p<0.01). A larger Q is observed when the pH is raised to 8.5; however, the Q 

value does not change significantly when the extracellular pH is lowered to 6.0. 

Concomitantly, T1/2 and Tdecay values are larger at pH 8.5 than pH 6.0 or 7.4. Among the  
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Table 4.2 Spike characteristics for release events collected at different extracellular 

pHs The number of platelets measured at pH 6.0, pH 7.4, and pH 8.5 is 25, 24, and 23, 

respectively. All data are reported as mean±SEM. 

 

 Nspike Q/fC Iamp/pA Trise/ms T1/2/ms Tdecay/ms 

pH 6.0 16±2 175.9±21.8 27.15±3.55 4.40±0.50 7.18±0.70 12.25±1.21 

pH 7.4 19±2 186.9±34.8 36.08±6.45 4.20±0.44 7.21±0.59 12.08±0.91 

pH 8.5 15±2 405.7±58.3* 63.32±12.19* 4.23±0.52 10.88±1.14* 17.76±1.68* 
 

 

*p<0.01, two-tailed Student's T-test, values at pH 6.0 are used as control. 
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kinetic parameters, only Trise remains unchanged for all pH conditions (p>0.70), 

suggesting neither the kinetics of the initial granular rupture following the fusion nor the 

sensitivity of the electrode changes under these conditions. Cumulatively, a platelet 

releases 69% and 96% more serotonin molecules under alkaline conditions (4.9 

pC/platelet, 1.53*10
7
 molecules/platelet) than neutral (2.9 pC/platelet, 9.05*10

6
 

molecules/platelet) or acidic (2.5 pC/platelet, 7.80*10
6
 molecules/platelet) conditions, 

respectively. The results suggest that the alkali extracellular pH provides an additional 

driving force to facilitate the dissolution and dissociation of serotonin from the acidic 

aggregate complex, thus leading to the observations of increased Q and altered release 

kinetics. Based on the pH studies done on chromaffin cells where increased pH led to 

larger Q and larger T1/2 to indicate more efficient dissociation of the proteinacious storage 

matrix,
132, 199

 the present study reveals similar results for the release from a protein-free 

matrix, suggesting that dense-body granules have a similar capacity to maintain high 

chemical messenger flux at basic pH conditions and retain a significant amount of 

chemical messenger following fusion in physiological conditions. However, these 

measurements cannot rule out the possibility that the quantal size changes prior to platelet 

activation and secretion based on the influence of altered extracellular pH on intracellular 

processes, such as protein phosphorylation, as shown in an earlier study.
202

 At acidic pH 

conditions, the release kinetics in chromaffin cells are slowed (increased T1/2) because of 

the diminished pH gradient and the pH-induced structural change of the protein 

constituent, chromogranin A, in chromaffin granules;
199

 however, this pH-dependent 

effect is minimal (unchanged T1/2) in platelets probably due to its protein-free nature of 

granular interior. Taken together, the present work clearly indicates that serotonin 

molecules are highly associated with other molecules within granular interior and that the 

pH gradient between the intragranular compartment and the extracellular space has a 

fundamental effect on the secretion behavior of the dense-body granules from platelets.  
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4.3.3 Osmolarity Effect 

The extracellular osmolarity was adjusted to determine the effects of both hyper- and 

hypotonicity on the characteristics of individual serotonin exocytosis events. Herein, it is 

revealed that the average number of released dense-body granules per rabbit platelet does 

not significantly change (p>0.01) with varied osmotic conditions, as is shown in Table 

4.3; however, the mean spike area, 313.7 ± 28.5 fC, under hypotonic conditions is 

significantly larger than those under isotonic and hypertonic conditions (p < 0.001, one-

tailed). This increased spike area indicates that the dense-body granules secrete an 

average of 3.4 x 10
5
 more serotonin molecules than control condition, that is have a 

larger quantal size, under low extracellular osmotic pressure conditions. In prior work, 

increased quantal size under hypotonic conditions was observed in amperometric studies 

at bovine adrenal chromaffin cells by Schroeder and coworkers.
203

 We further 

hypothesize that these newly incorporated serotonin molecules at hypotonic condition can 

be attributed to the serotonin influx from cytosol into dense-body granules as the original 

serotonin balance is disturbed by cellular and granular bloating. The granular swelling is 

strongly supported by examining the distribution of Q
1/3

, which reflects the radius 

distribution of dense-body granules.
119

 As is shown in Figure 4.2, the Q
1/3

 distribution 

under hypotonic conditions is significantly broader than that under isotonic conditions, 

clearly indicating the volume change in dense-body granule. The observed volume 

change is likely the result of increased “halo” volume between dense body and granular 

membrane, a region that acts as a storage pool for newly imported cytosolic serotonin. 

Neither the quantal size nor the Q
1/3

 distribution varies significantly between isotonic and 

hypertonic conditions. Together, these data indicate that the “halo” volume is stable and 

smaller under these two conditions.  

 

Amperometry studies also facilitate exploration of osmolarity effects on the kinetics of 

chemical messenger secretion by considering the spike half-width (t1/2, Table 4.3); this 

characteristic reveals the time required for expansion or dissolution of the dense-body 

granule core to liberate chemical messengers. Additionally, analysis of the occurrence of  
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Table 4.3 Spike characteristics for release events collected at different extracellular 

osmolarities The number of platelets measured at 200 mOsm, 312 mOsm, and 600 

mOsm is 44, 39, and 44, respectively. All data are reported as mean±SEM. 

 

 Nspike Q/fC Trise/ms T1/2/ms Tdecay/ms Foot% 

200 mOsm 22±3 313.7±28.5* 4.53±0.38 7.72±0.64 13.97±1.17 2.9±1.0* 

312 mOsm 29±3 205.5±17.0 4.88±0.39 7.20±0.49 13.83±1.04 8.1±1.2 

600 mOsm 29±4 261.0±26.3 4.31±0.38 6.32±0.64 12.10±1.28 9.7±1.8 

 

*p<0.001, one-tailed Student's T-test, values at 312 mOsm are used as control. 
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Figure 4.2 Influence of variations in extracellular osmolarity on Q
1/3

 distribution 
The Q

1/3
 distribution is a reflection of the radius distribution of dense-body granules from 

a large pool of single platelets because each value of Q is proportional to individual 

granular volume, that is, (4π/3)·r
3
, if all dense-body granules in a given cell share the 

same concentration. Each Q
1/3

 histogram is best fit by a Gaussian distribution which is 

shown as a black line. The number of amperometric spikes used for 200 mOsm, 312 

mOsm, and 600 mOsm is 915, 1134, and 1305, respectively. 
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the pre-spike foot features (Table 4.3) gives insights into the balance between granular 

membrane tension and the driving force for granular content release. In this work, no 

statistical difference in t1/2 is observed among the varied osmolarity conditions, even with 

the aforementioned changes in quantal size. This kinetic consistency regardless of 

extracellular osmolarity is sensible based on current knowledge of dense-body 

composition and the fact that the dissociation of non-protein constituents from the dense 

body should be independent of extracellular osmolarity. This characteristic of platelets is 

in stark contrast to trends measured in chromaffin,
204

 mast,
193

 and PC-12 cells 
96

 where 

high extracellular osmolarity suppresses the unfolding of proteinaceous dense-core 

material, leading to a larger measured t1/2. Contrarily, in amperometric experiments on 

chromaffin cells in hypotonic media, Schroeder et al. observed an increased rate of 

release (akin to a decreased t1/2) for individual events.
203

 In fact, it is postulated that the 

mechanical pressure that arises from the unfolding of the dense-core in chromaffin and 

chromaffin-like cells provides a significant driving force for the completion of 

exocytosis, envisioned as the full incorporation of the flattened granular membrane into 

the plasma membrane.
205

 If this is indeed the case, our data suggest a significant 

difference in one of the physical driving forces for exocytosis between these cell types 

and platelets.  

 

While the rate of chemical messenger delivery is not influenced by osmotic pressure, 

analysis of pre-spike foot occurrence indicates that the gradient in osmotic pressure 

between the intragranular and extracellular environment can influence the platelet's 

ability to subtly modulate chemical messenger release through a fusion pore.
96, 101

 In fact, 

the percentage of fusion pore events per platelet decreases significantly from 8.1 ± 

1.2% in isotonic and 9.7 ± 1.8 % hypertonic conditions to 2.9 ± 1.0 % in hypotonic 

conditions (p < 0.001) as is seen in Table 4.3. This trend suggests that the total 

cytoplasmic and granular membrane tension caused by hypotonic treatment may 

predominantly contribute to the rapid destabilization of the semi-stable fusion pore after 

exocytosis is initiated. Previous reports have described the delicate balance between 

granular core swelling and dissolution, membrane viscosity, membrane tension, and pore 
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line tension as determinants for the fate of a fusion pore.
205-207

 The dominating factor may 

be cell-type dependent. In the work of Sombers and coworkers, they demonstrated that 

the foot occurrence changes significantly for vesicles from pharmacologically-

manipulated and control PC-12 cells and compared foot frequencies to other cell types 

such as mast cells.
208

 It’s notable that the foot occurrence of rabbit platelets, 8.1 ± 1.2%, 

is considerably lower than that, 34 ± 3%, from PC12 cells
208

 when both cell types are 

under isotonic conditions, although they share similar vesicle size, approximately 100 nm 

in radius. As already mentioned, this amperometrically observed difference in foot 

occurrence may again signify the cell-type-dependent interplay of driving forces in the 

process of exocytosis. In the case of hypotonic treatment of rabbit platelets, the lowered 

extracellular osmolarity increased both cytoplasmic and granular membrane tension, with 

the latter indirectly supported by the data in Figure 4.2 where granular swelling leads to 

higher membrane tension. The increased total transpore tension results in an elevated 

probability of shorter pore lifetime. Subsequently, the foot occurrence for a group of 

platelets decreases under hypotonic conditions. However, the decreased transpore tension 

under hypertonic conditions did not contribute as much as that under hypotonic 

conditions, suggesting critical roles of other driving forces. 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter, the carbon-fiber microelectrode amperometry method was used to study 

the influences of altered temperature, extracellular pH and osmolarity on the chemical 

messenger secretion from platelet dense-body granules. Clearly, high temperature 

promotes more efficient exocytotic deliver of platelet dense-body granules for secretion, 

a consistent cellular feature for secretory cell models studied to date; however, granule 

content secretion kinetics of platelet dense-body granules differs significantly from those 

secretory vesicles/granules which store chemical messengers using proteinaceous 

matrices. The large difference in secretion kinetics is likely attributable to the distinct 

chemical profile and likely different biophysical dynamics of the small molecule-
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dominant granule contents in platelet dense-body granules, revealing the unique aspects 

of platelet secretory behavior. 
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Chapter Five 
 

Quantal Regulation and Exocytosis of Platelet Dense-Body Granules 
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5.1 Introduction 

 

Nature has evolutionarily conserved the SNARE-based exocytotic machinery to deliver 

chemically distinct signaling molecules to the extracellular space for a broad range of 

functional purposes.
209-211

 Outstanding examples include, but are not limited to, 

neurotransmitter secretion from neurons,
121

 insulin secretion from -cells,
110

 and 

chemical messenger secretion from endocrine
92

 and immune cells.
129

 Fundamental 

understanding of exocytosis has increased tremendously. Many of those studies have 

focused on the temporal and spatial dynamics of SNARE machinery and lipid membrane 

components; however, the biochemical and biophysical interplay between the 

vesicle/granule contents and membrane components to influence chemical messenger 

delivery is not yet well understood. 

 

Despite our limited understanding of this interplay, accumulated evidence suggests that 

vesicle/granule-driven dynamics are critical in regulating exocytosis. For instance, the 

negatively charged polymeric matrices found in chromaffin cell dense-core vesicles
189

 

and mast cell granules
188

 play a critical role in sequestering positively charged small 

soluble chemical species such as catecholamines and indolamines, respectively. Indeed, 

the ablation of genes which encode these matrix molecules in chromaffin cells has a 

detrimental effect on both the maximal sequestering capacity of small soluble molecules 

and their secretion kinetics.
212

 In addition, the chemical contents have also been shown to 

dynamically regulate the size or volume of the vesicles/granules where these molecules 

are stored, a phenomenon referred to herein as quantal regulation. This dynamic interplay 

was first experimentally demonstrated for catecholamine-laden secretory vesicles in 

intact cultured PC12 cells,
213

 and later, was also observed in isolated glutamatergic 

vesicles where apparently no additional lipids or proteins could be incorporated.
214

 The 

large structural changes following vesicle/granule content loading or depletion generates 

a large biophysical property change in the granule membrane, characterized by 

parameters such as membrane curvature and tension, and therefore, may directly impact 
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the membrane fusion kinetics and ultimate content secretion. Until now, these dynamic 

interactions and their influence on membrane fusion kinetics including the intermediate 

fusion pore stability have been poorly defined. 

 

In this study, we report the quantal regulation phenomenon in blood platelets, the cell 

type well known in the bloodstream to safeguard our vascular system, and evaluate the 

influence of the quantal size change on the ability of platelets to deliver critical chemical 

messengers from its prominent dense-body granules. While blood platelets, like other 

secretory cell types, use SNARE-based exocytotic machinery to secrete granule contents 

for blood clotting purposes,
166

 the chemical composition
3
 appears to be distinct from 

those in the vesicles/granules of several other well-characterized secretory cell models 

including adrenal chromaffin, PC12, and mast cells. One massive difference lies in the 

fact that platelet dense-body granules do not contain a typical biopolymer matrix 

component; this matrix heavily influences chemical messenger delivery from other 

common secretory cells. Recently, platelet dense-body granules were identified as a 

member of an evolutionarily conserved class of organelles, termed “acidocalcisomes”, 

based on the similar chemical profile of granule contents.
190

 The common feature of these 

organelles is the presence of the distinct inorganic polymer, polyphosphate, in addition to 

a suite of ions and small soluble chemical species. In platelets, polyphosphate is co-stored 

with ions, including Ca
2+

 and Mg
2+

, and small molecules including pyrophosphate, ADP, 

ATP and serotonin. Considering the functional importance and the distinct chemical 

profile of this unique type of secretory granule, it is of great interest to understand how 

platelet dense-body granules sequester chemical messengers and evaluate the impact of 

variations in dense-body granule size on chemical content secretion, especially because 

platelet structure is responsive to changes in the bloodstream. Furthermore, by identifying 

the common and contrasting the difference between platelets and other well-studied 

secretory cell models, a better understanding of quantal regulation phenomena and, 

perhaps, exocytosis in general can be achieved. 
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5.2 Experimental Section 

 

5.2.1 Preparation of Washed Rabbit Platelets 

Rabbit platelets were used herein as a secretory cell model because these cells contain the 

largest amount of serotonin among human and animal species reported previously
175

 and 

characterized in this lab (human, rabbit, mouse and rat, data not shown), which greatly 

facilitates the investigation of platelet quantal secretion behavior. The procedure to 

prepare washed rabbit platelets was adapted from a previously published protocol for 

human platelets.
215

 

  

5.2.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy Studies  

The procedure for the preparation of Epon-embedded platelet samples for electron 

microscopy studies has been published previously.
5
 Herein, the uranyl acetate and lead 

citrate staining used in a typical electron microscopy preparation to enhance contrast is 

omitted to minimize possible disturbances when evaluating the morphology of the 

chemically labile dense-body granule contents.  

 

5.2.3 Electrochemical Measurements of Serotonin Release from Platelet 

Suspensions and Single Platelets 

The procedures for electrochemical measurements of serotonin release from platelet 

suspensions and single platelets have been published previously.
5, 215

 All experiments 

were performed at room temperature and in the absence of extracellular Ca
2+

. Human 

thrombin was used to activate rabbit platelets and its saturating dosage (~4 U/mL) was 

determined independently based on the maximal response of platelet release action under 

increasing doses of human thrombin (data not shown). 
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5.2.4 Data Analysis 

For TEM studies, the diameters of granules and the associated dense-body cores were 

measured in Image J software (NIH, USA) by averaging the perpendicular short and long 

axes. Given the Gaussian distribution of granule and core sizes, data points were 

considered outliers according to the 1.5× interquantile range criteria. Outliers are those 

data points which fall more than 1.5× the interquantile range below the first quantile or 

above the third quantile. The outlier exclusion procedure was repeated until no additional 

outliers were identified. In addition, the underestimation of true granule and core sizes 

using a 60-nm-thick thin section to cut >150-nm-diameter granules and cores was 

corrected based on a previously published model.
216

 Since this model only corrects for 

the average values of granule and core sizes, their true sizes were approximated by 

simply scaling up the individual measured sizes using the average-based correction ratio 

calculated from the model. The data analyses for platelet suspension and single platelet 

experiments follow the previously published procedures.
5, 158

 In addition, the 1.5× 

interquantile range criteria were also applied to the logarithmically transformed 

amperometric data given their non-Gaussian distribution nature. Outliers were excluded 

from the analysis. The number of repeated measurements, cells or secretion events is 

indicated with each data set. The number may appear as a range for different parameters 

in the same experiment resulting from the outlier exclusion criteria outlined above. All 

data are represented as mean±SEM if not otherwise indicated, and subject to the non-

paired, two-tailed Student’s t-test. Statistical difference was considered when p<0.05.  

 

5.3 Results  

 

5.3.1 Dense-Body Granule Size Change following Reserpine and Serotonin 

Treatments 

Platelets do not have the capacity to synthesize serotonin; instead they uptake serotonin 

directly from the bloodstream.
3
 To manipulate platelet serotonin levels, washed platelets 
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were treated with serotonin and reserpine, a drug known to deplete monoamine from 

secretory vesicles/granules.
217

 Following treatments, the microstructural changes in 

platelet dense-body granules were evaluated by TEM. Analogous to dense-core vesicles 

in PC12 cells,
213

 dense-body granules in platelets exhibit two subcompartments within 

the granule lumen, i.e. the opaque core and translucent halo region (Figure 5.1A-C), and 

the core occupies only a fraction of the overall granule volume. Under control conditions, 

the core is 3.4±0.1 aL and the halo is 8.0±0.3 aL (mean±SEM), indicating dual storage 

sites for granule contents. The core size decreased significantly when platelets were 

treated with reserpine (Figure 5.1B); however, it maintained the same dimension under 

serotonin treatment conditions. The overall granule size changed significantly (p<0.05) 

under both conditions (Figure 5.1D); however, the granule volume only increased under 

serotonin treatment conditions (p<0.001, Figure 5.1E). Based on the calculated halo 

volume, it is apparent that the increased granule size under serotonin treatment conditions 

stems primarily from the increased halo volumes. 

 

5.3.2 Serotonin Release in Platelet Suspensions 

Following reserpine and serotonin treatments, the overall quantity and rate of thrombin-

stimulated serotonin release from platelet suspensions were determined using ensemble 

fast-scan cyclic voltammetry.
215

 A carbon-fiber microelectrode was directly immersed in 

a platelet suspension and the voltage on the electrode was repeatedly swept to 

oxidize/reduce serotonin and thus measure the extracellular serotonin concentrations. 

Thrombin, a physiological stimulant, was used to activate the platelet and initiate 

exocytosis. Figure 5.2A shows typical traces of serotonin release from platelet 

suspensions stimulated with a saturating thrombin dose of 4 U/mL. The small 

background current increase caused by thrombin addition conveniently indicates the 

onset of activation. After a ~10 s delay, the release of serotonin starts and continues for 

~1 min before it reaches a plateau. The occasional sharp current spikes on the release 

trace are those dense-body granules secreting serotonin immediately adjacent to the 

electrode surface. Reserpine treatments expectedly decreased the maximal released  
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Figure 5.1 Dense-body granule size change evaluated by TEM  (A-C) Representative 

thin section electron micrographs of platelets treated with reserpine or serotonin. Scale 

bars in insets, 200 nm. (D and E) The measured size distributions of core and granule, 

and calculated volumes of core, halo, and granule in these treated platelets. Granule size 

changes are both significant for reserpine (p<0.05) and serotonin (p<0.01, vs. control) 

treatment conditions compared to control, and core size change is only significant 

(p<0.001) for reserpine condition compared to control. The halo volume is defined as the 

translucent space between the granule membrane and core as illustrated in (D). The 

number of measured dense-body granules is 477, 483 and 452 for reserpine, control and 

serotonin conditions, respectively. *** indicates p<0.001 vs. control using the Student’s 

t-test. 
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Figure 5.2 Serotonin release from platelet suspensions (A) Representative serotonin 

release traces measured from thrombin-stimulated platelet suspensions (5.0×10
6
 

platelet/mL). Final thrombin concentration is 4 U/mL. (B) Release trace analysis includes 

the determination of Tdelay, T10-90%, and [Serotonin]max. (C and D)  Drug effects on 

serotonin release kinetics from treated platelet suspensions. N=3 except N=2 for control 

condition in T10-90%, ** indicates p<0.01 vs. control using the Student’s t-test. 
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serotonin; however, no change of released serotonin quantity was observed for serotonin 

treatment conditions, indicating that the stored serotonin contents in control rabbit 

platelets approach their maximal storage capacity. Based on the rate of serotonin release 

characterized by the Tdelay and T10-90% (Figure 5.2B-D), the overall release kinetics of 

these drug-treated platelets is, however, not compromised, suggesting that the measured 

decrease in serotonin release is caused by the altered amount of serotonin stored per 

granule, viz. decreased quantal size. 

 

5.3.3 Serotonin Secretion from Individual Dense-Body Granules 

The drug-induced microstructural change and quantal size alteration prompted us to 

examine real-time quantal secretion from dense-body granules using the single-cell 

carbon-fiber microelectrode amperometry method. Figure 5.3A shows a typical 

amperometric trace measured from a single platelet activated by thrombin. Due to the low 

number of dense-body granules contained in these small cells (~3 m in diameter), 

virtually all spikes are baseline resolved and well separated, a clear advantage over other 

larger secretory cell models with hundreds or thousands of vesicles/granules. Cumulative 

occurrence of spikes measured from three conditions reveals virtually the same time 

courses of quantal secretion (Figure 5.3B), consistent with the kinetic data shown in 

Figure 5.2D. The histogram of the measured spike number per platelet (Figure 5.3C) 

shows a broad distribution ranging from as few as several to 30 spikes per platelet, 

revealing the heterogeneous distribution of dense-body granules per platelet. In fact, this 

readily obtained distribution may give insight into the platelet dense-body granule 

packaging process from its precursor cell megakaryocytes. Because the carbon-fiber 

microelectrode is larger (diameter 5 m) compared to platelets, the measured number of 

spikes presumably represents the total number of dense-body granules that fuse with the 

top half of the surface-adherent platelets. While it is unknown whether dense-body 

granules preferentially fuse with the top half, the measured distribution shows a similar 

pattern to that in human platelets determined using whole-mount electron microscopy  
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Figure 5.3 Platelet quantal secretion (A)  A representative amperometric trace 

measured from a thrombin-activated platelet. Thrombin concentration is 4 U/mL. (B) 

Cumulative occurrence of measured current spikes. The number of spikes is 147, 208, 

and 191 for reserpine, control and serotonin conditions, respectively. (C) The distribution 

of the measured number of spikes (Nspike) per platelet with simulated Poisson distribution 

superimposed. The number of platelets used to measure Nspike is 55, pooled from all three 

conditions with Nspike ≥ 2. (D) Amperometric spike analysis includes the determination of 

spike current I, spike area Q, rise time, T1/2 and decay time. (E-J) Drug effects on the 

quantal secretion kinetics. In (F), the quantal size is plotted against the independently 

determined granule volume. All data are represented as mean±SEM. N=16~19, N=20, 

and N=12~16 platelets for reserpine, control, and serotonin conditions, respectively. * 

indicates p<0.05 vs. control using the Student’s t-test. 
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Methods,
218

 suggesting that the measured distribution is likely a close approximation to 

its true distribution in rabbit platelets. Furthermore, based on the estimated average 

number of dense-body granules per platelet using the average amounts of serotonin 

released per platelet (Figure 5.2C) and per granule (Figure 5.3E), a simple Poisson 

distribution can be simulated and compared to the measured distributions. Despite not 

knowing the true distribution, the significant deviation from Poisson distribution suggests 

that dense-body granule packaging from megakaryocytes is a regulated, rather than 

random, process. 

 

Analysis of the amperometric spikes reveals rich information about the platelet quantal 

secretion kinetics of individual dense-body granules and their variation under reserpine 

and serotonin treatment conditions. First as expected, the quantal size decreased 

significantly under reserpine conditions and increased under serotonin conditions, though 

not significant (Figure 5.3E). The overall trend is in line with the results obtained by 

ensemble fast-scan cyclic voltammetry measurements (Figure 5.2C) and, in fact, 

correlates strongly (correlation coefficient 0.91), confirming the expected effects of these 

treatments. A similar trend is also observed with average spike current amplitude; 

however, the Trise, T1/2, and Tdecay kinetic parameters show marked differences. Despite 

the significant decrease in quantal size under reserpine conditions, none of the three 

kinetic parameters changed significantly, indicating a weak relationship between the 

overall granule contents and the time course of early serotonin secretion during the full 

fusion phase. In contrast, both Trise and T1/2 increased significantly under serotonin 

treatment conditions, albeit a modest increase in quantal size. Based on the strong 

correlation between these kinetic parameters and halo volume (correlation coefficient 

0.99 between Trise and halo volume, and 0.98 between T1/2 and halo volume), it appears 

that the early serotonin secretion kinetics during the full fusion phase depends almost 

linearly on the halo volume. Furthermore, the serotonin secretion during the late full 

fusion phase, characterized by Tdecay, also correlates strongly with the core volume 

(correlation coefficient 0.91). These strong co-variations suggest that the 
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subcompartment volumes of core and halo in platelets are critical factors in controlling 

the time course of serotonin release from these secretory granules. 

  

5.3.4 Serotonin Secretion through Fusion Pores 

The “foot” feature
95

 commonly observed in amperometric measurements is caused by the 

restricted efflux of stored molecules and thought to reflect the dynamics of short-lived 

fusion pore intermediates before full membrane fusion and massive content release.
101

 

Reported foot features
185, 208, 219

 from other secretory cell models have also been observed 

in platelets (Figure 5.4B), despite varying appearance and degrees of occurrence. The 

upper two traces represent the majority of the observed foot features. They are typically 

characterized by an ascending current phase alone or with additional plateau region. 

Much finer features are also observed occasionally on top of a typical foot feature, such 

as minor current flickers or an often less-pronounced second ascending phase between 

the plateau and rapid rising phase of the major spike. In addition to these typical foot 

features, the lower two traces represent two rarely observed foot features (<1%) but 

might represent one distinct mode of exocytosis, i.e. kiss-and-run.
220

 In this mode of 

exocytosis, secretory granules fuse and, immediately or after a short period of time, 

retreat and close the fusion pore, resulting in a “pulsed” release of granule contents 

measured as a reduced-sized amperometric spike or a stand-alone foot. One stand alone 

foot feature is readily evident in the bottom trace. Its sharp current flickers indicate the 

dynamic nature of the fusion pore, while the close to rectangular shaped current profile 

indicates the relative stability of the formed fusion pore over ~100 ms; the semi-stand 

alone foot feature on the other trace reveal a failed kiss-and-run exocytosis event due to 

incomplete fusion pore closure after the attempted retreat. Despite the apparent diversity 

in foot features, the average occurrence of spikes with typical foot features was 

maintained at approximately 50% for all three conditions and did not change 

significantly. In addition, the temporal evolution of foot features appears to be a random 

process as the release of granules with observable fusion pores is not temporally biased  
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Figure 5.4 Fusion pores in platelet quantal secretion (A) A representative 

amperometric trace where spikes exhibiting foot feature are marked by a filled dot. (B) 

The appearance of observed foot features. The relative occurrence is indicated. The upper 

and lower scale bars apply to the top and bottom two traces, respectively. (C) The 

cumulative occurrence of measured spikes with and without foot features. (D) 

Amperometric foot analysis includes the determination of foot area Qfoot, foot threshold 

Ifoot, and foot duration Tfoot. (E-G) Drug effects on the amperometric foot kinetics. 

N=59~60, 90~97, 80~81 foot features for reserpine, control and serotonin conditions, 

respectively. * indicates p<0.05 vs. control using the Student’s t-test.  
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(Figure 5.4C). Though the reported traces were plotted using pooled secretion events 

from all three conditions, similar results were observed under each condition. 

 

Structural changes in dense-body granules and altered quantal size do appear to alter the 

kinetics of serotonin release through the fusion pore. The foot parameters including Tfoot, 

Ifoot, and Qfoot, all displayed rising trends with the increasing granule or quantal sizes. 

Under reserpine conditions, both foot duration and maximum foot amplitude decreased 

mildly though not in a statistically significant manner; however, the foot area decreased 

significantly. Instead, for the serotonin condition, despite the small increase in foot area, 

both foot duration and maximum foot amplitude increased significantly. It is noteworthy 

that foot area is proportionally reduced when the quantal size decreased or increased, and 

equally ~7% of the granular serotonin content was released via the fusion pores under all 

three conditions. In addition, the trend of Tfoot is consistent with Trise (Figure 5.3H) and 

T1/2 (Figure 5.3I) under the same treatment conditions, suggesting a strong positive 

correlation between fusion pore stability and membrane unfolding kinetics in the full 

fusion phase. 

 

5.4 Discussion 

 

TEM results obtained herein for platelet dense-body granules revealed morphological 

changes of vesicles/granules when stored chemical contents are altered consistent with 

those reported previously for other secretory vesicles. Dense-core vesicles in PC12 cells 

displayed granule size expansion and halo volume increase when additional 

catecholamine was synthesized in the cytoplasm and loaded into the vesicles.
213

 

Glutamatergic vesicles isolated from brain tissues were also observed to expand their 

volume to accommodate newly imported glutamate.
214

 Patch-amperometry studies of 

dense-core vesicles in chromaffin cells further indicate the same behavior when 

additional catecholamine molecules are incorporated.
221

 These consistent experimental 

observations suggest that the dynamic size change of secretory vesicle/granule in 
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response to changing levels of stored chemical contents is likely a general cellular feature 

for secretory cells. The concomitant changes in granule volume and quantal size suggest 

a shared regulation mechanism used by these different secretory cells to maintain 

constant vesicle/granule concentration for physiological purposes, and in fact, estimated 

vesicle/granule concentration was relatively constant in the aforementioned secretory 

cells. However, it is unclear if this dynamic behavior will be possible in platelets, with 

their distinct inorganic granular matrix. Experimental results reported herein for platelets 

(Figure 5.3F) appear to support this hypothesis under serotonin treatment conditions; 

however, an appreciably lower concentration is estimated for reserpine conditions, 

suggesting a subtle difference between platelets and other secretory cells and perhaps also 

a less dynamic nature in platelet dense-body granules.  

 

While the large structural change caused by the physical expansion of the secretory 

granules can be experimentally observed, its implication for membrane fusion and 

content release is unclear. It is commonly accepted that lipid-dominant vesicles are fairly 

rigid and achieved only limited physical expansion (~4%, membrane area-based) before 

tension-induced membrane rupture.
222

 To accommodate the large structural change 

beyond the estimated physically allowed limit, cellular mechanisms must have evolved to 

achieve this goal. Inter-granule fusion and de-novo lipid or protein synthesis and 

incorporation are two possible candidates to reduce the otherwise high membrane 

tension. The same number of granules measured per platelets under all three conditions 

(data not shown) suggests inter-granule fusion is not a likely option. Additionally, 

platelets are an anuclear cell type, and have limited capability for de-novo synthesis.
223

 

Therefore, unless explained by other unidentified means, the large structural change 

(~10% increase in granule surface area based on granule size data in Figure 5.1D) must, 

unexpectedly, be physically tolerated by platelet dense-body granules. Indeed, the 

observed reversible size change of isolated glutamatergic vesicles suggests this is 

possible. If true, one might expect that the large structural change would inevitably lead 

to altered biophysical properties of the granule membrane which, in turn, would influence 

the secretion of granule contents. Experimental results herein clearly show a significant 
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impact on serotonin secretion arising from such large structural change and highlight the 

important interplay between granule content and membrane dynamics. To ensure that the 

observed change in quantal secretion kinetics is attributable to the large structural change, 

rather than other unidentified compensatory responses in treated platelets, functional 

assessments of platelet suspension release behavior confirmed that the overall ability of 

platelets to deliver dense-body granule granules is not compromised. The assessment 

further suggests an exclusive quantal size change in dense-body granules under these 

conditions and, in fact, was confirmed in single platelet studies. More importantly, the 

large secretion kinetics alterations revealed by single platelet studies strongly suggest that 

the biophysical properties of the secretory granules play an important role in regulating 

membrane fusion and ensuing content secretion. On the basis of the obvious changes in 

membrane curvature and membrane tension accompanying the large structural change, 

the next consideration was whether membrane curvature and membrane tension might be 

two possible biophysical factors accounting for the observed variations in quantal 

secretion kinetics. 

  

While the average size of dense-body granules change following drug treatments, and the 

membrane curvature of granules (1/R) appears to correlate with the unfolding membrane 

dynamics of fusing granules characterized by Trise and T1/2, a more reliable analysis using 

much wider size distribution of the granules under each condition reveals a weak 

correlation between membrane curvature represented by 1/Q
1/3

 and Trise or T1/2 with an 

absolute correlation coefficient less than 0.29 for all three conditions. Q
1/3

, which is 

linearly proportional to the granule radius, was used herein to estimate the membrane 

curvature as the accurate determination of the granule size for each amperometrically 

measured secretion events is experimentally difficult.
101

 The low calculated correlation 

coefficient indicates a weak influence of membrane curvature on the membrane 

unfolding dynamics during the full fusion phase. Parallel analysis of the foot duration and 

membrane curvature reveals a similar weak correlation with an absolute correlation 

coefficient less than 0.48 under all three conditions. It appears that membrane curvature 

is not a dominant factor in regulating the stability of fusion pores or the membrane 
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unfolding dynamics in platelet dense-body granules exocytosis. Membrane tension is 

another factor under consideration; however, it is difficult to experimentally address and 

theoretically relate the energetic contribution from membrane tension to measured 

amperometric secretion events. Nevertheless, the experimental results suggest that 

increased membrane tension appears to play a role in stabilizing the fusion pore structure 

as characterized by longer fusion pore maintenance (Figure 5.4E). In fact, similar 

experimental results were reported for PC12 cells.
208

 However, it is noteworthy that 

opposite experimental results were observed for chromaffin cells
224

 which have similarly 

sized dense-core vesicles to those found platelets. It is unclear what factors could have 

caused the discrepancy solely based on amperometric measurements. Indeed, a variety of 

factors have been reported to alter the short-lived and delicately balanced fusion pore 

structure, and perhaps even the simplest possible manipulations like the treatments 

reported herein are too complicated to make a straightforward data interpretation. 

Considering the distinct chemical profiles and possible different biophysical behaviors of 

vesicle/granule contents, further studies are required to reconcile these observations and 

provide a clear picture of interplay between granule contents and membrane fusion. 

Nevertheless, it is evident that the volumes of the halo and core regions are critical 

physical factors in determining the quantal secretion kinetics on the basis of the strong 

linear dependence of Trise and T1/2 on the halo volume and Tdecay on the core volume. 

Presumably, the more mobile serotonin content in the halo volume is released first 

followed by slow release of the less mobile serotonin content sequestered in the 

polyphosphate matrix. Taken together, it appears that the actual time course of serotonin 

release, either via fusion pores or during the full fusion phase, is the net result of the 

interplay of membrane dynamics and the amount and biophysical states of serotonin 

within the halo and core subcompartments in platelet dense-body granules. It is possible 

that similar principles govern the behavior of granule content delivery in all secretory 

vesicles/granules which display dual-storage subcompartments. 

 

5.5 Conclusion 
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This study reports how quantal size, or the concentration of chemical messengers within a 

storage granule, is regulated in platelet dense-body granules via dynamic adaption of 

granule size according to changing levels of granule contents. Mechanistic studies using 

carbon-fiber microelectrode fast-scan cyclic voltammetry and amperometry methods 

correlated with transmission electron microscopy analysis reveal the impact of granular 

structural changes on granular content secretion kinetics, and highlight the dynamic 

interplay between soluble granule contents and membrane components in exocytosis. 

Despite the distinct chemical profile of platelet dense-body granules, these secretory 

granules act according to general biochemical/biophysical phenomena using charge-

charge interactions to sequester chemical messengers and employ known conserved 

exocytotic machinery to deliver them; therefore, the mechanistic information obtained 

herein further advances the general understanding of exocytosis while also revealing 

fundamental details about blood platelets. 
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Chapter Six  
 

Critical Role of Membrane Cholesterol in Platelet Exocytosis and Exocytosis in 

General 
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6.1 Introduction  

 

As discussed in Chapter One, exocytosis is a fundamental cellular process critical for a 

wide range of cellular functions.
6
 Numerous cell types, including neurons, endocrine 

cells, and platelets to name a few,
6
 use exocytosis to deliver chemical messengers for 

specific biological tasks. Given the critical function of exocytosis, a number of key 

protein components of the exocytotic machinery, such as the SNARE (soluble N-

ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptor) protein family, have been 

identified and characterized;
7, 225-227

 however, the critical role of membrane lipids has not 

been fully appreciated. Membrane lipid species not only constitute the platform for 

exocytosis, but also actively regulate exocytosis. Cholesterol is an important lipid species 

in this regard.
137

 Despite its long-recognized abundance, influence on overall biochemical 

and biophysical lipid properties, and ubiquity in the mammalian lipid membrane, the role 

of cholesterol in exocytosis has not been fully defined.  

 

The current mechanistic understanding of cholesterol in regulating exocytosis has been 

largely derived from studies on several commonly employed secretory cell models, 

including chromaffin cells and its closely related immortal cell line PC12 cells.
133, 136-138, 

228
While the use of these secretory cell models has generated invaluable insight about 

exocytosis, they are nonideal partially because the manipulation of cholesterol content in 

the cell and/or granule membrane often leads to unpredictable downstream effects, given 

its versatile role in modulating cellular functions. The resultant downstream effects may 

significantly complicate data interpretation and thus, impede thorough mechanistic 

understanding. For instance, alterations of quantal size (i.e., granule content of a given 

stored chemical messenger) induced by the manipulation of membrane cholesterol 

content make accurate interpretation of the measured secretion kinetics difficult.
136, 178, 228

 

In fact, not only does membrane cholesterol influence granule content, but other 

endogenous
134

 and exogenous
135

 lipid species in these secretory cell models do as well.  

An ideal cell model for fundamental studies of lipid characteristic effects on exocytosis 
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would have granules that are minimally influenced by changes in cholesterol or other 

lipid species. 

 

Platelets, a populous secretory cell in the bloodstream that serve a myriad of functions, 

use the evolutionarily conserved SNARE machinery to drive exocytosis
166

 and possess 

several highly desirable cellular features that make them uniquely suited for reliable and 

selective examination of membrane cholesterol during exocytosis. One fortuitous platelet 

exocytotic feature is that secretable molecules are differentially sorted to separate classes 

of secretory granules in a molecular size-dependent manner. Dense-body granules 

selectively store small molecules and ions, such as serotonin and Ca
2+

, while -granules 

contain larger molecules, such as proteins.
3
 This unusual feature eliminates hurdles 

encountered when using other secretory cell models (e.g., PC12 cells) to study 

cholesterol and exocytosis by decoupling the interplay between the granule membrane 

and the granule content during exocytosis.
85, 205

 This interplay is unfavorable because the 

observed proteinaceous granule matrix swelling (e.g., in chromaffin cells
85, 205

) following 

initial membrane fusion may act as the main driving force to promote further membrane 

fusion; this makes the selective examination of the membrane-derived driving forces and 

thus, the cholesterol influence on exocytosis, difficult. This difficulty is exacerbated 

when carbon-fiber microelectrochemistry techniques, the gold standard for monitoring 

real-time exocytosis,
178

 are employed because these techniques measure exocytosis based 

on the outward flux of stored electroactive molecules (e.g., catecholamine from 

chromaffin cells). This flux becomes insensitive to the membrane dynamics during 

exocytosis when the rate-limiting factor controlling molecule flux is the effective 

chemical messenger diffusivity in the swelling granule matrix rather than the membrane 

unfolding process (as is clearly the case in mast cells
100

). Platelets, however, do not have 

these difficulties. First, the membrane cholesterol content is naturally decoupled from the 

quantal size (i.e., serotonin content) because platelets do not synthesize serotonin, but 

rather take it up dynamically from the blood stream. Once taken up, these molecules are 

stably sequestered in dense-body granules. Second, the interplay between the granule 

membrane and the granule content is likely negligible because platelets uniquely 
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sequester small molecules as an aggregate devoid of expandable matrix, making the 

carbon-fiber microelectrochemistry measurements capable of revealing the membrane 

dynamics during exocytosis based on the measurement of released electroactive 

molecules (i.e., serotonin in platelets
4, 5

). While the patch-clamp method is an alternative 

approach to acquire similar data, it would require exquisite control to study the 

exceedingly small platelets. Another fortuitous property of platelets is that they do not 

rapidly recycle granules, likely due to their physiological role, making the lipid dynamics 

of the cell membrane during exocytosis much less complicated for platelets than those 

cells that rapidly recycle granules (e.g., chromaffin cells
229

). 

 

Several additional platelet features facilitate their use as the secretory cell model herein. 

First, platelets are readily accessible in high purity and quantity, a clear advantage over 

tissue-derived secretory cells. Second, platelets are small. Discoid platelets are 2–3 m in 

diameter and approximately 1 m in thickness; thus, the platelet volume (~3–7 fL) is 

only a fraction of a typical 10-m-diameter mammalian cell (~523 fL for a chromaffin 

cell), indicating that platelets can harbor significantly fewer secretory granules (e.g., less 

than 10 dense-body granules per human platelet
168

 vs. ~10,000 vesicles per rat chromaffin 

cell
230

). This feature makes the often used exclusion criteria for overlapping 

amperometric spikes unnecessary and thus, eliminates possible bias. Lastly, platelets do 

not have nuclei; therefore, these cells only retain minimal capability for de novo protein 

synthesis.
223

 In fact, platelets inherit the majority of their organelles and molecules from 

their precursor megakaryocytes,
223

 suggesting that platelets are simple and stable cells 

well-suited for cholesterol and exocytosis study.  

 

This study exploits the combination of carbon-fiber microelectrochemistry and a novel 

lipid substitution approach to clearly define some, if not all, aspects of the role of 

cholesterol in exocytosis for platelets and, perhaps, secretory cells in general. First, the 

efficient cholesterol-complexing reagent, methyl--cyclodextrin (MCD), is used to 

manipulate the cholesterol level in platelets,
231

 and the exocytotic behavior is examined 

in real time using carbon-fiber microelectrochemistry. In addition, epicholesterol, a 
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synthetic analog of cholesterol, is substituted for the naturally occurring cholesterol to 

investigate the specificity of cholesterol's role in exocytosis.
232

 

 

6.2 Experimental Section  

 

6.2.1 Preparation of Washed Rabbit Platelets  

Refer to the Experimental Section in Chapter Three.  

 

6.2.2 Manipulation of Cholesterol/Epicholesterol Content in Platelets 

The cholesterol/epicholesterol content in platelets was modified using methyl--

cyclodextrin (Sigma-Aldrich). If not otherwise noted, the platelet suspension was spiked 

with an aliquot of prostaglandin I2 solution (PGI2, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at a 

final concentration 0.5 M (PGI2 stock was 0.1 mM in 50 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.8, stored 

at –20
o
C and kept at 4

o
C once thawed when not in use) immediately before each 

centrifugation step to prevent platelet activation. To achieve various 

cholesterol/epicholesterol levels, platelets at PRP concentration (approximately 1.0x10
8
 

platelets mL
–1

) were resuspended in equal volumes of (1) 10 mM MCD for 30 min to 

deplete cholesterol, (2) Tyrode's buffer for control cells, (3) 10 mM MCD for 30 min 

followed by 5 mM soluble cholesterol (concentrations are MCD-based, C4951, Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 1h to deplete and then enrich cholesterol, and (4) 5 mM 

soluble cholesterol for 1 h to enrich the cholesterol content. At the end of the incubation 

period, platelets were washed with Ca
2+

-free Tyrode's buffer three times before total 

cholesterol content quantification and electrochemical measurements. 

 

In the epicholesterol experiments, epicholesterol-containing MCD solution was first 

prepared according to a previously published procedure.
233

 Briefly, the amount of 

epicholesterol stock solution (10 mg mL
–1

 in 1:1 methanol and chloroform (v/v), 

Steraloids Inc., Newport, RI) needed to saturate 5 mL 5 mM MCD was transferred to a 

glass vial, and its solvent was dried by a stream of nitrogen. Residual solvent was further 
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evaporated by vacuum. Then the MCD solution in Tyrode's buffer was added to the 

glass vial. The mixture was sonicated, vortexed and finally kept on an orbital shaker at 

200 RPM and 37
o
C overnight. Immediately prior to use, the mixture was filtered (0.2 

m) and the pH was readjusted to 7.2. The same procedure applies to the in-house 

preparation of cholesterol-saturated MCD solution. The delivery efficiency of 

cholesterol prepared in this way is similar to the soluble cholesterol commercially 

available. To replace cholesterol with epicholesterol, untreated platelets were directly 

incubated with epicholesterol-saturated MCD solution. At the end of the incubation, 

platelets were washed three times and kept in the Ca
2+

-free Tyrode's buffer until use. 

Once the epicholesterol was loaded into platelets, the cells were stable for at least 8 

hours. 

 

6.2.3 Cholesterol and Epicholesterol Quantification 

Total cholesterol content in platelets was quantified using a commercially available 

cholesterol assay (Amplex red cholesterol kit, Invitrogen Corp.). The assay procedure 

followed the manufacture's protocol with slight modifications. First, the cholesterol 

esterase included in the assay kit was omitted to quantify the free cholesterol only. 

Second, the standard cholesterol reference was prepared in house by dissolving free 

cholesterol in the Triton-100X-containing reaction buffer provided by the kit. Lastly, 

instead of resuspending platelets in the reaction buffer as recommended by the assay, 

platelet suspension in Tyrode's buffer was directly combined with equal volume of assay 

mixture to minimize platelet loss. The protein content was determined using the standard 

protein assay (Pierce 660nm protein assay, Thermo Scientific Inc.) according to the 

manufacturer's procedure. The fluorescence and UV-vis absorbance measurements were 

performed on a microplate reader (Synergy2, Biotek). For comparison of the oxidation 

efficiency of cholesterol and epicholesterol, the standard solution of epicholesterol was 

prepared in the same way as described above and subject to the same cholesterol oxidase 

assay procedure. 

 

Epicholesterol content was quantified using a gas chromatographic method. The total 
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sterol content, including cholesterol and epicholesterol, was extracted based on the Dyer 

and Bligh method.
234

 Briefly, 1 mL platelet suspension in Tyrode's buffer was placed into 

a glass vial containing 3.75 mL methanol and chloroform mixture (2:1 v/v) with a known 

amount of internal standard cholesteryl methyl ether. Subsequently, 1 mL chloroform 

was added and the mixture was shaken well (at least 10 min at 200 RPM on an orbital 

shaker), followed by addition of 1 mL deionized H2O and another shaking step with the 

same conditions. After centrifugation at 1900g for 5 min, the majority of the organic 

phase was removed and then dried under a stream of nitrogen in a water bath at 65
o
C. 

The dried lipid film was reconstituted to 100 L by dichloromethane and subject to GC-

FID analysis. The chromatographic analysis was performed in the splitless mode, and the 

1 L sample was injected using an autosampler. The GC (Focus, Thermo Scientific Inc.) 

was equipped with a 50% phenylmethyl polysiloxane column (DB17ms, 

30mx0.25mmx0.25um, Agilent Technologies Inc.) and used helium as the carrier gas at 

the rate of 2 mL min
–1

 (~50 cm s
–1

). The inlet, oven, and detector temperature were set to 

250, 260, and 300 
o
C, respectively. 

 

The sterol content for a given platelet sample is determined based on peak height using 

the following equation: 
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The left side of the equation describes the relative response ratio for cholesterol and 

epicholesterol in the standard mixture based on their peak heights. The right side 

similarly calculates the same response ratio for a given platelet sample with a known 

amount of internal standard added. Thus, the concentration or the amount of cholesterol 

present in a given platelet sample can be calculated. Similarly, the amount of 

epicholesterol can also be determined using the equation above, with epicholesterol 
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replacing cholesterol throughout the equation. All data are reported as mean ± standard 

deviation (mean ± SD) and subject to two-tailed unpaired student’s t-tests. 

 

6.2.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy Studies 

Refer to the Experimental Section in Chapter Three. 

 

6.2.5 Electrochemical Measurements of Serotonin Release from Single Platelets  

Refer to the Experimental Section in Chapter Three. 

 

6.2.6 Data Analysis 

The amperometric data were exported, digitally filtered at 1000 Hz, and then analyzed 

using commercially available software (Minianalysis, Snyptosoft Inc.). The threshold for 

spike detection was set to 5 times the root-mean-square of the background current 

collected at the beginning of a given trace. Spike analysis included the determination of 

the following parameters: Iamp, amplitude of spike; Trise, the time from 10% to 90% of the 

spike amplitude on the rising phase of the spike; Tdecay, the time from 100% to 1% of the 

spike amplitude on the decaying phase of the spike; T1/2, spike width at the half 

maximum; and Q, the spike area. Mean spike characteristics were calculated for each 

platelet, and then data from platelets exposed to identical experimental conditions were 

subsequently pooled together for statistical comparison to other platelet populations.
174

 In 

addition, foot analyses were performed based on the empirical criteria used within the 

Minianalysis program. Briefly, the characteristics of a foot feature were determined based 

on the identification of the inflection point on the rising phase of an amperometric spike. 

The inflection point, along with the onset of a foot feature and the local baseline for the 

given amperometric spike, were manually chosen within the analysis software. Then, the 

foot analysis was performed including the determination of the following parameters: 

Ifoot, foot current amplitude at the inflection point; Tfoot, foot duration from the onset of a 

foot to the inflection point; and Qfoot, foot area, integrating the current over the foot 

duration. Foot characteristics from individual spikes are pooled rather than their averages 

obtained from each platelet due to the small number of spikes with a foot feature per 
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amperometry trace. No outliers were excluded and all data are reported as mean ± 

standard error of the mean (mean ± SEM) and subject to two-tailed unpaired student’s t-

tests. 

 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

 

6.3.1 Effects of Altered Membrane Cholesterol on Dense-Body Granule Secretion  

Although the subcellular distribution of cholesterol in platelets is not pursued in this 

study, a large majority of the free cholesterol is likely to be present in the plasma 

membrane,
235

 and thus the total cholesterol level is used as a cholesterol index for the 

plasma membrane cholesterol content. Incubation with 10 mM MCD for 30 min 

removed approximately 32% of the cholesterol content present in the control condition. 

Enrichment of cholesterol in cholesterol-depleted platelets and control platelets with 

cholesterol-saturated MCD yielded cholesterol content slightly higher than the normal 

level (111.2±2.3% vs. control, p<0.01) for the cholesterol-depleted platelets and 

significantly higher than the control (131.8%±2.7% vs. control, p<0.001) for undepleted 

platelets. Ultrastructural analysis by TEM revealed that platelets under all four conditions 

maintained regular dense-body granules (Figure 6.1, panels a–d and insets). 

Morphological alterations of the overall platelet diameter, and thus volume, as well as the 

open canalicular system, a three-dimensional lipid membrane structure present in 

platelets, are discernible; however, unlike the spherical shape of the dense bodies, these 

features are difficult to quantify solely based on TEM analysis. Despite the minor 

observed ultrastructural changes, all platelets were able to spread similarly on the poly-L-

lysine-coated coverslips which were used for electrochemical measurements, indicating 

that platelets maintained viability under conditions investigated herein (Supplementary 

Figure 6.S1).  With this capability to modulate the plasma membrane cholesterol levels 

with minimal cell disruption in a preferred cell model, we are uniquely positioned to 

investigate how cholesterol influences exocytotic behavior.  Variations in cholesterol 

levels may influence either chemical behavior (e.g., the ability to localize SNARE  
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Figure 6.1 Ultrastructural analysis of platelet morphology and cholesterol 

quantification The four conditions examined are (a) cholesterol depletion, (b) control, 

(c) cholesterol depletion followed by cholesterol enrichment, and (d) cholesterol 

enrichment alone. Scale bar: 1 m with inset scale bar, 100 nm. The total cholesterol 

content (e) was determined using a cholesterol oxidase assay and normalized to the 

control condition. Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. N=3 for each 

condition, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, using a two-tailed unpaired student’s t-test. 
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proteins) or physical properties of the membrane (e.g., fluidity, rigidity) or both. Real-

time measurements of platelet exocytosis will reveal whether or not the 

chemical/physical characteristics of a cholesterol-rich membrane enhances fusion pore 

formation, maintenance, and dilation.  In addition, this model system, in combination 

with a sterol substitution scheme, presents the unique opportunity to separate biochemical 

and biophysical effects of cholesterol during exocytosis. 

 

Following manipulation of cholesterol content, real-time measurements of dense-body 

granule secretion from single platelets were performed using carbon-fiber 

microelectrochemistry. Herein, this method was first exploited to probe the properties of 

the fusion pore, which is often short-lived and only maintained for a measureable period 

of time in a minority of fusion events.
4, 95

 While it is commonly accepted that granule 

content leakage via fusion pore causes the appearance of a small current signal, known as 

a “foot”,
95

 immediately preceding the major spike on an amperometric trace (e.g., Figure 

6.3, panel c),  there has been no direct dynamic evidence to support this phenomenon in 

platelets. The false-color plot (Figure 6.2, panel a) obtained using fast-scan cyclic 

voltammetry at the carbon-fiber microelectrode confirms that this is indeed the case. The 

color plot shows one secretion event with no apparent fusion pore leakage (a full fusion 

event) and a second secretion event with a sustained fusion pore ahead of the full fusion 

event. The reconstructed amperometric response (at +600 mV vs. Ag/AgCl) for the 

second fusion event clearly shows a small current signal (i.e., a “foot” feature) ahead of 

the full fusion spike, corresponding to maintenance of a nanometric fusion pore for tens 

of milliseconds prior to dilation and exocytosis of the majority of serotonin. Cyclic 

voltammograms obtained from the foot and full fusion spike (Figure 6.2, panel b) are 

identical to that measured using a standard serotonin solution. The oxidation/reduction 

peak locations and peak separation on the cyclic voltammogram represent an 

electrochemical signature for a given electroactive species; the close superposition of 

these characteristics (Figure 6.2, panel b) obtained from single platelet measurements and 

a standard serotonin solution positively confirms that serotonin secretion to the  
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Figure 6.2 Exocytotic event recorded by fast-scan cyclic voltammetry The false-color 

plot (a) was constructed based on the oxidation and reduction current (encoded by color) 

recorded at the carbon-fiber microelectrode when its potential was rapidly ramped from –

0.4 V to 1 V and back to –0.4 V at 2000 V s
–1

 every 2 ms. Each vertical 2 ms "slice" and 

the full 2D representation are a single scan and a stack of consecutive single scans, 

respectively. The second event at ~1.3 s displays a small current (white arrow, termed 

foot feature) prior to the major current feature. The reconstructed amperometric response 

using the oxidation peak current value (at ~0.6 V) obtained on each consecutive scan and 

the cyclic voltammograms using two single scans obtained from the foot feature and the 

major current spike are plotted in panel b. The cyclic voltammograms (solid line, insets in 

b) show identical oxidation(~0.6 V)/reduction (~–0.4 V, partially shown) peak locations 

and peak separation compared to those obtained from a standard serotonin solution 

(dotted line) and thus, confirm the secreted molecules as serotonin during both the foot 

and full fusion events. 
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Figure 6.3 Amperometric measurements of dense-body granule secretion (a) A 

typical amperometric trace is shown with the black bar indicating the onset and duration 

of stimulant application. (b) Cumulative percentage of secretion events are plotted using 

the individual spike time pooled together for a given condition. The total number of 

spikes for MCD, MCD-Chol, Control, and Chol are 428, 468, 519, and 494, 

respectively. (c) Spike parameters used to characterize secretion are denoted (See 

experiment section for definitions). (d–g). Spike characteristics: Q, Trise, T1/2, and Tdecay 

(mean ± SEM) are plotted in the order of increasing cholesterol content from left to right. 

(h–k). Foot occurrence and foot parameters: Ifoot/Ispike, Tfoot/Tspike, and Qfoot/Qspike (mean ± 

SEM) characterize the foot feature relative to the spike that immediately follows. N=25 

platelets for d–h. N=41, 95, 72, and 155 foot features, for MCD, Control, MCD-Chol 

and Chol, respectively. *p<0.05 and **p<0.01, using a two-tailed unpaired student’s t-

test.
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extracellular space is responsible for both amperometric current features (i.e., foot and 

major spike). 

 

Once the molecular identity has been confirmed by fast-scan cyclic voltammetry, 

constant-potential amperometry at the carbon-fiber microelectrode was utilized to 

measure real-time exocytosis from single platelets based on its superior time resolution.
4, 

5
 A typical amperometric trace collected from a single rabbit platelet (Figure 6.3, panel a) 

has ~20 spikes, corresponding to ~20 dense-body granules. Due to the small number of 

secretion events, nearly all of the spikes are well-separated and baseline-resolved within 

the amperometric traces; therefore, spike exclusion criteria are not necessary due to 

minimal spike overlap. To examine the overall effect of cholesterol on platelet secretion 

behavior, the cumulative percentage of all secretion events collected from the same 

condition is first plotted and compared (Figure 6.3, panel b). The plots show that the 

majority of the dense-body granules are secreted within the first 30 seconds following 

activation by ionomycin, an ionophore capable of raising intracellular Ca
2+

 levels. The 

overall rate of secretion, characterized by the rising slope, is slower for platelets treated 

with MCD (i.e., the cholesterol-depleted platelets) compared to the other three 

conditions (which are similar). Clearly, the enrichment of cholesterol in MCD-treated 

platelets successfully restores the overall secretion efficiency, indicating that the 

observed change is specific to cholesterol, rather than unintended side-effects of MCD 

treatments. The cholesterol-dependent overall exocytotic efficiency is likely influenced 

by the ability of membrane cholesterol to organize exocytotic machinery in the plasma 

membrane as cholesterol is known to spatially coordinate essential SNARE proteins 

within cholesterol-enriched microdomains at fusion sites.
138, 236-238

 Upon cholesterol 

depletion from platelets, cholesterol-enriched microdomains are likely disrupted, leading 

to the dispersion of the platelet SNARE proteins
8
 from such microdomains. 

Consequently, the otherwise efficient exocytotic machinery is compromised, as indicated 

by the retarded overall secretion rate measured herein.  
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Detailed analysis of the individual spike characteristics yields rich information about the 

kinetics of granule content release which in turn, reflects the membrane unfolding 

process during platelet exocytosis. Four major parameters are examined herein, including 

Q, the quantal size or the amount of serotonin secreted from each dense-body granule, 

and three kinetic parameters, Trise, T1/2, and Tdecay (Figure 6.3, panel c, and see 

experimental section for definition). As expected, quantal size remains the same for all 

conditions with altered cholesterol content due to the decoupling between the membrane 

cholesterol content and the granule content. However, the overall trend for all three 

kinetic parameters is that increased cholesterol content correlates with longer secretion 

time. For example, T1/2, the time widely used to characterize the discharge of granular 

content, decreases from the control condition value of 9.3±1.0 ms (mean ± SEM) to 

5.8±0.6 ms for the cholesterol depletion condition, accelerating secretion by nearly a 

factor of two. Among the kinetic parameters, Trise, the time characterizing the fusion pore 

dilation rate, is most sensitive to the membrane cholesterol content. This parameter 

correlates remarkably well with the total cholesterol content in platelets with a correlation 

coefficient of R
2
=0.98. Not only does cholesterol have a critical effect on the parameters 

characterizing the delivery rate of chemical messengers from platelet granules, 

cholesterol also influences the ability of the platelet to maintain the fusion pore structure, 

manifested as the “foot” feature on the amperometric trace. In the control condition, 

approximately 17.4±2.7% of the spikes displayed a foot feature. This foot occurrence 

decreases to 9.0±1.6% and increases to 29.1±3.3% for cholesterol depletion and 

cholesterol enrichment conditions, respectively. Again, the redelivery of cholesterol to 

cholesterol-depleted platelets restored the foot occurrence to the control cell level (Figure 

6.3, panel h). Interestingly, the enrichment of cholesterol in the untreated platelets 

significantly augmented the foot occurrence. Further quantitative analysis of the foot 

features revealed a good correlation between the total cholesterol content and three 

parameters considered herein, Ifoot/Ispike (correlation coefficient R
2
 =0.82, Figure 6.3, 

panel i), Tfoot/T1/2 (R
2
 =0.68, Figure 6.3, panel j), and Qfoot/Qspike (R

2
 =0.76, Figure 6.3, 

panel k). From these quantitative analyses, it is clear that membrane cholesterol 

profoundly affects the ability of platelets to discharge the granular content by influencing 
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multiple steps in the exocytotic process, including fusion pore formation, dilation, and 

full fusion. 

  

6.3.2 Effects of Epicholesterol Substitution on Dense-Body Granule Secretion  

To further explore the nature of the observed cholesterol-dependent secretion behavior, 

the naturally occurring cholesterol molecules in platelets were substituted by the 

synthetic analog epicholesterol. This substitution experiment is done to examine the 

possibility of exocytotic regulation via cholesterol-specific interactions with components 

critical in exocytosis, such as SNARE proteins. Cholesterol and epicholesterol differ 

structurally only in the spatial orientation of the hydroxyl group at the 3 chiral center 

(Figure 6.4, panel a). This subtle structural difference, however, leads to a drastic 

difference in their respective oxidation efficiency by cholesterol oxidase; cholesterol 

oxidase only efficiently oxidizes cholesterol, but not its stereoisomer epicholesterol  

(Supplementary Figure 6.S2). In addition, this structural difference also leads to 

significantly different orientation of these two molecules in the lipid membrane and thus, 

likely their specific interactions with membrane-embedded proteins;
232, 239

 however, the 

differences in the physical properties of cholesterol and epicholesterol-enriched lipid 

membrane are rather minimal.
240, 241

 Therefore, the use of epicholesterol may facilitate 

the discrimination between biochemical and biophysical roles of cholesterol in various 

lipid membrane-based processes. For exocytosis, this approach offers a unique 

opportunity to test the hypothesis that cholesterol-specific interactions are critical in 

regulating exocytosis, which has remained virtually unexplored thus far.
137

 

 

To test this hypothesis in a well-controlled manner, three conditions were optimized so 

that depleted cholesterol was replaced by an equal amount of epicholesterol (Figure 6.4, 

panel b, and Supplementary Figure 6.S3). Extent of cholesterol removal from platelets 

was controlled by varying MCD concentration and incubation time. Epicholesterol was 

delivered to platelets via epicholesterol-saturated MCD, and approximately 34% of 

cholesterol content in the untreated platelets was replaced with epicholesterol after 15 
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Figure 6.4 Epicholesterol substitution effect on dense-body granule secretion (a) 

Structures are shown for cholesterol (R1=OH, R2=H) and epicholesterol (R1=H, 

R2=OH). (b) The total cholesterol and epicholesterol content quantified by GC-FID is 

expressed as a molar percentage with respect to the untreated control condition. Data are 

expressed as mean ± SD and N=3 for all conditions. (c) The cumulative percentage of 

secretion events are plotted using the spikes pooled from 105 platelets collected from 

four separate experiments. The total number of spikes are 1593, 1626, and 2010 for 

MCD 10 mM, MCD 5 mM, and Epi 5 mM, respectively. (d–f) Amperometric spike 

characteristics, Q, Trise, foot occurrence (mean ± SEM) are compared. N=105 platelets, 

and, **p<0.01 using a two-tailed unpaired student’s t-test. In (e) and (f), no statistical 

difference (n.s.) is also denoted. 
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 min incubation with 5 mM epicholesterol-saturated MCD. Amperometry measurements 

on epicholesterol-loaded platelets revealed the kinetics for the overall cell and individual 

granule secretion behavior upon epicholesterol substitution. In line with the 

aforementioned decrease in overall release efficiency upon cholesterol depletion (Figure 

6.3, panel b), the condition with the lower cholesterol level displayed a slower overall 

secretion rate (Figure 6.4, panel c). The substitution with epicholesterol not only restored 

but slightly enhanced this rate. Analysis of the individual secretion events revealed a 

similar trend for Trise and foot occurrence (Figure 6.4, panels e and f). Trise and foot 

occurrence decreased significantly when cholesterol content was further lowered from 

76.1±1.3% to 44.4±0.6%, consistent with the trends in Figure 6.3, panel e and panel h, 

respectively. The redelivery of epicholesterol restored the Trise from 2.2±0.1 ms to 

2.5±0.1 ms and foot occurrence from 5.0±0.7% to 11.4±0.9%, respectively. Neither Trise 

nor foot occurrence characteristics for the epicholesterol-reloaded condition is 

distinguishable from the high cholesterol condition (i.e., MCD 5 mM condition, 

p>0.05). Again, no quantal size change was observed for any conditions (Figure 6.4, 

panel d). The substitution experiments provide evidence arguing against a biochemical 

role for cholesterol in exocytosis, though it is not definitive due the coexistence of 

cholesterol and epicholesterol after substitution. In addition, it is possible that 

epicholesterol substitution has subtle effects on the SNARE proteins, or other protein 

components, that do not manifest in changes to the exocytotic process. 

 

6.3.3 Biophysical Role of Cholesterol in Dense-Body Granule Secretion based on 

the Stalk Model 

Taken together, the experimental results strongly indicate that membrane cholesterol 

plays a critical biophysical role in platelet dense-body granule secretion. Perhaps the 

most critical physical characteristic of cholesterol in modulating platelet dense-body 

granule exocytosis is its negative curvature.
137

 In the classic stalk model of lipid 

membrane fusion,
242, 243

 the negatively curved cholesterol molecules
244

 are thought to 

stabilize key intermediate structures along the membrane fusion pathway and therefore, 
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lower the energy required for membrane fusion to proceed. The early intermediate stalk 

structure has a highly negative curvature (Figure 6.5, panel d) as the outer granule leaflet 

initially merges with the inner cell membrane leaflet, and this curvature persists 

throughout the fusion process (Figure 6.5, panels d–f). Cholesterol may accumulate at these 

sites and stabilize the structure based on its intrinsic negative curvature. Large positive 

curvature is also created at the late fusion-pore stage where the inner granule membrane 

leaflet eventually coalesces with the outer cell membrane leaflet; however, it is not 

readily evident if cholesterol will destabilize this positively curved leaflet because 

cholesterol may or may not be concentrated in this region of the membrane. Cholesterol 

could either be preferentially excluded from this region due to the conflicting curvature, 

based on passive diffusion from the site, or concentrated in this region if the fusion 

predominantly occurs within the cholesterol-enriched microdomains.
138

 It becomes more 

challenging to accurately evaluate the influence of cholesterol on fusion-pore properties 

if possible participating SNARE proteins are also included in this pure lipid-based stalk 

model, because the actual composition and structure of the fusion pore intermediate has 

not yet been clearly defined and is, in fact, the source of ongoing debate.
245

 Nevertheless, 

the stalk model supports that cholesterol stabilizes the leaflets facing the cytosol at the 

fusion site throughout the fusion process. This stabilizing effect likely increases the 

probability for platelets to maintain the fusion-pore intermediate and also decelerates the 

overall membrane unfolding process, which agrees with the observed higher foot 

occurrence (Figure 6.3, panel h) and longer granule secretion time for the high 

cholesterol conditions (Figure 6.3, panels e–g). Indeed, such possible contribution to 

exocytosis based on the negative curvature of cholesterol was supported by cholesterol 

substitution experiments using native cortical vesicles from sea urchins. In this work by 

Churchward et al., it was demonstrated that ensemble homotypic vesicle fusion was 

recovered by redelivery of lipid species with similar or larger intrinsic negative curvature 

compared to that of cholesterol.
246

 Besides the physical character of negative curvature, 

cholesterol may also exert its impact on membrane fusion based on its long-recognized 

role in modulating the physical properties of the lipid membrane, such as viscosity and 

fluidity. During exocytosis, granule membrane and cell membrane lipid species must  
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Figure 6.5 A stalk model for membrane fusion Electron micrographs (a) and (b) depict 

the close juxtaposition of dense-body granules to the cell membrane and arrows point to 

possible fusion sites. In a rare case (b), the dense body granule appears to be deformed. 

Scale bars: 100 nm. Based on the stalk model, the membrane fusion must proceed 

through the key intermediates, including (d) stalk, (e) diaphragm, and (f) fusion pore, 

along the fusion pathway. Membrane leaflet curvatures for the key intermediates are 

labeled. 
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intermix
40

 and alteration of cell membrane cholesterol content likely influences the in-

membrane diffusivities of membrane constituents, and thus, changes the subsequent 

intermixing kinetics of the granule and cell membranes during exocytosis (i.e., the 

membrane unfolding process). Both biophysical factors of cholesterol are likely critical in 

influencing the stability of the fusion-pore intermediate in platelets and also other 

secretory cell types including chromaffin cells
228

 and PC12 cells,
136

 based on the 

observed similar cholesterol-dependent foot behaviors. Not only does membrane 

cholesterol have a profound impact on the foot behavior, it also modulates the secretion 

kinetics of the main spike in platelet exocytosis, reflecting the cholesterol-induced 

alterations of the membrane unfolding process following fusion-pore intermediate 

(Figure 6.3, panels e–g). The use of other secretory cell models such as chromaffin cells, 

however, failed to reveal such cholesterol dependency.
136, 138, 228

 As previously discussed, 

carbon-fiber microelectrochemistry measures the outward electroactive molecule flux 

through the dilating fusion pore. Unfortunately, it becomes insensitive to membrane 

unfolding processes at the late stages of exocytosis in most cell types when the outward 

flux is limited by the slow diffusion of molecules out of the swelling proteinaceous 

matrix rather than the membrane unfolding process. In contrast, the protein matrix-free 

dense-body granules allow the membrane unfolding dynamics throughout exocytosis to 

be studied and reveal previously inaccessible information about cholesterol’s influence 

on exocytosis.  

 

6.4 Conclusion 

 

To summarize, the results presented herein clearly show that exocytotic behavior in 

platelets is dependent on cellular cholesterol content and strongly supports a biophysical 

role for cholesterol in regulating exocytosis. Since the use of this greatly simplified 

secretory cell model, platelets, favorably permits the membrane-derived driving forces 

for exocytosis to be selectively examined.  This work provides a previously inaccessible 

mechanistic understanding of cholesterol in platelet exocytosis and perhaps, for 
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exocytosis in general due to the evolutionary conservation of exocytotic machinery
210

 and 

the ubiquitous nature of cholesterol in mammalian cells.  
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6.5 Supporting Information 

 
Figure 6.S1 Platelet spreading and activation on poly-L-lysine-coated coverslips  

Platelets were treated with MCD or cholesterol-saturated MCD to deplete or enrich 

cholesterol, respectively. Following the treatments, platelets were loaded into a chamber 

where they were allowed to sediment onto the poly-L-lysine-coated coverslips. Once in 

contact with the surface, platelets spread and eventually were activated within minutes. 

From the insets, the formation of foot- and sheet-like morphological features is 

discernible when platelets are in the resting state (the bright platelet); they later undergo a 

shape change and subsequent granular secretion (the darker platelet). Scale bar: 20 m, 

inset scale bar 5 m. 
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Figure 6.S2 Comparison of cholesterol and epicholesterol oxidation by cholesterol 

oxidase. N=3 for each condition, and the data were plotted as mean ± standard deviation. 
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Figure 6.S3 GC analysis of the total sterol content in platelets  The extracted sterol 

content including cholesterol and epicholesterol was determined. Three representative 

traces are shown in panel A. The bottom trace is from a standard mixture of cholesteryl 

methyl ether (IS, peak at ~34 min), epicholesterol (peak at ~43 min) and cholesterol 

(peak at ~47 min). The top trace is a representative trace for the platelets treated with 

Tyrode’s buffer, MCD or cholesterol-saturated MCD, and the middle trace is 

representative for the platelets treated with epicholesterol-saturated MBCD. The 

undetermined peaks are marked with asterisks. Panel B shows the sterol content achieved 

under a variety of MCD treatment conditions. The x-axis labels indicate concentration 

of cholesterol-depleting MCD and incubation time. The data point on the far right 

indicates cholesterol substitution with a 5 mM epicholesterol-MCD complex inclusion 

for 15 min. The cholesterol content is first normalized based on protein content for a 

given condition and then scaled to the control condition (set at 100%).  N=3 for each 

condition, and the data were plotted as mean ± standard deviation. 
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Chapter Seven 
 

Cytoskeletal F-actin, but not microtubule, regulates platelet dense-body granule 

secretion 
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7.1 Introduction  

 

Platelets are secretory cells and contain two major types of secretory granules, -granules 

and dense-body granules.
3
 Platelet secretion influences a wide range of physiological and 

pathological processes, including hemostasis and thrombosis.
3
 Platelets are a unique type 

of secretory cell in that the secretion process is intimately coupled to the activation-

induced platelet shape changes.
247

 The prominent morphology transformation is known to 

be driven principally by the dynamic cytoskeletal reorganization, including the 

assembly/disassembly of F-actin and the shrinkage of the marginal microtubule band 

structure.
248

 Yet, the role of cytoskeletal components in regulating platelet secretion has 

remained poorly defined. Inconsistent and even conflicting results have been reported. 

For example, functional studies of the effect of F-actin integrity on dense-body granule 

secretion using cytochalasin-based drugs
249-253

 and F-actin-targeted severing molecules
254

 

have shown contradictory effects - from inhibition to no effect to augmentation. 

Inconsistent observations have also been reported for -granule secretion. 

Microstructural investigations revealed no effect of Cytochalasin E on platelet -granule 

secretion;
252

 however, recent functional studies showed a biphasic effect of the same 

agent on -granule secretion.
253

 In addition, no unifying view exists for the role of the 

microtubule in platelet granule secretion. Morphological evidence appears to support a 

microtubule-based contraction mechanism to drive -granule secretion.
255

 Indeed, 

functional and genetic studies have supported that supposition.
256-258

 Yet, 

pharmacological, immunological, and genetic studies have reported both an active and 

dispensable role for the microtubule in platelet dense-body granule secretion.
249, 255, 257, 

259, 260
 As a result, the critical role of cytoskeletal F-actin and microtubule in platelet 

secretion has remained controversial. 

 

One route to precisely define the role of cytoskeletal components in platelet secretion is 

to exploit advanced experimental tools that probe the dynamic secretion in live cells with 

sufficient temporal and spatial resolution. Unfortunately, platelets’ small physical size 
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and propensity for surface-contact activation have prevented the use of several leading 

state-of-the-art techniques.
261

 Diffraction-limited fluorescence microscopy fails to 

spatially resolve the densely packed - or dense-body granules; patch-clamp techniques 

face demanding experimental challenges to probe small suspended platelets. Single cell 

microelectrochemistry techniques, on the other hand, have uniquely overcome these 

experimental limitations. Recently, these methods have been successfully employed to 

measure real-time quantal secretion of serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine or 5-HT) from 

dense-body granules in surface-adherent single platelets.
4, 5, 215

 Herein, we exploit this 

single platelet dense-body granule release assay along with pharmacological 

manipulation to elucidate the cytoskeleton-derived energetic contributions to platelet 

dense-body granule secretion. These data clearly reveal that F-actin network, but not the 

microtubule structure, regulates platelet dense-body granule secretion.  

 

7.2 Experimental Section 

 

7.2.1 Preparation of Washed Rabbit Platelets  

The procedures for the preparation of washed rabbit platelets have been previously 

reported.
215

 Rabbit platelets were used as a preferred platelet model based on high 

naturally occurring serotonin content, which greatly facilitated electrochemical 

measurements. 

 

7.2.2 Pharmacological Manipulations 

Washed platelets were resuspended at a concentration of 1.0x10
7
 /mL and incubated with 

10 M desired compounds for 15-30 min at room temperature prior to experiments. 

These compounds included paclitaxel, vincristine, cytochalasin D, latrunculin A and 

blebbistatin. Buffer or DMSO alone was used as control. All experiments were performed 

in the presence of these compounds. 
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7.2.3 Electrochemical Measurements of Serotonin Release in Platelet Suspensions 

and from Single Platelets 

The procedures for the electrochemical measurements of serotonin release in platelet 

suspensions and from single platelets have been previously reported.
5, 215

 Human 

thrombin was used to stimulate rabbit platelets, and its dose response was independently 

verified (Figure 7.S1). This study used a saturating thrombin concentration of 5 U/mL to 

selectively focus on the maximal response of platelet dense-body granule delivery. 

 

7.2.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy Studies  

Microstructural analysis was performed to examine the effect of cytochalasin D treatment 

on resting and thrombin-activated platelet structure. The same cytochalasin D treatment 

procedures outlined above were followed except that concentrated platelet suspensions 

(~2.0x10
8
 /mL) were used to ensure a required pellet size for TEM sample processing. 

Platelet suspensions were stimulated by 5 U/mL thrombin for 5 min at room temperature 

prior to glutaraldehyde fixation. The rest of the procedure for TEM preparations followed 

a previously published protocol.
215

 

 

7.2.5 Data Analysis 

The data analysis for platelet suspension and single platelet experiments was performed 

according to the published procedures with minor modifications.
215

 Specifically for 

platelet suspension experiments, instead of manually identifying the release onset, herein 

it was taken as the point where the baseline intercepts the best-fit line for the 10-50% 

rising phase of the release trace.  Data were reported as mean SD and subject to one-

way ANOVA analysis with Dunnett’s post test (GraphPad prism, La Jolla, CA). For 

single platelet experiments, data were reported as mean SEM and subject to unpaired 

student’s t-test. Statistical significance is indicated by asterisks (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

***p<0.001). 

 

7.3 Results and Discussion 
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First, the effects of cytoskeletal F-actin and microtubule integrity on dense-body granule 

secretion in platelet suspensions were assessed. Figure 7.1A shows that the microtubule-

stabilizing agent paclitaxel or destabilizing agent vincristine had no effect on platelet 

serotonin release. The concentration of vincristine (10 M) used herein was shown 

previously to achieve virtually complete disruption of platelet microtubules.
262

 Under all 

conditions, thrombin-activated platelets showed the same time course and quantity of 

serotonin release, suggesting that the microtubule is a dispensable cytoskeletal 

component in platelet dense-body granule secretion. In contrast, the disruption of platelet 

F-actin had a marked effect on platelet serotonin release. Two F-actin disrupting agents, 

CytoD and LatA, consistently augmented serotonin release rate characterized by shorter 

Tdelay and T50%. The total amount of serotonin released increased slightly with drug 

treatment, but the difference is not statistically significant. The same experiment was 

performed using sub-maximal thrombin stimulation, 1 U/mL, and comparable modest 

enhancement was observed (Figure 7.S2). These results suggest that F-actin principally 

regulates the kinetics of dense-body granule secretion. Given the tight coupling between 

intracellular granule trafficking and eventual granule secretion, the effect of blebbistatin, 

an inhibitor of the actin-dependent motor protein myosin IIA, on dense-body granule 

secretion was also examined. Reduced myosin IIA activity by blebbistatin showed a 

negligible effect on platelet serotonin release. Together, the pharmacological evidence 

suggests that the intracellular granule trafficking is not a rate-limiting step in ultimate 

dense-body granule content release, and F-actin acts as a physical barrier in the late 

stages of platelet dense-body granule secretion. 

 

To gain more fundamental insight into the CytoD effects on the terminal steps of 

individual platelet dense-body granule release, i.e. membrane fusion and granule content 

secretion, single platelet amperometric measurements were performed.
5
 A carbon-fiber 

microelectrode was tightly placed on a surface-adherent platelet to measure activation-

induced dense-body granule secretion events occurring via the apical cytoplasm 

membrane were measured.
4, 5

 Membrane fusion events may also occur in the invaginated  
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Figure 7.1 Effect of cytoskeletal integrity on serotonin release in platelet suspensions 
(A) Serotonin release traces measured from platelets treated with paclitaxel or vincristine 

and stimulated with 5 U/mL thrombin. Maximal concentration [5-HT]max, Tdelay, and T50% 

used to characterize serotonin release are labeled. (B-D) Paclitaxel and vincristine effects 

on platelet serotonin release. (E-H) Effects of cytochalasin D (CytoD), latrunculin A 

(LatA), and blebbistatin (Bleb) on platelet serotonin release. Data are reported as 

Mean±SD, N=3, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 vs. control, one-way ANOVA post-test. 
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membrane, i.e. via the open canalicular system (OCS),
263

 but are unlikely measured in the 

current experimental configuration. Figure 7.2B shows a representative amperometric 

trace measured from a thrombin-activated platelet where current spikes correspond to 

individual membrane fusion events. Cumulatively, more fusion events were measured 

from the same number of control platelets than CytoD-treated platelets, suggesting fewer 

dense-body granules fusing with the apical cytoplasm membrane under the CytoD 

condition. Indeed, this observation is consistent with the microstructural analysis of 

activated platelets where CytoD-treated platelets displayed significantly enlarged OCS. 

More dense-body granules may fuse within this membrane system and thus become 

amperometically undetectable. Two such possible dense-body granules are highlighted in 

Figure 7.2A v and vi. Normalized cumulative secretion events (data not shown) show that 

the average rate of fusion events is, in fact, higher for the CytoD condition, which is in 

line with the facilitated serotonin release measured in platelet suspensions (Figure 7.1E). 

Close examination of the individual secretion events reveals the impact of F-actin 

disruption on single dense-body granule secretion. CytoD-treated platelets were less 

likely to maintain the fusion pore structure evidenced by the significantly lower foot 

occurrence per platelet. An unstable fusion pore structure often leads to faster ensuing 

fusion pore opening. In fact, Trise, the kinetic parameter principally describing serotonin 

released during pore opening, significantly decreased under the CytoD condition, 

supporting a facilitated membrane fusion process. However, neither T1/2 nor Tdecay 

displayed a significant change. This is because amperometry measurement detects the 

efflux of stored serotonin molecules from the granule lumen, and becomes insensitive to 

the membrane unfolding process at the very late stages of the membrane fusion process 

where the efflux is likely dominated by the liberation of serotonin from the dense-body 

materials. As expected, disruption of F-actin had no effect on the quantal size Q, the 

number of serotonin molecules released per granule. Clearly, the disruption of F-actin by 

CytoD facilitated the fusion of individual dense-body granules into the plasma membrane 

and suggests that F-actin regulates platelet dense-body granule secretion by serving as a 

physical barrier. In fact, analogous barrier functions by F-actin in regulating granule 

secretion have been identified in other secretory cells
264, 265

 and points to a conserved role  
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Figure 7.2 TEM studies of platelet microstructure and single platelet amperometric 

measurements (A) CytoD-treated platelets show minimal structural alterations in the 

resting state, but a significant enlargement of the open canalicular system and virtual 

absence of filopodia formation in the activated state. Several dense-body granules are 

highlighted by the arrows. (B) An amperometric trace measured from a thrombin-

activated surface-adherent platelet with thrombin at 5 U/mL. (C) Cumulative secretion 

events measured from 20 control and cytoD-treated single platelets. (D) Two major types 

of current spikes measured. The small current signal immediately preceding the major 

current spike is termed a “foot” feature. Spike area (Q), rise time from 10% to 90% 

amplitude (Trise), full-width at the half amplitude (T1/2), and decay time from 100% to 1% 

amplitude (Tdecay) are used to characterize quantal secretion events. Quantal size, Q, is 

quantitatively related to the number of serotonin molecules release per granule via 

Faraday’s law (100 fC is equivalent to 3.12x10
5
 serotonin molecules assuming that every 

serotonin molecule loses 2 electrons during oxidation). (E-I) CytoD effect on dense-body 

granule quantal secretion. Data are reported as Mean±SEM, N=20 platelets, * p<0.05, 

unpaired student’s t-test. 
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of F-actin in regulated granule secretion; however, it cannot be ruled out that F-actin 

plays a dual role in granule secretion. Studies have also provided evidence to support an 

active role of F-actin in granule secretion.
102, 265, 266

 Indeed, unlike the virtually complete 

disruption of microtubules, cytoskeletal F-actin was only partially disrupted in the current 

experimental design. Further studies are required to assess the influence of full range 

actin polymerization or depolymerization on platelet dense-body granule secretion for a 

complete understanding. 

 

In conclusion, this study used state-of-the-art electrochemical techniques to define the 

role of cytoskeletal F-actin and microtubule in platelet dense-body granule secretion, and 

revealed that F-actin, but not microtubule regulates platelet dense-body granule secretion. 

Specifically, F-actin acts as a physical barrier to platelet dense-body granule quantal 

secretion. It can also be envisioned that the current microelectrochemistry approach, 

combined with advanced techniques such as genetic manipulation, hold promise to give 

important insight into fundamental platelet secretion biology including molecular 

mechanisms of SNARE-based exocytotic machinery. 
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7.4 Supporting Information 

 

 
Figure 7.S1 Dose response of human thrombin on stimulated rabbit platelets 

(1.0x10
7
/mL). Data are reported as mean±SD, N=2-3. 

 
Figure 7.S2 Cytochalasin D effect on platelet serotonin release stimulated by the sub-

maximal thrombin concentration of 1 U/mL. Data are reported as mean±SD, N=4. 

*p<0.05, unpaired student’s t-test. 
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Electrochemical Measurements of Real-Time Dopamine Release in Brain Slices 
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Introduction 

 

Caron-fiber microelectrochemistry is a powerful bioanalytical technique to probe 

neurochemistry in the brain and has significantly expanded the current knowledge of 

several important neurotransmitters, including dopamine and serotonin. Excellent reviews 

have been written on this subject.
1, 2

 This appendix describes the experimental procedures 

for performing real-time electrochemical measurement of neurotransmitter dopamine 

release in mouse brain slices. 

 

Experimental Section 

 

Brain Slice Preparation 

Mice were decapitated and brains were rapidly removed. Coronal slices (300 m thick) 

containing the striatum were prepared with a microtome in sucrose slicing solution (85 

mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 1mM NaH2PO4, 25 mM NaHCO3, 25 mM 

Glucose and 75 mM Sucrose, pH 7.4). Slices were placed in artificial cerebrospinal fluid 

(aCSF, 119 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1 mM NaH2PO4, 26.5 mM NaHCO3, 1.3 mM 

MgSO4, 2.5 mM CaCl2 and 11 mM Glucose, pH 7.4) and perfused with 95% O2 and 5% 

CO2.  

 

Carbon-Fiber Microelectrode Fabrication 

Refer to the Experimental Secretion in Chapter Two. 

 

Electrochemical Measurements of Dopamine Release in Brain Slices 

All fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) experiments were conducted at 37 ± 1 
o
C in a 

temperature-controlled chamber (QE-1 and TCB-324B, Warner Instruments, Hamden, 

CT) on a stereoscope (MZ6, Leica Microsystems, Inc., Bannockburn, IL). The brain slice 

was pinned down on a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) block within a diamond-shaped 

mini-chamber (perfusion insert, RC-33DM, Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT) contained 
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in a petri-dish. The whole assembly was then inserted into the aforementioned 

temperature-controlled chamber. The slice was continuously perfused with pre-warmed 

oxygenated aCSF solution (inline solution heater, Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT) at 1 

mL/min using two syringe pumps with one pumping and the other withdrawing. 

Following ~15 min temperature equilibration, a carbon-fiber microelectrode and a pair of 

stimulating electrodes (#303/8-B, plastics1, Roanoke, VA) were placed at a chosen 

position within the caudate-putamen area of the brain slice using a pair of 

micromanipulators (Burleigh PCS-5000, EXFO, Ontario, Canada). The pair of 

stimulating electrodes (tip separation ~200 m) were first placed at the chosen position 

and rested on the slice surface. Then, the carbon-fiber microelectrode was placed in an 

adjacent position with an equal distance of ~150 m to the stimulating electrode tips, 

inserted ~75 m into the brain slice. A Ag/AgCl electrode (MF 2052, BASi, West 

Lafayette, IN) was used as the reference electrode. The potential on the carbon-fiber 

microelectrode was rapidly scanned from -0.4 V to 1.0 V and back to -0.4 V at 400 V/s 

with an update frequency of 10 Hz, using an Axopatch 200B potentiostat (Molecular 

Device, Sunnyvale, CA). The potentiostat was interfaced to the computer-mounted data 

acquisition boards (PCI 6052 and PCI 6711, National Instruments, Austin, TX) via a 

breakout box and controlled by a locally written LabVIEW program (National 

Instruments, Austin, TX). The electrical stimulation was delivered by an analog stimulus 

isolator (model 2200, A-M system Inc., Carlsborg, WA) which received programmed 

stimulation signal from the breakout box. Typical electrical stimulation used bipolar 

electrical pulses (350 A in amplitude, 2 ms/phase). Local perfusion of high-K
+
 solution 

(aCSF containing 60 mM KCl) from a capillary could also be used to stimulate dopamine 

release.  

The recorded data were presented in a false-color 2D plot, where sequential cyclic 

voltammograms were stacked over time. The stable background charging current was 

subtracted, and the resulting faradic current arising from dopamine oxidation was 

encoded in false color. The peak dopamine oxidation current from successive cyclic 

voltammograms was plotted over time to yield a current-versus-time trace, which reveals 

the stimulated dopamine release transients. The measured current was converted to 
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dopamine concentration based on a pre- or post- calibration of the carbon-fiber 

microelectrode using a previously described flow injection system.
3
 Briefly, a 3-s bolus 

of 1 M freshly prepared dopamine standard in aCSF solution was injected using the 

flow injection apparatus and allowed to flow by the carbon-fiber microelectrode at a flow 

rate of ~2 mL/min. The FSCV conditions (i.e., scan rate, frequency, etc.) used for 

calibration were identical to those described above. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Figure A1 shows the experimental setup and representative results obtained for 

stimulated dopamine release from a mouse brain slice. Clearly, real-time dopamine 

release was measured with a sub-second time resolution. While both stimulation methods 

are nonselective in cell types, advanced techniques such as optogenetics continue to 

evolve and hold promise for precisely targeted stimulation. In future studies, 

microelectrochemistry techniques remain an invaluable tool to advance our 

understanding of brain neurochemistry. 
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Figure A1 Electrochemical measurements of dopamine release from a mouse brain slice 

(A) Experimental setup. (B-D) Electrically stimulated dopamine release. Electrical 

stimulation consisted of a single biphasic electrical pulse with 350 A in amplitude and 2 

ms in duration for each phase. (E-G) High-K
+
-stimulated dopamine release. K

+
 

concentration is 60 mM. 
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